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Some images distorted
P. Gc la Harpe : Classical Banach-Lie algebras and
Banac h=L'i.egroups of operators i~lHilbert s pace ,
rage 1.41, lines 1, 12 and 15.
Tn st ead of' :2_2.(th,JtR; Co)
r~ad Q(1A,JR; Co)
Page I.48, line 10.
Instead of s-involutive real Lie algebras
read c-involutive real Lic algebras
Page 1.52, lines 12 to 14, and 19.
Tns t ead of _?o ( ••• )
read 0( ... )
Page 11.4, from line 11 to the end
Read
Unless o't.b erw i.se stat ed , homoraorphi.suie[resp.
*-homomorpl1isms] between Banach-Lie algebras
[r~sp. i.nvolutive Bana ob-L'i e algebras] are not
supposed to be necessarily continuous. Hence a
slightly different tertfJinology 8S in Balachandran
[12], b-l. or as in [76]. Definition 1.8 (abou.t
conjugations and real forms) and proposition 1.11
(abou.t the cohomolo~ical formulation of the problem
of classifying real forms) carryover to the Banach
case with the minor evident modifications. For
example, a conjugation of an involutive Banach-Lie
algebra {~ is a map 0-: Ii. - g such that the
map X r-+O~(-X*) is an involutive *-automorphism
of g; the corresponding real form is given by
{Xe~r u-(x) = XJ
Page 11.12, line 19.
Instead of Dixmier[ 1
read Dixmier [49
rage 11.25, line 11
P.cld 1'Jj_ththe exception of !~J_(;f/l.; Cl) wh i ch
is clearly not simple, but such that the
closure of its derived ideal namely
is topologically simple.
111.3, lines 3 and 4
Instead of SO(n)
r~ad SO(2n)
SU(n)
SU(2n)
JJage 111.3, line 6
Instead of Let eR(n) oCnYu- U(n)
read Let ~H(n) = 0(2nYuU(n)
Page IV.IO, last line
Instead of is surjective.
read coincides l"ith the restriction of H~(gl(1t; C2))
to H-l<- C.~) •
9th June, 1972.
This ~or~ IS essentially 8 detailed version of notes
published by the author (some in collaboration) in the
tlCOG}ptesHen:} us Hebd otnadai.r-es des Ssanccs de l' Acad em.i.e
des Sciences 9 Serj_e A (Par as )II in 1971 and early 1972
(numbers 272 to ~7 LiJ e
The first chapter studies Lie algebras constituted by
finite rank opera'tors in a complex Hilbert space, and wh Lch
correspond in infinite dimensions to the classical simple
Lie algebras in finite dimensions. Co~pletions of these
with respect to the Schatten uniform crossnorms and to
the ~Ieak topology j.r'ov Lde the Banacb -Lf.e algebras investigated
in chapter II. As appJj_cations : homogeneous spaces of the
corresponding Banach-Lie groups are studied in chapter III;
the relationship betv-e en cohomologies of the groups, of
their Lie all~;ebrasand of their classifying spaces is the
subject of chapter IV.
The main results are: Algebras of derivations, groups
of automorphisms, classification of the real forms and
cohomologicel cOillDutations for the Lie algebras introduced
in chapters I and II.
The methods used have been suggested hy the theories
of finite dimensional semi-simple real and complex Lie
algebras, and of associative Banach algebras of linear
operators.
The results are related to the theory of L*-algebras
(Schue, Balachandran) and to the investigations about the
Lie structure of simple associative rings (Herstein,
Martind8le).
Introd uc t i on.
Cha pt er I
Chapter III
Chapter IV
Btbliography.
Classic81 involutive D8n88b-1i~ algchr~s 80d
1;;X,:'lmp10.sof .i.nfi.n i te d Lmens .iona I E:L1bert
symmetric spaces.
On the cohomology of the classical compl~x
Lie algebras of compact operators.
);b~-,(~1:,; c' ') i ,-,',~",( Io \....-. .' I '.J ") \ ~ ~ li I ~
-tr)'p"O-1 o ,; \ ('l',,-, ')~-':l' T],',
• , ........ ):.'..)/ .. ,.J ... Jcttvl..~ ..l..
to '1-~la-L 0-" 1::, 1 "" l' ll'~, t. 1.. ,U 8 n 8.C n ._l.J 1, e. ,':;,t','~,.t) r'D. E"; n!'1(J gro U PE,; re18t~J to them.
And cha ot.e r s III a:..(~J T'\r -"0 "Pl~"t -j' ,-,0)-1"'; on':' • LnfLn i t c, .... -_ .::t 1• .1 _. I v c"\... ,.Jj_ .. \......r:.t. -.1- .l.). 1
dimensional sy~wctric spaces, cobomology of the stabJ~
classical groups. 'I'he mai n r e su Lt.s an'. br i c tLv des cr Lbed
Ln sections 3 and 4 of this .irrt.r-oduc t i on ,
The first two sections of the introduction arc
respectively concerned ~ith varjous examples of Banach-Lie
groups, and with some indicatio~s about ~an8ch-Lie groups
in general.
dra'~ toget~er the relevant literatur~, especially about
Banach-Lie groups of linear oper8tors. S~me of the
references in the bihlio£raphy do not appear in the text.
Those of particular importance for our purpose are
inrticated by a *
-.- ~--.---.'------ ..-~--~,-
-1:)'_';r2.C; (H::1CJ\ " Y'( "QC-~ co . c·_ .•__, .. ..1 J o. .1.1 J I· r »: Cl;_
duction to chapter IV
Groups of op9rators on Hilbert spac0.
The first non trivial exawples GTe providsrl by th0
operators on a Hilbert space over or
various of its s ubg r ou ps : un i t~,ry ~ orthogona}_~ .',:ymplc;cUc
.e;roup of unitary __ele.rn.el~ts.in any as soc Lat i ve LnvoLuti.v c
Banach a1gebra wi tb un it are Banach-Tric groups. J\ll irejiCirtpnt
-I f7fA]iexample is given by the C-x'-algebra __,~&I,,_, (",A') ~ \"hCr'l?C rllL.,
~;\ ~RL( (JTU is the algebra of' all b ound ed ope r-at ors on liL :;nd
where c(Jh) is tbe ideal of compact operators; both tile
group of units and the group of un i t81'Y elements tire thc~n
homotopically equivalent to the space of Fredholm ope: 1';:'-G un)
on JlL , hence are bo't.h cLas o i.fv t.ng s pac e s for y-tlJc?ory;
for the relevance of these t~o groups in K-theorl, SCQ
Atiyab-Singer[ t _land Eells [is}.
If prcp't/L) is 8. Banach a Lgebr a una an idf'Hl in tbs
associative algebra LClflJ ~ tlleD 't he subgr-oup GI,(J.11; "t)
l(). ,
rE
"~: • .J\..
:in
- 7
C'''' v,' }'r' ;'1-"'_,-1 11,1 i lC' ~l (, '; "1"',.. J 1-,'·2'-, ,I.._).,,~~_" '-'''-.\. ',J ~.' ~ ,_)("_-1, l.. ~
iou_ll of I-i i__J l)(:ct-,:~r;llri,:icH 0 f'c r-at orr: C2 (1:£) in ",Ill :i.c1']
4,
case -Ll1t: ]~:L(:. f~lr:eljn} oJ CI,( h ~ C2) is one of the; !,j::nplc
is the i~sol of trace
i" . t ]-'0_ ]-'8 .r o a1.ccb:ca
Here is 8 sOW2~h8t ~ore sophjsticated cxampJe : Let E
measure ~ and let
"-'
G be th~ grollp of -ttose Lnv e r t i bLe
ope ra'tor s X on E such 't.ha'tj) ([ and X* Clf) rJI'C Ln tll~
satne llle8So,re cLa s s ; .ii.) the HricJ.on-Hicodym derivative dX 0-[
'-}~w i th respect to l,. is continuous on E ; iii) dX-l
is oont inuou s on E • ~:hen an explicit f ormuLa is known for
rJ
dX 1'lhen X a s in the subGroup G of G defined 88
follows . I,et :E1(--dA~·E be the abstY8ct \'Jienor.
space defined by (E,n and let g be the Bana ch-dri.e
algebl~a of those operators Y on?7f whLch extend to an
operator 1/e~(E9E*) as indicated in the diagram
rChen G is the sub Bant;_ch-J.Jiegroup of GL(lIL; Cl) with
]~ie algebra g . and ,G...2)
(E,~) . It does not seem to be known wether or not G is
IV
a proper subgroup of G. My references for this example
are J. Hadcliff and P. Stefan in [5J] •
on vector sr.a cos can be found in }Ca:Jison [33], [3Lt], ['5,{},
OiJ.ZilOU[12(j, Ej_Ck8rt[).?i}9[/3J_7~[JI;q~:::~UllOUcr;y[iJ~7.
Structurel groups end wanifolds of maps.
As i21 finite dimensions, a la:cge l::'art oi' t.he current
interest in infinite dimensio~al m8nifol~s j,B devoted to
extra structures on them, hence to the structural
group of a real Hilbert space is tbe structurnl grour of
a Rie:-:18r1DiaD ;nan:L.fol.:..S1 (Bells l!J~:Js e ct i.o n 5). Prob Leuis
partially motivated by theoretical ~echanics have led
11. :'~einstcin to a car cf'uI i11VE'S-cig, tion of .sYE:_plectic:
manifol_ds [/33J, [ltV. Manifolds give~l together wi th a
r cduc t i on of their structural group to tbe E'redbolm grou~'),
called F'r edho Lr, man i.f oLd s , arise na't uraLlv .i.n .nanv concrete
problems of global analysis: degree ,tbeory, elliptic
problems; see I<';lv)OrtbYL-{I}, El'~JOrt'ny--.TrombaL-/~J?
Eells [5"~J, Eell~'i-El'.J·Jortby L-S']. 'rhe :'!iene::r group .is a
basic ingredient for the theory of ::.i~.neI_l!t.0!_t:l.t.:~~.2..1d~,
recently deveLoppe d by Eel1s-El"i1orthv [.5.1}, 'Eells [Si/,
Mam.f cLd s of uraps themselves can be I18.l1aci1-Id.e croups.
For example, let S be a compact manifold and let ,....,-T he
a finite dimensional Lie group. The space of those maps
from to G ~hich belong to certain classes (continuous,
or Soholev if Sand G have Hiemannian structur-e s ) ar e
naturally BanAch-Lie groups under pointwise multiplication;
0,,5
they have good applicntions to the algebraic topolo~y of
1 -. -, (n·l- [rE?'10:1logeneous spaces 01 u ,i!Je lr.~ _.J ..)_. r ,
J\utomorprlisf!1 groups of 111fj_llit(~ dimensional gnoIDf::tricobjects e
.•_----_ .•_-------.---_., .._ ..__ ._._-------_ .._--_ .._.._----
The (historically) first example in this category is
~ianerts theorem: Let
_..,...)_- . /t be the group of symmetries
of a projective COilll1ex Hilbert space; more precisely,
( "II' )if P ctn. is the set of lin~s in the complex Hilbert space
"t~
(}7 '- , the tr8.nsi tioD probability i[3 deflned by
JP( (,fL) x 1 (fflt) -----: t: . 2 where X Lrresp. y_7" is
)
(j, f) ) t-- lli~~~~. .-
(; fxtl..iYlL
any non-zero vector in the complex Line r l~~f:;'SP' g] ;
8. permutation of p((ffi) belongs to Jl :Lf and on.i.vif it
preserves the transi 'tLon probability. Let TJCIIi) be tIle
Banach-Lie group of all unitary and antiunitary operators
on 'Iii. ;any element of u(/~.) induces clearly a syr!l!l.lety·y
of P('!A) and there is a sequence
i -J --1> U(1) .-~ U(~i ) ---. til ---l'~ le 1
1~.Lgn er proved that this sequence is exact; hence It is
a Banach-Lie group whose Lie algebra is the quotient of
the Banach-Lie algebra Q(~) ::: Ix (: IJ(1ft.) I x* =: -x J by
its centre. A similar result holds for quaternionic spaces.
Proofs and comments are given in detail by }3argrnan [Ig J.
The short exact sequence ~ritten above is formally the same
as that appearing in propositions I.IO.A and II.3.A.
Let J be a complex Banach subspace of the complex
C*-algebra L((/~) wh i cb contains X* and X2 whenever it
0.6
c on+a i.ns the opc r-at or X 1 and let ,'I (1) b e the {lpCn un it
'ball in ( J'" ',)~' r-t LCl) '1 ar .j '..L". i J. I. (1 _ V ~_. ~...e. , .... _ JO.) i[j a
gen eraL i Z8,t ion of t.h FJ S=!:.~.u:~·~.l~_§_('.';~::~~~!:p1_2:'l(:J..:::1_l1]::l.!._ ~0_::3C .) 'rh en
L!:..o] Cl ,,', o rr JIt<:.
anvJdiffcolliorphism of J(l) ante itself is~h2 composition
of a M~bius transformation &nd of a linea~ isometrv; in
par t Lcu Lar- this croup of Cl.iLfe on.or-phi.erns of J (1) f.s 8.
Banach-Juo BrOU}) •. S.'be pr-oof of this sta t ement uses a
[1-.; -1 r'/. 1.7generaltzed Scn',."13.rtz lemma and is due to J.J. Harris j J J,L '1;;.
Greenfield and "Tal18cD [6£],!6?)bnve .stl1C1i'2d Lnri n.ite
type J;,and have comput ed exp.l Lc L't eLy t.ne i r LrOU.p::3 of
Dolomorphic diffeomorphisms. These croups arc again
Ban ach=La e groups canon tceL'tv given BS ~iub[;I'o!J.psof GIJ(])'2.) ~
wher-e 1ft.. is et comp'Lex Hilbert s pa ce ,
In a general E-dtuati on ~ 'the f ol.Lo-vi.ng fac t has be en
observed by Eells Let be an j,nfinite dimensional
Riemannian manifold whLch :LS connected and co.up.l et.e ,
Let +G be the connected component of its erq.Q'p of j.:.~~o
'fhen is a Banach-Lie group whose Lie algebra consists
of the Killing vector fields on M . Indeed9 an isometry
of M is uniquely determined by its value 8nd tbat of its
first derivative at anyone point of M ; this finiteness
condition implies the Ban2cb character of the group +G .
A result about B~nach-Lie groups and finite dimensional__ ._-_._--
manifolds.
Almost all the previous examples are Banach-Lie groups
which act on infinite dimensional spaces or manifolds. This
0.7
happens to be a general f8ct, at least ~ben so~e (rather
_eak) sewi-simplicity hypothesis is assumed about the group.
Indeed s the following result bas been pr-oved in [126}a8 a.
corollary of the theory of the primitive Lie algebr8s of
E. Cartan.
_TheorGJl2._l.!..Let G be a connected Banach-Lie group and let
M be n finite dimensionsl smooth manifold. Suppose there
exists a smooth and effective action of G on M ~hich
is ample bud primitive. Then G is finite dimeusioDal.
Primitivity in theorem 1 means : If is the Banach-Lie
algebra of G, if Go is the isotropy sub~roup at some
point of T\'1 and if g o is its Lie algebra, then is
maxillaI among the pr-o per closed suba Lg cbr-as of .f.i. Any
tranQitive action of a second countable Lie group is ample.
(Details in [12.6J.) A corollary of tile proof is :
Theorem 2. Let G and hl be as above and suppose that
the Lie algebra of G contains no closed finite codimensional
ideal. Then the only smooth action of G on M is the
trivial action which associates to each clement of G the
identity transformation of M .
The groups introduced in chapter II of the present work
satisfy the conditions of theorem 2.
0.8
0.2.- Banach-Lie grouJm : guneral ~heary.
l'here is a tl18OJ'V of 10c8.1 Bana ch=Lf.e grouys (t.e.
grou p-Gc~niJs) and of dpnaclJ-Lie al£;ebras, due to lJ:Lrkhoff[2.0]
arid Dynkin: 51], of u::llicbthe r'esuLts are esserrt LaLl.v as
in finite dimensions. The global theory, however, offers
wany facts ~ithout finite dimensional analoguES. For
that is which are not Lie algebras of any Benach-Lie
groLlp, have been cons'tr-uc+ed by Van Est-K.ortl1agen [19J__7
and Douady-Lazard [tr3]. In contrast, there are good
criteria, onE of ~hich is :
Theorem 3. Let ~ be a Banach-Lie algebra whose center ls
reduced to zero. Then there exists a Banach-Lie group of whicb
g .is the Lie algebra.
Theorem 3 wil1 be good enough for our purpose; its proof
can be found in Lazard [101], section 22. There arc other
criteria for enlargibili ty in [111] and S"'ierczko"Jski[lJ':].
The hest reference about the general theory of
Ba!1acl1-Lie groups is Lazar-d [10'/); some 0:E the technical
definitions ~e need will be recalled in section 11.1.
The background ahout Banach manifolds can be found in
Bourbaki [29'l-[2 s). Dieud.onne [It+], Lang [103), 1azard[tO~7.
Other references about Banach-Lie groups include :
Eells [)!;-Jscction 3, Laugwitz {IOy.],[IOS-], Leslie [lo'J_7,
j'.:'aissen[lIt]:, and about infinite dimensional manifolds
Ku i per ['Of}, Woulis [IJ'(}.
0.3.- S·tructure of the c-n9s1eel 3anach-Lie aJgebras atd
groups of operators i.n Hilbert spaCG.
(Chapters I, II and IV.)======~===~=~=~=============~=======~=~==============~==
in detail certain c188sical J.:3nn9.cb-1:Lc
'rile primary purpose of this "'ark ts to study
on a Hilbert e pace , I______________________ ,. ~ __ i
L*-algebras and classical Lie algebras of operators.--- --.------.--.------~----
The starting point of our work was Schue's classification
of complex L-'k-algebrasDS3_] ~[I5-tl. Dy d(3i'ini.tiont a J.J";--_~l.j;~.9L.~
over tK (rTf' rR. .<N )Vc. lS or Ii.i is both an involutive Lie algebra and
a OC-Hilbert space such that the following holds : if X 1-- X.;(·
denotes the involution and « I ~ the scalar product of g,
then ( [X, y] I Z) =: «y I [Xt(· s Z]~ for all is
said to be ~emi-simple if moreover its derived ideal is dense
lfI:.,~J ::::{!;_ • It is an easy corollary of theorem ::5 that any
L*-algebr8 is e.nlargable; a L*-group is a Banach-Lie group
whose Lie algebra has a structure of L*-algebra.
It is relatively eBSY to show that a semi-simple
L*-algebra is the Hilbert direct sum of its simple closed
ideals [/53]. Schue gave moreover a complete classification
of the separable simple complex L*-algebras. As in fin~tc.
dimensions, the classif~52.?~tionof ~ll~__seJ??r~.QJ:~_simple__£.§.§l
L'*-algebras can tben easily be r-edu ced to the f oLl.owing
problem : classify the real forms of a small number of
OblO
explicitely given complex L*-81~ebras. ~e solved this last
problem in [/-6]; the r-e su'l t s Vlere found J.ndependently hy
1"] t: ,/ .., '-;11 :'7Bela chan d ran I)" and Unea i.n L I; 5J,L It0.
'I'he use of Hilbert space techniques is cr-uci.aI for 't.he
general theory of L*-algebras. HO~GVer9 the siructure of
a L--"-algebra is unnecessarily restrictl.ve as soon as one
considers problems about explicitely given algebras. This
is the reason why the whole of chapter I is 8 systematic
study of l~ie ale;ebI_Sl,§_. of fint~S:_l:§!lk _Q.P.£I3::.t;s.?.!'~ 0\1 a (real or)
complex };ilber"t s pa ce {fft . In C111: pter II, we can then
consider various Bana ch=L'i,ealgebras of pounc1ec!.,ope!'§l:!~.2E..§2.
(S8 ctions 2-4-) and of .£_0U1j.J11C':._t oJ2e~rs (sections 5~6); these
include among others all the separable simple L*-algebras.
Derivationss automorphisms, real forms.
Those ali~ebras that we call classigal .~jl~algepras
of operators are defined by enumeration on paGes 1.6 and
1.52 (algebras of finite rank operators), pages 11.10 and
11.16 (algebras of bounded operators), and pages 1I.24
and 11.27 (algebras of compact operators). The classifi-
cation result then reads:
Theorem 4 (= propositions 1.12, 11.4 and 11.13 of the text).
Let ~ be a classical complex Lie algebra of finite rank
operators (resp. bourided operators, compact operators) on
the complex Hilbert space iff( and let s be a real form
of ~. Then s is *-isomorphic to one of the classical
real Lie algebras listed page 1.52 (resp. 11.16, 11.27).
0.11
Theorem 4 is essentially an extention of the analogous
f Lni.t.edim8nsional Tesu1t of E. Cart an (see Helgason [!f),
cha », JX j 4·). It fol10""9 from the
Tbeorem 5 (= propositions 1.10, 11.3 and 11.12). Let g be
as in theore~(14 and Jet ,P be an 8!}tC?1!!"9.~.E:1ismof f£ such
for all X e t.~ • rt~henthere existsthat
either a unitary opcr-at.or-V on 7Ifi. such that 1(.1..) = VXVJk
f0::::-.811X 6 t" , or an ant i.unLtary operator V on ;tJ_ such
that for all X E~ 0 In par-t i.cu Lar-, if
~ is a claasical complex Banach-Lie algebra of bounded
(resp. compact) operators, then any *-automorphism of ~
is isometric and inner (resp. spatial).
Tbe othcr results in chapters I and II are:
Any derivation of a classical complex Lie algebra of
operators is spatial; in particular, any derivation of a
classical complex Banach-Lie algebra of bounded or
compact operators is continuous. (Propositions I.2, 11.2
and II.9.) This was pnrtially announced in [30].
A conjugation theorem about Cartan subalgebrR~
(proposition 1.3 and remark page 1.53), and a description
of the associated .§...·stem_sof roots (sectj.on1.4). 'l'bis
is due, in tbe L*-context, to Balachandran [ /2.].
A partial classj.fication of the ideals in the classical
complex Banach-Lie algebras of bounded operators (section
11.2) whi.chis essentially as section 5 of [12(1.
Most of the propositions in chapters I and II fall
into three CAses corresponding respectively to the general
linear groups (type A), the orthogonal complex groups
(type B) nd the symplectic complex groups (type C) •
•
o .1~2
The results for type A can often be proved from theorems---
on a ssoci.at ive algebras (;:;,8 in Dixnr' er [4«], chap. III jfg)
and frrn theorellison the Li. structure of associative
r-Lng s (as in He r-et ea.n[f6_Z and Martindale [IIJ-J,DI!J);
but our methods ar e ori{,:1n81,and apply also to ~ypes B
and C.
Some other considerations (on systems of roots, on
classical groups) are more or less known~ but it would
be difficult to provide a short list of adequate references,
either for the material or for the viewpoint.
Cohomology.
The classical Banach-Lie groups of compact operators
Bnd the Grassmann manifolds defined by them provide models
for the classifying spaces of finite dimensional vector
bundles (section 111.1). Hence it is natural to study the
relationship between the cohomologies of ~hese groups, of
their Lie algebras and of their classifying spaces. The
cohomology of a Ban8ch--Lie algebra is defined~the standard
way (as in Ko szuL [IOrj]) with the restriction that the
cochains are continuous; ~e consider scalar cohomology
9nly. In this introduction, we consider algebras of type A
only; see chapter IV for analogous results about types Band C.
Let 'liz. be an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert
space, let p6 iN with 1 ~ p ~ 00 ,let Cp(dti..)be one of
of the Scl1atten's minimal ideals (see (1!n"7 and the second
appendix to chapter II) and let Bl(~; Cp) be the
correspondin~ classical complex Banach-Lie algebra of
compact operators.
c ...,
) •.L)
is an 8:X1: eri.or--_ ..... __._--
of
primitive cocycl8s of odd degrees, 88Ch of them heing
unique up to multiplicRtion by 8 scalar. In particu'aT,
if ~ is the ~ie algebra defined by the winimal ideal of
all compac~ op8retors (i.e. if
If 1£ 1 ..ulE 9lgebra,
it is well kno~n that would be isomorphic (88 a
defined by in:t:j.ni te
dimensions~ theorem 6 implies the follo~ing
Corollary (= proposi·tion IV.2). Let g be as in theorem 6-_ ..
and let G be the corresponding classical Banach-Lie group.
Then J~ (if) is Ls oinor-ph i.c to the real cohomology of G if
and only if p = 1 .
The computation of Jt(~) is relatively easy. That of
the cohomology algebra H~(g) seems considerably nore
difficult; ho~ever :
Theorem 7 (= proposition IV.3). Let g be as in theorem 6
and let bk( p)
Hk(g) . Then :c ""-
bl (p) ::::
be the dimension of tbe ..£91wmolo_gy_s;QBce
if p = 1
ot he rw Ls e ,
'1'J. ...: p = 1 or if p ::;:Do
If g was a finite dimensional c18ssical Lie algebra,
C.14
P is different from 1. Then J~(£) and ar e
.~ot Ls omor-phLc ,
Conjecture •."l11en p = 1 ,i.e. when y is ~he Banach-Lie
-.!
algebra of trace class oper-a t or-e i:::.l(.~1; Cl) ~ then
J~(~) and H~(~) are isomorphic.
fim:lly, let I (G)c be the 81gEbra of those continuous
sc::~18r-valued pc Lvnonu.a l function,,> on
are invariant by the adjoint action ef
Th~or(:E) £3 (::: pro p03 it .ion IV. 4-). . Le t G:;:: Cr.!J Cl#.; cp) • Then
le (G) is a .p01-v~o;nial a~Beb:r:§. gene:cated by a fauJily
(jk) k~ N~k ~ P of f'unc't i.ons of even 11'2grees. In part Lcu Lar ,
if G is tbe Fredbolm group of J;f (j .• e. if p = (0),
then Ic(G) ~ C •
If G was a finite dimensional classical Lie trcup,
it is \'lell known that I(G) wouLd be isomorphic (as a
ring) to the real cohomology of the classifying space BG•
In infinite dimensions, theorem 8 i~plies the following
Corollary. Let G be as in theorem 8. Then I (G)c is
isomorphic to the real cohomology of the classifyine space
BG if and only if p = 1 .
Theorems 6, 7 and 8 war-e par-t i.a l l.v announced in [t/2_}
and [33].
As it mu~t be clear after this section 3 of the intro-
duction, our ~ork reli~s beavily on botb the theory of
f:Lni i..e dLmensri.ona I seG}j.-s:imple L'i.e alc;ebras over C or lH.
and the tl1eor:v of aasioc i.at ive Banach algebras of operato:rs.
1~!erefer for the former es s errt LaLLy to Bourbaki [25'"J,
HelgG.80n[ o1'-_7chap. II and III, ,serre [1s-7], and occasionally
to BO'll"bald[2 (,], Chevalley [36]~L-3!J..], J 8Gobs()n[..'()_~
S~~min:~dT.'eSOpl1u8 I,ie[lf ~]. 1";8 refer for tbe Lat er
essentially to Schatten[I-r-lj, and occa s Lona l Lv to
Dieud onne [it J}cba p , XV~ Dixmier[ trt], Calkin[30 J,
J" olmson-Sinclair L-j2_j.
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An analytic Riemannian manifold AA is called a
Riemannian globally symmetric space if any of i'La points
m e 1...1 is an isolated f'Lxe d po Irrt of SOGle isometry s ofm
I\r1 (HeLga son [tY}). r:J_lhOl.lghthis definition looks quite
convenient for Hilbert manifolds, little is known about
such infinite dimensional spaces in general. However9 we
seem to be in a good position for further studies because
of the following facts :
One of the achievements of the finite dimensional
theory of symmetric spaces is the classification of
E. Cartan; it makes it possible, among other things, to
check conjectures by inspection. Its three main steps
are : the clRssification of complex semi-simple Lie
algebras, the classification of the real forms of these
and the classification of the symmetric spaces themselves.
Suppose such a pattern carries over to the infinite
dimensional Hilbert case; then step one is due to Schue
and step tmo is theorem 4 above; so that step three is
a natural problem to consider. Short of having solved it,
we give in chapter III the (hopefully complete list of)
examEles of irreducible Hilbert Riemannian globally
symmetric s_p_gces.Emphasis is put on those wbicb correspond
to the finite dimensional ones of the compact type; those
of non-compact type can be dealt with the same way. The
homotopy type (hence the homology) ~f these spaces is
recalled in propositions 111.1 and 111.2. (Section 111.1.)
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of a symllictrlcspHca make .cnse in infinite diill:nsions:
orthogonal symmetric Lie algebra, Hilhert Hic~annjan
symmetl'.ic pa i.r, dti.81ity. G-oometrical prope r-t J(>t3 of thE;
infinite dLme nai.onaI spaces 81'E' t!JGn .ShO·.Ni, s"i:;ilJon
examples~ to bs much the S8me as in finite dimunsions
curvature ~ geodesics (proposi.tion TIl. 3), t:~c()dl:sic
8ubspac8S (proposition I1I.4). (Section 1II.2.)
Section II1.3 points to 8n unexpected fac~ : Let M
be an irredLlcihlQ BTlbE?rt IUeU18.nn:Lan gJ..obal1y evmme t rLc
space 9 or for .....hat matter 8 II st ab Le " irredlJ.cible
Riemannian globally symmetric space in the sa~G sense
as one speaks of' "stable classical gl'Olrpsll (because
of homotopy equivalences as in proposit.Lons 11.16 and
111.2) " I.et P,.(t) be the formal power serj.e~_jwl10seI~j
tb coefficient is the lr-tJ{ Betti number of 1V1 'fllenk ,;,., .
P1Vi(t) defi.nes an ho.Lomorpmc function in tllf~ 0pen unit
disc of thE-)complex plane. 'I'h i s function is ei ther a
polynomial function, or is suprisingly simply related
to modular functions.
The last section of chapter III is made of tno
independent remarks about particular symmetric spaces.
The first recalls the classification of the (simply
connected) spaces of constant curvature in the Hilbert
case. The second gives an explicit trivialization of the
tangent bundle to tbe unit sphere of a Hilbert space.
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sons N01' ATIONS lIND CON\!:F;t~TIONg.
z
set of natural integers:: lO, 1, 2, •~• }
set of strictly poe i tive integers II, 29 .0. J
group of rational integers.
If
N*
z* set of non zero rational integers.
s..lJ
IR
rR
Rronecker symbol •
field of real numbers.
extended real line :
together with its usual totRl order.
field of complex numbers.
field of quaternionic numbers.
ODe of tile fields IR, q::, ~'.
IK* set of non zero elements in ~
* * * * *
Banach space over OC •
space of all (not necessarily bounded) linear
maps from ElK into itself; it is an associative
algebra over R if ~ is OR or Q and over
Q; if lK = C •
L(EIK) Banach algebra of all bounded linear maps from
ElK into itself, i.e. of all operators on EffC•
Banach algebra of all compact operators on ElK.
associative algebra of finite rank operators
Hilbert space over lK , denoted by I&. when therQ
is no risk of conf us t on r the scalar prod uct in 01f..
is denoted by < I) .
w i.th p e lIT 1 1 ~ p ~ t?"'..J ~ is one of ~)cb8l;ten t s
norm ideals of compact operators on
C~l1h. rt()
02«.
means the same 8S C C1R1K) •
is itself a Hilbert space for the scalar product
defined by «X/Y»._ trace (i..Yx)
X(f)y ''(II\Xl ith x ,y (;.etlla:;
defined on iJ~IK
is the operator of rank one
by Z f-o (zty)x
x* the adjoint of the operator X on ~(.
X/E the restriction of 8n operator to a subset E
of ;fz1K.
conjugation on (see appendix to ch~pter I).
!II(jj ( id •)•anticonjugation on
Lie groups are denoted by capital letters as G, SOCk) ,
Sp(lft~; C) •
Lie algebras are denoted by underlined small letters as & ,.
~(k) , §j?(1tiU'2; C)
The connected component of tbe origin of' a group as 0 (Iff!?; C2)
is denoted by 0+ (1ft la; C2) •
Classical Lie groups and Lie algebras of finite dimensions are
denoted as in Helgason[8y.], chap. IX j 4.
Derivati.ons are usually denoted by 6 9 au'tonior-phi.sms by r
A Cartan subalgebra of a Lie algebra ~ is usually denoted by
l!. ~ and dl. is the set of non-zero roots of Ii w Lth
respect to b •
L187.52~ refers to the item nO 187.525 in the bibliogr~phy
M indicates the end or the omission of n proof.
BLANK IN ORIGINAL
Le t he a Hilbert space over r(~ , of in:fj_nit e
_ --~,._~..----
of finite Tent. operators on ;;tTl dc f i.ne s Cl :Lie aLgebra
'fll1icb \l1i1l be denoted by e;l("PT; C ) t it is a re81 Lie- t\ 0
algebra if IT( is IR or :J} and a cotuplex one if' IE. ~_ C
The aim of this first chapter is to study var.i.cus s ubn Lg eb r a s
of P:l('JA.Ly; Co) and, wfJen IK = C 9 tlJeir real fo ru.s 0 For~ _J..
part of wbat follows, th(~ Hilbert s pac e s t r uc t ur e on the
vector space dft[K is not needed; see for e xamp.l e Ste"'art
[163], s e ct i.on 4.4.
The main references for this chapter are B8lachandran
[13 ] and de La Ha rpe [tt], which we re devoted to the
computations of, respectively, scctio~s 3-4 a~d sections
5-6. However, the point of view here is quite differGnt,
as no topology is iniroduced on the Lie algebras of this
chapter.
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1.1.- ClAssical cowplex Lie algebras of finite rank operators.=~=~=~=:==~~~==========================~===================~==
I n this s e ct Lon , the base ri.e Ld .is Q; if not otherv'is(":
stated.
let sl(lf{; C )
- ' 0 be the complex Lie algebra of finite
rank O[:CY8tors v it h zero trace on the complex Hilbert space
'If{ . It is the de r-Lve d ideal of geJ/l ; , wher e it is
of codimension 1 .
LewmR 1. A~y finite subset of is corrta ined in
a :finite di:.oensional simple s uba Lge br-a of slcJr; Co) •
and
f v y JL .t'l' .•. , .In
j If {I, ... , nJ kerXj is finite cod rmens i.ona I
is finite dimensional in 1/;_. Hence there exists
be a finite subset of s1eJfi; c () .-- )
For eacb
a finite dimensional SubspRce J? in 7/1_, of dimension at
least t"IO, Such that kerX
J
. C F..L and imX .C E'
,1
j e i1. c.. , nJ . Let sI (F) be identified with the s ubaLge bra
of sJ::J1fi; Co) consisting of those operators on 1f{ which
\
for all
into itself and onto zero. Then
. con ta i d' s 1( 'Ii' ) • fl!"Irs .ne In 1: IQ
, , stated inTbe prop~rty of iheLie argebr~
lemma 1 'j_s ~om:.e.times called "local simpl:i,city".
Pr-opoe it i on 1A. Tbe Lie algebra slC1d; Co) is simple.
Proof. Le t a be a non zero ideal in §].:..(!C.; Co) • Suppose
tl1at a is not trivial, and let X'· I 0€.§_,J....r:' ,
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y~ g . ~ccording to the 1 ~wa, ther~ exists q finitu dimen-
s ionat simple sub-sLgeb r'a of sl(7!l.;Co) , 52.'1 §.' wh i ch
cont8ins X an~ Y. Then is a non trivial ideal
of s, which is absurd. Hence
J Co(J-fi.) -- Co(1tf)
l x. J[:{X'*J[~l f'R is an inv oLu'tiv e
antia utomor ph Lsm of the as soc i.a't tve aIgebra Co (!18.) •
The ort~ogon~l co~plex I1e algebra corresponding to
slC'J?z;Co) and given by
algebra
~ is by definition the LieI [t{
( 1)
If 'fR_ is of finite dimension and if
is a In-basis of type zero in 1t£ (see appendix), operators
in Q(!f{ ,JEt; Co) are exactly those whose matrix repre-
sentation with respect to e is ske~~yrumetric; in this
case, the orthogonal complex Lie algebra is denoted
usuHlly by so(n,~) [i~7.
Let be an anticonjug~tion in lit. . Let be the
antieutornorphism of the associative aLgebr'a Co(Jtf.) • 1'be
symplectic complex Lie algebra corresponding to sl(1I/.;C )o
x j----+ -J X'X- J
.~ ~
is again an involutivemap
and given by ~ ~ is by definition the Lie algebra
In the case 1ft. is f i.n'i, te (hence even) dirnensional, it is
ea~y to check that !2..£('1R.,JQ; Co) is the algebra usually
denoted by ~(n,~) •
1.4·
and
~ r' f 1!; J .. (I )'.".::....:;;:.\ (,'f .... ~ <, 5 v O-.
ProcJ : 8S for pro positLon L~; in the proof of Leurna 1 t
C~~ nOm be chosen inv8riant bv J/,)r.. or
.i ) rropoSJ.t:.LOD] j?, 8. p~rt:ic:l18r Crise of much more
general r.?sultr:; . it fol.l ovs fro.n the simplicity of the
j and from known f a c ts ab cu tassociAtive RlgGbra
. . lJ '
pr i nc i.pa .Y l~C:::'or e.ns 4·, B ~e.d ]_0.
.iL) lInaloEuf::) of pro posit ion l, for i;',I'o:.l.PS of the kmd
s1.(11,; Co) ~ f x e G1«(/Ii.) ,I X ~ id e:·:ti ty .; f' i.n i,te r-an k operator I
l nnd dAt(X) = 1 J
CaSQEi to a1t{c;2hra:i.sts; see e.g.l3:J],[1't-3]are kn ov n in var r.cus
',.:l r '/~l]ano l--' Tt •
Several of the notions used later on in this work
C8~not he defined for aT~itr8ry complex Lie alcebr8s, though
ac.finj.tioYlSwill Dllo"! ua to restrict the cLa ss of Rlgebras
under co~sider~tio~.
Definition 1. Let ~ be a 1ie algebra over 8 or t
An involiltion in f. is::;. se:llj.-li.:-lf:'ar ma p from
g_ to
that
.. su ch +ha t (X'K) l(. :::: X§
[X y] ¥,. ::: ['{~(. X·;1 (.' 11__ ,_ l-_f .Lor a .
for all J.. (- ~ and such
furnished with 8 Yl Lnv oLut Lon is 8.~1 .irrvo Lut Lv e Lie algebr8.
I:et h be 8 complex Lie al~ebr8; then £
I-Tc.l (,''''''''-1'1 [81.] l'c,'" TIl f n.""'.""_c.,;.:-J.,:)01..t 7 C.J ...~},. -_. .]/· ri1l'lerc exist fi,lite diCi,ension.c'.l
(8e(~ J30l1rbaki [?S] t: lxercicc 8c).
Deiinition 2.---~-
Let V be a vector space over U or Ie (possibly
infinite di~ensionRl). Let X be an endoworphism of
and let I XJ+ be the assoc.ia'ti v e suba Lge br a of End (V)
gener8ted by X. (.L'hen X is said to be semi-siwple
if 1xr-
Let
X in 'J's
does. not contain any non zero nilpotent ele~ent.
£ be a Lie algebra over R or C. An element
is said -t o be semi--si.f:£l}2leif ad (X) is semi-si:nple
88 endomorphism of E' A c-involution in g is an
inv oLirt ion in §. such that any nor-eiaL element '".j_th
respect to it is semi-siwple. A Lie algebra furnished
with 8 c-inv oLut ion is c;:'\lled8. c-involut ive L:Le 81._gebI'§..
The definition of a semi-simpl element coincides
~ith the stRndard o~e ~ben V or g is finite dimensional.
EX8illple. Let ~ be a semi-simple complex Lie algebra of
finite dicc.ension and let ~ be an i.nvolution in [~.
If is a compact real form of g,
tben 'l:' is a c-involution.
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Ina.<"cd,dc:t'ine ----.~ Q;
.B is the Yillinc for,.}of f.. 'J:1H:~:1
,__.. J3(1:11:'"'( 1.»)
«I); i.s a s caLer- product
on L and if X is an ele~cnt of ~ , the 8djoi~t of
(in the Hilbert s P8CC sense) i2 pre eise ly ad ( reX) )ad(X)
Hence X is nor~al if Rnd o~ly if aj(i) is a normal
opcr~tor on the Hilhert space ~ 9 that is if ·nd only if
a~(X) is sCilli-simple.
be a semi-simple real Lie 8lgebr2 of
finite dimension 8nd let r be 8'1 involLltion in f~ let
k (x c g;/ reX) == -xl and n == lX~J;£ll(X) vj._ == .11..d...
If is 8 CBrt8y} deco::nposition of f£. ~ thEn l is
a c-involution on ~.
The proof mimics that of the previous exg~p10.
l:'x::E,;~le• Let £ be O'1e of the Iri e algebras :'}1ctf ; Co) ,
Qc'$. ,In; Co) and !3.J!.e$ ,~flJ ; Co) , =he r e 11 is s orne
complex Hilbert sp8ce. ~hen f has a natural involution
given by x,__.. x* ,wbere X* is the adjoint of the
o .'er8tor X. ~~'hisLnv o Lut t on is c Le ar ly a c-inv o Lut i on
in g.
JJ~:f:'inition3. J-\ cl8.ssic§_:L~E1~~_}.:._ie 8lt~br8. 01' f tn r t.e
rank operators is one of the c-invol~tive Lie algebras
s1 ('lIi; Co) , Q etA. ,JIR; Co) and §..2. r.$ ,J,~; Co) , wh ere
J/{ is a couip.Lex Hilbert space of arbi trarv dj.l.l.1ension.
'l'he aLgebr as of definition 3 enlarge soureho-. the list
of the finite dimensionR.l classical comple~ Lie al~ebras,
and the follow in sections will sho~ how they share certRin
Frere r}-,-es of J-he se.
I.2.- Derivations~=========~==:=====
In -'chissection, 'Jfl is a cOill..Qle:xHilbert space (of
infinite dimension). An earlier stage of the rC0ults belo~
l'lns been summed up in [30J.
LemW8 2. Let ~ be 8 ninite dicensional complex 1ie algebra
and let 8 be a semi-simple subalgebra of g. Let
be a deriv8tion. Then there exists
such that 6.(X) == [D,x1 for all X 6. s '.
N.B. : a derivation from s into ~ i8, in more sophis-
ticated terms, a s kew de ri.vet i.on of type (j,j) ,',lJhere
Proof. Consider ~ as th~ ~-modulc defined by
[3J] chap. I §3.
X",Z= [x, 7J
~
; is the inclusion of 8
e.J
in ~; see Chevalley
for all x€- ~. Z t: ti • A i-dimensional ,g-cochain on s
is a linear map fA) : §. -11" £ . It is a cocycle i:f and
,
only if it is a derivation and it is a coboundary if and
only if it is an "inner'! derivation, namely if -I:;herexists
such that 6(x) == [D,X] for all XeS. Lemma 2
is then a standard and trivial consequence of the first
"'hitehend lemma; see for example Bour-b ak.i[2S] §6 exercLc e la
or Jacobson ['0] cha p , III Learna '3. fa
Lemma 3.
A.- Let 11 be a derivation of sl(J1l.;Co) . For very
. . svbSr."U~_ "filfinite dlwenslonal ~~ of ~ of di~ension at least 2, there
exists an oper-at o.r Y,',e sI (1f{_; C) such that
.l:'.i - 0
(3) D(X) == [YB'X] for all X€sl(E).
~oreover, the restriction of Y"jI to EJj is uniQuely defined
1.8
by these pr-oi-er-t I es , up to tbe additi.on of 8. scaLar multiple
of tbe identity.
every finite dimensional ~{-invariant subspace of'
of dimen8ic~ at least 5, there e~ists an o~erBtor
x];, €:
,.J
( 1,. ) .
_?. (t/fL, J ll{' Co) such t.ha t
D (X) ::= [y}; ,,] for all XL (p J )o ,..:., ill •
".ioreover, the re striction of Y J'\s to 1~.u is uni~uely defined
by these properties.
• For
every finite dimensi6nal J~-invariant subspace
~'L
'.':1
J.!.t of 7IL
of dimension at le8st 2, there exists an operator
Y-~7'G SpC '!II, Jrr,; C) s uch that
•.J- ~~ 0
(5) 6. (X) = [YE'X] for all
Uoreover, the restriction of YI":'J to B is uniquely defined
by these properties.
Pr-oof (c.8se A). As the image of sl (E) by Jj is finite.
dimensional, there exists a finite dimensional subspace F
in 1R.. , orthogonal to E , and such that !1(~l(:L)) c sl(:86 F)
(see Lemma1). :ay Letn.na 2 and 8S slC,S) is simple as soon
as dimE;r 2 , there exists YEesl(Eann such that (3)
he two operators in slrJ!l; Co)holds. Let now YH and Y~
such that (3) holds for both of them. Let the matrix of
YT.' - YE'. relatively to tbe decomposition
.LJ
Ea>EJ.. of
he denoted by
(
a1'~
J..
c.,.t,
for all
XG sl(E) ,it follows that for 811 x s sl(E) •
''r 9.1. •
8.
.b
:tG [) ~;c[',L'r :..JU.lt ip.le of tlJe jd("ltitv oJ
()(p T )\ l~"~ tJ 10
- IJ.\.
is simple 28 soon as
is simple as soon 88 diG1E~ 2 • CM
1 t f 11 l'a ge1ra o· 8" ,1DeST
ne ce s sa r l l.v bound ed) of 11t Lrrt o itself is denoted by
Lin (til) .
a uppo s e that one of tbe follo;>ling
holds
A.- T' coannu t es "lith all operators in s1('!t{ i Co) .,j
B.- D commutes 'vittl all operators in Q (1/1 ,JH; c )0
C.- D commutes 'vi 'th all operators in --0($ T • C \~ ,u't' 0) .
'I'hen D is 8 multiple of tbe identity of 1l .
Pr o of s t.and ard , [i1
Pr'o oo s:i tiO:1 2.
A.- Let fj be a derivation of ~lr$; Co) • Then there
exists D€1inC"!A) such that /J(X) ::::[D,y:] for all
X€ sl('/A.; Co) • Moreover, D is uniquely defined by these
properties, up to 8ddition of 8 scalar multiple of id~
13.- Let t1 be a derivation of 2..(/1 ,JIR; Co) . ~ben
there exists D e: Li.n ('!It ) such tbat (Dxl y> :::: -:-()" I JtF(_DJ1nv)
for all X,y€'HL aud<sucb that L\ (X) ::::[D,X] for all
X € QC'/ft. ,JU{; Co) • Moreover, D is un i queLy defined by these
properties.
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c. - IJet IJ be 8 d~rivation of
thero exi.s t s J)~ 1in(ifX) such t.hat
f 0:(' ~311 and (2; nell tl18t
<uxl V> ::: +(x! J {y,] ',~:9
~(X) =[D,X] Jor 811
Moreover, is uniquely defined by
these pr-o pe r-t Le s ,
Yrc:_q1_ (CR SE:' j:..1~_ let F be ;;1.:'1 arbitrary 2-d Lmensi0(181
s ubs pa cc of' 1fj_ 8;10. let f be a non zero vector in F'
F mid x and let YE bc as in leintiw. 3A! and such that
Sitch an oper-at or' y,..~
is uniquely defined (the
oon-l it Lon on f is only to fret rid of ttle "LlP to addition
of a rauLtiple of the identi tyJl-uni(;.ueness). Put then
V :::: 't ;»: • 'rhe map D from lIL to II 'n11ic11 sends
. l~
x to v
is ''Iell definec1 8)1(1 f nLf i.Ll.s the re qu i.r ed cond i tLons . 'rne
unicity part of proposition 2 follows trivially from le~ma 4. I
Le t gl(1R...; Lin) be tIle Lie Bleebra of all linear ua ps
from J! into itself, e nd o-vcd ,pith the evident product;
proposition 2 can then be restated 8S follows : tl1e Lie
81gE~bY'aof the derivat~Lons of sl(1/i; Co) is isomorphic
to the o...uotient of £{lCll; Lin) by its center ~id1X_
Similarly, the Lie alLebra of the derivations of
9,(dfL ,Jrtt;Co) is t s omor pb i c to " Q(;{,J/H; Lin) =
'== 1;)f- til(/&.; 'lin) J < lJX) v> == -(x I JnDJ,nv> for all X,V «lA]
And tn3t of s p('!R.. ,J ~; Co) to ~ ('!fl. "J r ; Lin) =
G
X,y"ifr{ j== {D f <:};1 (1ft ; Lin) I (Dxl y) == + (x I J r~DJ-tV) for all
Hema.rks.
L) I'roposition 2A is still true if sl(Jfi.; Co) is
re pLace d bV [,1(111.; Co) . In other "lords, if D.. is a
:r.1l
cf tilE' ~}''''SD(;j.:-;tiJcc:;ij)iIJl' al",'hr;-, C, (1h..)o
ij.) '_'r'lr)'):~i+:.jC': '21\ (:8:'2 ;:dtc r?'l'1tj_'lC'L~~J\:dUC':" 1 LrOI!
r'PU,I
(' ('ff')
-- ~ C ,tJl1 I ) .
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In order to ~PKC senSG, 'Lhe definition of Cartan
semi-sica;:J.ictty Jar Lrif Lnit s di;jic"::rlsiot1s1 Jjie r~1,::Qbr8.
(Acording to tradition, the word 11semi·-simplicityH is
confusingly applied to both Lie algebras and elements
inside a Lie algebra.)
For t~iA ch2pter, a Lie algebra is defined to be
semi-sill1plt: if it has no non trivial abeliRn ideals.
A critic of this definition ~ill be given in an
. L!(rhe,-
appe nd i.x to chap't er II. But certainLy , any I reasonable
defini tiun of semi-simplicj_ty "Jill imply. the ab senc e of
non trivial abelian ideals, so that the ~atter of this
chapter will not hav e to be changed in any respect
DefinitiqE.....±.:. Let ~. be. Ill. sr:;;,;i-simplt'c-involutive
Lie algebra over h. A Cartan subalg8bra of £ is
a subalgebra h of g which is mBxiDal among the
abelian self-adjoint·subal~ebras of B.
In particular, R Cartan subalgebra of f."a. is nax i.ma I
Recording to definition 4
:1.'1 't he USUJil s en s e , '!'hen there exists a c-o.nvo L'rt i on Ln L
for ,,/1-) Lch 11 is Lnvar i arrt ([lrl J, ex pos e 11, tht~ ;)r~mE'S 2 and ::;).
Let [ he a finite dimensional semi-simple real Lie
aLg ebra ,~1nd let h be a Cart.an ~-il)_b8.1bebT9 of £. in the
usuaI s ens e , If h is atand a r'd (Kos t arrt [~,]), tfiere is
-evidentl~ a c-involution in ~ for ~hich h is invariant.
(Is this still true wben h is not assumed to be standard ?)
The purpose of the present section is to determine the
Cartan subR1gebras of th~ classical complex Lie algebras
of f i.n i,te. nmk opcr-rtor s in a (complex) tIilbert space 1IL.
!rhe analysis :[0110"'s an argument devised by Bq18chandran [/1 ]
.>rfor the study of certain 1 -aleebras. For simplicity in the
notations! "lA. is suppos ed to be infinite dimension~;J.land
sap'rable in the rest of this section.
Proposition 3.~ Let b he a Car-ban su.balgebra in sl(1il..;Co) •
Then there exists an orthoDormalbasiS e = (~n)n& N ofm such th.'::\th coris Lt s of those operators in 81(111...; Co)
~hich are diagonal ~ith respect to e . In particular, two
Cartan sub8lgebras of sl(1/L· c )- , 0 are conjugated by an
element of the full un i t ar-v group U(1fz_) •
~roof : immedia~via the spectral theorem ••
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11 be a Cart an subalgehra in
O ("fO J" • C) '!'h e. '1._\cflZ "U.' 0 --.!
f = (fn)n£ Z ' such th;::lt h CCH1si~~t~; of tho::·;~.,oper-at or s
in £ which are diagonal ~ith respect to f
-: 'f/'()r there exists a JU-basis of type 2 .L.l1 l:ll.. ., S::'lY
g = (gn)n€ Z* , such that h consists of thosp operators
in g which are diagonal with respect to L
The two CRses exclude each other.
In P8rticular, there are t~o conjugacy C18SB~S of
Cartan subalgebr8s in ~ under the action of the group
o (Jlllll) = {x e u (CfIl) , XJIH = J;nA] •
Lemm8. 5:3. Le t 5. be as t n proposi 't Lon 4}3 and let x be
a vector of norm '1 in J1l such that y - Jnx is orthogonal
to x . Then the sel~adjoint operator
belongs to £ . ¥urtherrnore, if e
or-thonorma), basis of ;t{ containing
= (e ) Co -) is anynne h
x ~ then ,T commutes
Rith all the operaiors in ? which are diatol1al with res~ect,;0<.
to e •
Proof of lemma 5B.
Le t z e '/fL " z or-thogonal, to both x and y; tben
Jp._z is orthogon81 to both x and y and
Trivially, (mr + JR'I'* )x 0 and (TJ -I- T '1'*h· 0'J.(J H = --Lt-{ ~ lH - . . ( <.
Hence T€ s .
Let now e \b~s in the lelllma, Nitl1 e - x and let0 ,
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e • ·Sur,;pose first that /. is scli;'sd ..jo i.nt and let ("'P)_)n n~ N
be the svcu ence of 1"e"l numbe-r-s such tl1st Xe _ t:? e. . ,) '. \1 "--' , ,cc: - n ..> n n
for all n G N • ;\Iow . XJ1R); :-:::XI(JHxl en) en =: )- ~ n<Y I en) en
and J[;_./,-x::: JoJ1RX:-;:: Jo}_(Y1e)t:;n ; hence-3n =: - Jo
whcnev e r (» I en) f. O.
Let JIll [rasp_ lILll] be the closed span of thOSE::
en for '~hi.ch (v len> .J 0 '[resp• (v/,en>;:;:~]· i~s lifI
is Lnvar-Larrt by l_r and as x/l£I is;J scalar operator,
z =1Zne]1 ~ ~II ,then
rrxz =L' ~ z '1.'(e ) ::: ~ ,z e, jn n n )0 0 0
commute. Hence X co~mutes
and com:nute. If
ATz =- Xzoeo::: ;ozoeo
so that XJ~II and
and
nI"i'f)
.L 07l II
The general case follows clearly from the caSE where
X is sel~aGjoint.
Proof of pr~osition 3B.
let h he a Cartan subalgebra in g. From the spectral
theorem, it follo~s that there exists an orthonormal basis
e =- (e ) /' ~ in 1Il. euch t.hat the ope r-a't or-s of bare, n ne:::-r
diagonal ~ith respect to e. Let er =- [en~ e/ Xen = 0 for
all .l,. e h1 and" let ell be the set-coropledlE>nt of er Ln
e ; let lAr [resp. (!fLII] be the closed span of "r {r:csP.
;!~P_2~~: .~Jlt 'If?.. I = '/Il..1 and JH dtirI, == 'lJlII •
Let be 8. vector in be la s eli~ad,j oI nt
( .rn)n G 1:4 •
In ~ 0 if
xlet
operator in h represented by its dLagonaI matrix
== -L<Jr,.qek1en) 5nen ,$0 that
ft. \'
thence J!'{ek::-:: 6JfRek/en)cn~
Slf;n is only over thosf> n such that J n
Ji_{ elr € 1fr
o -= <.J[{Xek
(JRek/en) I- 0
Tben
11i!here'the la.srt
se:kfadjoint
::0 for all
that is Jt-{ 'if1c.#r£. lE h • Hence
I
,
ell] .
t)( rl ,icet,(,)!""' j.:1 e·r-,,, _ _J be G
~ I"
J[ i- V 0·£ Jetidi'l 5E,
the proo f , one obtains that for all
§.!~E_!::s.:: dim lJiI ~ 1 •
Suppa,:;£{ that c;iGl1!z.r..} 2 ; therl tilc:re exists a nonzero
v o c tor is ortbobonal to xsucb th8t
whLch does not belong to h and -vh i ch eounuut.es '~Iitb every
element of h . As this is absurd by definition of h , the
cLaLtn fo110·"8.
c:: -l- C. '" th rca... .' t ','1C> C ,'::'.",.'eo> a')..'~,"fYJ -" 1~!~~__~_~~ - 0w~I - .
Assume the base hAS been re-indeY0d such that e :;: (1' ) a: Zn r.tl- J
with 4:f o , and suppose moreover that'
Let n €- Z and let T == f ®rn n - J",f eo (J"j,pf-J • Su,ppos~J.l n :),.~n
Jr ,t', is o'rthogona'I to fn i. r.... _1first that T I 0 ; theq n ID,
and lemma 513 applies. By maxiulality of Cartan suba Lgeb r-as,
Te h ,hence Jnfn ® (<.lJHf'n) is ~iagomd "I Lth res pe et to e
vhich implies that ~\fn is par'a L'l e1 to frn for some ID e: z,,lI;-.'
ID In. Suppose now th~t T:::: 0 ; t.h'(!l;l obviously n;;: 0 •
Modulo a second re-inlexing of the v~ctors in e and multi-
plicat?-on of each of theta by 3d hoc cons tant s; El :: ("f)nn~Z
can be made F.t Jtrt-basis of type I.
§~~E_!2~! : the case diU1~I == (j • !n-lE same are:;ument ',slJows
hO~1Jto cb'ta i.n trom e a J}B.-bas1s of ty i)€) II.
Jinelly, suppose ~bere exlsts a Cartan subalgebra ,h in
1.1','
s: ,a J/i)-bRSis f - (f' )
.>2 1.0.1. - n' n€: Z
1~ ::: (!' \ of 'ty pe t",t) in
t: 6n/ne-Z-¥"
of type onc 2nd 8·
11L S'lCiJ tliot t ne
of h src diabonal ~i~b respect to both e and f.
Chose [;k e g such t.hat
1'1 _ er ,(/1 -;;:- ~, A:>'o rr
L - Qk~Ok - g_k~'6_k
--(f Is \ J' - / f I" \.0" k/ ck \ 0 £;-1:(~"-k
I- 0 nne
Tben o :::: 'If :=o
• ~hich is absurd. Proposition
3B fo110"'9. [f;J
Definition 5. A Cart an subalgebra h in £::: !2(11l ,JiIzy Co)
is sa i.d to be of tv pe one L r esp, of ty pe !:.2.7 if it
consists of all oper8tors of £ ~hicb are diagonal ~lth
respect to some J/R-basis of type one [resp. of ty t;"~ tl?O]
in lIL . Such a. basis is said to be .2.2EJPHti.hle w i.t.h L •
Proposition 3B implies that t~o Carten subalgebras of
i are of the same type if and only if they are conj~Bated
by an element of U('!ft) ,if and only if tbey are con juga t ed
by an element of o(fAfl).
Proposition3C. Let h be a Cartan suba Lgebr-a u.n
f£ = sp(J/i ,J(; Co) • Then tbere exists a J;f,i-basi& in 7l ,
say e = ten)nG Z* ,such that h consists of those ope-
rators in & which are diagonal ~ith res~ect to e •
In particular, two C8rta.n subal.gebras of t;. are conjug;ated
by an element of the group sp(Il,,) = 1X G U (;tC) I XJ Il = J I,.X} •
Le':t!lla se. Let £. be as in pr-oposit i on 3C, let x be a
vector of norm 1 in 'lIl and let y= J~x (v is; 8:utomati ...
cally ortbogonal to x'). Then the seliadjoint operator
T == x ~ X - Y (!)y helongs to B.. l!'u.rthermore, if
HJitll res pect to ",- .
Proofs of lem~R 5e and of proposition 3C as .f'or h::mmFl
5B Bnd proposition 3£ ••
Again, a besis such as e in proposition 4C is said
to be comPHtible:_ with h
9..9rollarv to propositi<'»1~.~2. :: Let 11· be 13 Car't an s ubaLgebr-a
of a c~assical complex Lie algebra of finite rank operators.
Then h is equal totts normalizer.
Proof immediate. II
Remark. Let £ be one of the infinite dimensional Lie
aLgebr-as sl(dA. j Co), 0(111. ,J'l{; Co) and sp(!Il_,Jt;;; Co)·
Let h be a Carten subal~ebra of ~ Bnd let H be an
element of !l. It fo110\'J8 trivially from proposition 3
that tbe normalizer NCH) ;: I X (! £i f[Ii .x] :::oj is always
strictly larger than Q. In particular, h contains
no regular elements, unlike to what happens either in the
finite d'imena i.ona'Lcase or in the separable L*-case [9].
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1.4-.- Roots.
--------------- ...---~...----
let g be a se~i-siwple c-involutive complex Lie•
algebra and let h be a Cartan subAlgebra of ~. For any
linear functional o{: h-Q; ,writ~ go(:= lXct£.{LH,x] = c«(H)X
for all He.!2 J . ~Phen 0( is called a root of g w i,th
respect to h , or simply a root, if ;:;' ./; 0~' if ~
is a root, 53. is its root space and any nonzero vector
in
~
is a root vector of 0( • The zero functional is
clearly a root, and g = h • The 'set of nonzero roots0
of f;;. with respect to h will be denoted by dr.
Lemma 6. Let f£ , h .and 6i be as above. Let Ol' = (I(t ) c € I
be a subset of rx and, for each L € I , let XL be a
root vector of tl(L . Suppose that the following conditions
are satisfied ..
i) 0( (H*) = ,,(L (H)' for all He h , for all l IE I;l
ii) there exi.st s a subspace 2c_g such that g = p Earn ,
such that [h,f!l]CSE. and such that X e- ID fort. -
all le-I
iii) there exists a sesquilinear form. «I» ; m J( !!l,- V
such that «[H,X]JY~ = «X)[H*,Y]'» for all
H E- h and X,"{~ ~
iv) the set (Xl) LEI is total in m with respect to
« ,» ,that is X € ID and «XJXI~ = 0 for
all I.E I implies X = 0 ~
Then •
Proof. Let P be a nonzero root of B with respect to h •
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By definition of a root, there exists such
that [H,X] ::: rUr)X for all He 11 • As fi£ = h~l!!
and as [,£,m]c IE. =r lies in m Th~n, for all Le IA .-
for alland f on « xl XtP,
:; «;,I[H?;',X,J'P = ~l(H)«xlXti>
exists )6 I such that <txtx)'> -J. 0
(IS = 0(J
•. As x I- 0 , there
for all He b. ' that is and
fCH) :;: 0(,01)
tJ
• Hence
For sil11plici ty in tbe notations again, df/_ is suppoaed
to be an 1nf1ni te di~5ior~~parable cOUlpl~x Hilbert space
in ttJQ rest of this section. When£ is fur n.i.shed wj.th an
orthonor~al basis e = (en)n6 N and if i and j are
two na't uraL integers t E. . is the cper-at or on JfL whoee~,J
matrix represent~tion ~itb respect to e is given by
CB. .) := S. S .1,J m,n . 1,m J,n f or all ID, 11 eN.
Proposition 4A. Let f1 = sl(11:.; Co), let h be a Gartan
.subalgebra of f£ and let be a basis of
Ai': h~<Dcompat t.b l.e 1'1;itb b. Eor ea eh i G N , let
by ~.(H) = trace (HEJ.' J.') • Tben1. ,
l~.-~.e hdual} t , j t: N , i .1- j}
l J. J - . •
be defined
All root spaces corresponding to nonzero roots are~ dimension
(6)
and they are given by
[II ,E. ·1 = (~.-~ .)(H) E ..~tJ- ~ J J.,J for all Hch- •
one,
Proof. 1£he verification of (6) is elementary • The fact that
there ore no other roots than those written above follows
from lemma 6 where E. can be chosen as the space of a.ll .
oper~t Ire in !Pl(JR..; Co) who se matrix representation) with
respec·t to e have no diagonal terms ,and where
can be defined b.y (X.)i~:: trace(XY-K') ••
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In·the case of proposition 4 A, t.he _2-inyolutive La e
algebra hAving a Carta~ decomnosition associated to
and h can be defined to be the derived algebra of the
Lie algebra 118)( ~'gJ) it is c Le ar-Ly equal to
- I( (!: Vt '"
.§1 (00, ft) :::U s1(n ,-C) l,V her e s1(n , (J;) is the
nEN
subalgebra of sl(;Jh; C) cona i st i.ng of those operators
- 0
wmich map the span of (eo' 81, ... , en_1) into itself
and its orthogonal c omp Lemerrt in 11L onto z.er-o, About the
relationship between these con~iderations and L*-alg~bras,
see the project page 1.38.
Proposition 4B(type one). Let e= r2..(;/R,JiR.; Co) ,let
h be a Cartan subalg~bra of f of type one, and let
e ::: (en)ne Z be a J1H.-basis compatible with h . }'or
each i6 N , let C. = '~-(Ei,i - E. .) and let~ -l.,-1.
~. . h-C be defined by "i (H) ::: trace (HCi) • rrhena .
6l. r ~ - ~ . e hdual' i, j Co N* i I 'J V:::; i ~ .11 .J -
~+(.J) i +~ .) e hdual J i, j 6 N* , i < j} Ul ~ .. J - iON«}{ .:t ~ i t. hdUal}
All root spaces correst,)onding to nonzero roots are of dimension
one, and they are given by
(7) [H E.. - E. .J ::: (~ . - ~ .. ) (H) (E. . - '4' )~:J. ..1.,J - J ,-1. l. ~. J 1.,J .-J ,-l.
(8) [H f E .. - E· .J ::: (~. + ~ j) (H) (E. , - B. .)J,-l l,-J. 1 J, ....l l,-3
(9) rH E - E .. J ::: -( ~. + ~j HH) (E - 'k~ )-i,j -i,j .)..J • •-J,l 1. -J,l.
(10) rH Ej ,0 - E-] = ~. tH) (Ej ,0 - E ..)'O.,~J J > O,-J
(11) [H , Eo, j - E ] - - ~ j (R) (E01j E_j,o)-j,o
for all He: !2
, ,
Proof: classical •• The c-involutive Lie algebra having a
C~rtan decomposition associated to E and h is cLe ar-Ly $0(00, C)--
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Proposition 4B(tvpetwo). Let §::::: !2.(;J/l,Jrn; Co)' ,let
h be a Carten subalgebra of g of type two, Bnd let
e :::::(en)n lE Z* be a J'/R-basiscom patible with 12" :E'or
~ach i € N* ,let Ei and ~i he defi.ned formally as
in proposition 4B(type one).T~en
([L = f ~ i - ~j c hdua1j
1:::(~ i + ~. j) hdUal}
i,j eN* . /, 1 F
i, j e N'* , i <:
All root spaces corresponding to nonzero roots are of dimension
one~ and they are given by j/
(13) rHL
J H ,
L
,E .. - E .. 1 :::::1,J -J,-l_,
, Ej ,-i - Ei,_j] _. (~i +
:::::-c ~ . +1
(~ .
1 ~j )(H)
~ j) (H)
~j )CH)
(E. . -E. . )
. 1, J .~,) , -1(12)
'E E'I.. . - .' . )J ,-1 1,-.1
(14) E ..-l,J -E .. J-J,l (E. . - E. .)-1.,;) -J,l.'
for all He h "
Proof: as for pro~osition 4B(type one).
Proposition 4C. Let b = §."2.(tK.. ,Jir} Co) ,let h be a C8.rtF,ln
subalgebra of f£ and let 'e :::::(en)nEZ Z*
compatibl~ with h. For each i~N*, let
be a JQ~basis
C i .and .~i be
defined formally as in proposition 4B(type one). Then
= } ~. _ ~.. e hdual/. i,j€N*
l 1. J - .
LI- ( 1\. + A.) b d ua 11 i, j e N*l- Ill. J-. I+2~ i hdUa1j-i to N*J
All root spaces c-orresponding to nonzero roo·ts are()i dimension
one, and they are given by
(15) [ H E .. - E· .J = ( ~. ~ j) CH) (E .. ... 1. . i), 1.,J -3, -J. . J. 1.,J -J,-
lH 7 ( ~~ ~j)(H) )(16) , E .. + E. . = + {E. . +E. .J,-l. 1.,-J_ .J.. J,-1. l,-J
-
I 1')'".<...)
(19)
E. .J _.
1., -1
- -( ~. + ~.) (H)
1 J
2A
1
·(H)E ..1,-J.
(11 . . + H' )
-J., .1 oW j t -1.(17)
(le)
E .. ]-1,1 == -2 ~ 1 (H) E ..-1.,1
Proof : classical. fJ The c-involu.tive Lde algebra hav i.ng a
Carten decomposition aRsociated to & and is clearly
* * *
Let ~ be a classical complex Lie algebra of finite
rank operators, let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g and
let (]i be the set of nonzero roots 'of e. vdth respect to
b • Proposition 4 shows in particular that tfl. behaves much
as for finite dimensional c10ssical algebras. Namely:
the ~-cbain of root~ defined by is the
i) ~:l:'e set dl. is reduced . if deot the only roots. ,--
proportional to 0( are 0 and to( •
ii) Let A ,~ be two roots in at . then therE~ exists,•
t 0 positive integers p and q
~ + j~ is a root if and only if
1et e (J[ u l OJ I t = f + jo\ for
such that, whe n je z ,
som~
-q~.i ~ p
j IE Z J
and q + p
:,rbe set
,is called
length of the chain. The rational integer q - p will be
ani ~ill be denoted by r( 0( ,~ )
J-r-C-o\-, ,~_,)1 wb e n
n(o{, ~ )/n(f, o()
be called the ·ratio1of .~. and §
• Given oI.€-1i. , the maxamuu,
denoted by n(~ ,0<) • The quotient
if it is defined, will
of the numbers p runs over all roots in
at which make them defined will be called the length of the'root c( .~
of given above , it is cLear'that (3 - n(f to() of.
is again a nonzero root .. The symmetry of root. 0{ is by
iii) let 0(
n{ P ,~ )
be two roots in rJl . l!~Tom;ehe definitiOn
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definition the map
) 6(_ ----.> tJt
l~,--p ~- fl((l,~) (~ ; it is
never the identi.ty (because nC 0( , C<) ::: 2) End s( 2 - id&:
(because nC ~ -jc{ , ~) = n( (3 s r{) - 2j ). The group 0::
permutations of M generated by these symmetries is the
Tho~e complex c-involutive Lie algebras for ~hich the
above definitions make sense will be called admissible.
Finite dimensional semi-simple complex Lie algebras are all
admissible (see serreLif'J] chap. V and VI, and/or Bourbaki
[2{]Ch9.P. VI j 1, in particu.lar proposition 9).
Defini tioD 6. A semi-.simple c-involutive complex Lie algebra
& is said to be admissible if the follofting balds;
Let h be any Cartan subalgebra of and let CR_ be
the set of non-ze~o roots of g with respect to h • Then :
i) 6L is reduced.
ii) Let ,(,r~6i ; then there exists p,q eN such that,
when j =Z , .r+ ,io( IE Ui u 101 if and only if -q ~ j ~p .
iii) The length of each non-zero root is finite.
Lv) If the ratio r(0{ , r) as above is defined ~ then
is equal to tbe quotient of the length
of c< by that of F ·
In an admissible Lie algebra, the ratio of any t1.\lO roo'ts
can DOW be defined in the obvious way. In our standard ~¥amples;
proposition 5 gives the values of the 9.uanti\;ie~de:fined a\)ove.
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Proposition 5.
A.- ::ei.. £ = s1((/f:- ' let h be a Cartan subaLgebra
of and let eR.. ~~\C the set 0:[' nonz er-o roots of
r-es pect to !l. Let ~ and r be two roots in tJi. »h i ch
0re not proportioD81. Then
i) n(~,c() E S C, lI -1, +1) ,
ii) n( f ' 0( ) :::: 0 if 811(1 only if tl1e length of the
0{ -chain of roots defined by (S is zero;
iii) r(o<,f) is Hlways equal to +1
B(ty~e one).- Let
Cart an subalgcbra of' f£ of ty pe one and let (fl be the set
Of nonzero roots·' ~'" I;:. ""ith respect to h • Let 0( and f
be t"Jo roots in (J( which are not proportional. Then :
L) !l( ~ ,0() €- [-2, -1, 0, +1, +2 J arid the five
values do occur;
ii) 0{ and ~ can be chosen such that n (f ,0() :::: 0
and such thRt the length of the ~~chRin of roots
defined by ~. is two;
iii) r( ot. 'r ) G t }, 1, 2J and the three values do occur.
B(type two).- Let
of type t~o and let be the setCartan subalgebra of S
of nonzero roots ~h ~ ''\lith respect to h • JJet 0( and, r
be t~·,o roots in Ol which are not proportional. '[ben :
L) n(~,,,,) ~{-l,O,+IJ;
i i) n{ r ' t{ ) :: 0 if and OD:J_y if the length of the
, '" -chain of roots defined bY.~ is zero;
iii) r( o('r)
C.- Let f1i =
subaLgebr'a of .~
is always equal to +1
~(1t,'J~; Co) t let h be a Cart an
and let d( be the set of nonzero roots of
g '"ith r es peet to h • Let 01. and r b. twa roots in or.
'·Jhichare not proportional. Then :
a) n( ~ ,0() ~ I -2, -1, 0, 1, 2J and the five
vHlues do occur;
it) n(f,"'.)=C if8ndo~ly
r>( -chain of roots defined
iii) r( c< 'r ) ~! i, 1, 2} and the three values do occur.
if tht~ lengtl"iof the
by r is zero;
Proof :-His follows fr om proposition 4 by a tedious but
elementary inspection. a
Let gl And g2 be two semi-simple c-involutive
complex Lie algebras, let hl be a CBrta'l subaJgebra of
gl and let CR.l be the set of nonzero roots of gl with
respect to hl 1et i: 1162 be an isomorphism. gl
for the structures of involutive complex Lie algebras,
&2= 1~ch2dual)~~tI..·f-lfor
It is clear that h2 is a Darten subalgebra
let and let
of and that
-'is the set of nonzero roots of g2
Irhe map from &1 to fR' wh Lch2with respect to h2 •
sends ~ to ~~1-1~ssociates chains of roots to chains
B cl-I c.P-1 S ,Jof roots; 'moreover, n(\ 0 I ,..(0, )::; n(1 ,"\) for all
0( ,r e G-il' • In particular) the following proposition is a
straightforward corollary of proposition 5.
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-th e same ty pe •
IDefinitio~ 7. Let ~ be a se~i-simple c-involutive complex
Lie algehra, 18t h he a Cartan subalgebrB of £ nnd let
(fL be tile set of nonzero roots of 1.f with res peat to b •
bnsis of roots in (R_-- is a subset of tfL such
i) the roots in are linE:arly independent i1
ii) any root in 6i. can be written as a linear
combination of elements in S , 9ith integer coefficients
which are all of the same sign.
Let £. , 11 and 6l. be 8S in definition 7,
be the subspace of hdLlal span by dl and let S
let k
be a
simple basis of roots i:1 at . Positive roots, simple roots
and the lexicographic order of k given·by a total order
on are defined as in the finite dimensional CRse.
Cbosen an oriel', the set of positive
roots in02.. will be denoted by 01+
l resp. n~g8tive]
L-resp• (f}_-]
1not clear (to me) .whLch admissible seali-simpleIt is
c-involLltiv~ complex Lie algebras admit simple basis of
roots. 'FOllo''VingBalachandran l11], such an algebra is
said to be regular if it does admit such a basis of roots
for any Cartan 8ubRlgebra.
Propositio~ 7A. With the same notations as in propositiori
SA, let eo(. == ? - ~. 1 and let s..;be the 'syrrrmatry
1. '1 1.+ ...
of root 0(1 ,for each 1 ~ N • 'rhen
is a simple basis of roots in tfl .
ii) The "Jeyl group of B. \!Jithrespect to h, say '/fA'
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is
Ls ou.or-pb i,c to t.he grollp of finite permutations of
the set N .
Proof: again by inspection, from proposition 4A; the
con s Lder et i on Of slJ_bsyste,::ls of roots and of ad hoc suba Lgebras
(as in Schue [.Jf3]section 3) can shor-ten tilE: ~i_nspection
needed for ii). Cl
The reader will easily guess by now what propositions
7B(type one), 7B(type two) and 7C are. The only point to
•
stress is thqt a ~eyl group is attached to a Lie algabrQ
biven to:-~ether ",ith a type 01' car-tan suba Lgebr'a of it.
iroject : The co~ditions imposed 'on the involution and
the system of roots in definition 2 and 6 s8em very
restrictive. As a starting point for a general study,
the follo~ing can be proposed :
ConjectuTE : Let f£. be a r egu Lar' (page I.27) se-mi-simple
c-involutive complex Lie algebra; then there exists a
se:,;i-sii!ipleCOr!lplexL*-algebra ~ which contains g_ as
3 self-3djoin~ dense subalgebra.
If true, thii conjecture would be a sort of an~logue
of the results due to Kaplansky, about i;he classific:ation'
of the semi-simple associative algebras known as
semi-simple dual Q-rings [9'l}.
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(no /"M<). .1:.29)
,J
I.5.- Automorphisms.----------------------------------------
As in sections 1.3 and 1.4, d1L is supposed to be an
section. Up to the notations, results would be the same for
arbitrary dimension.
Proposition B. Let g be one of the c-involutive complex
Lie algebras sl(£; Co), 9J1Il,J!{; Co) and §.E(~,J~; Co}
~efined in s~ction 1.1. Then there exists a hermitian form
such that
(20) B([X, y]lz) = B(Y I [x* ,Z]) f or all X,Y ,Z ~ 1G.
Any hermitian form with this property is a .sce.lar multiple
« I» ~ J};. .I(!£ -- ~ Q;of the scalar product •l (X,y) ~ trace (XY·)(-)
Let now h be a Cartan subalgebra of 0' and let t.R_ be the~
set of nonzero roots of ! with resbect to h . For any
, there exists a unique vector such that
~(H) - «HIHe(» for all HIEh Moreover,
for all
Proof. The sesquilinear form « I» defined 'in tbe proposition
is clearly hermitian definite positive, and it satisfies (20);
hence the existence. Let now B be a hermitianiorm on ~
satisfying (20). For any fin1 te dimensional subs pace ::m. of fit.,
let BE' be the restriction of B to the''subalgebra of S.
consisting o£ those operators which map E into itsalf and
its orthogonal onto zero (E .is submitted to the s~me
restrictions 2[1 in }i::E,W:::t 3, Vl{:~e 1.8). }\c cording to we Ll=-knovm
r esu Lts (sec f o'r E:J:2'.Dp]e j;(;Szul/JOO]thcoremes 11.1 and 11.2),
there exists a family ( c-,.)
b
of complex numbers such that
for all X,Yr:i£nend(B) • As thr.!
are re3trictio~s of ench Jther, the c" t s must be equal
J!.,
to a same constant c. Hence the unicity.
';'he last par-t of or-opos tt Lon 8 fo110''''8 fran a contemplo-
tion of the facts collected in propositions 4 and ~.• II
N.B.: "'e will sometimes write Iltbe root H~ II Lnst ead of
lithe vector Ht( in h which r-e pr-eserrt s 'the root « of iii
with respect to h in the 8~nse of proposition 8H•
Proposition 9. Let and be as in proposition 8 and
Then et is unitarylet f be a *-automorphisL of
« 'f>C X) '1(l'.)) =: «xl y » for all X,Y<=~ •(22)
rroof.lt follows ~rivia11y fro~ the unicity part of proposition
8 that there exists a nonzero. constant c G ~* such that
(23) for all x ,YE£. •
Let now h be a Cart an sub8.1Lebra of f£, let 0< be a
nonzero root of ~ with respect to h let He< be as in
proposition 8, and let X~
so th~t
be El nonzero ~root vector of t>( ,
nonzero root of
Di,Xo(] = «HIHo<~) XI(
1(E) ; then k is a Carten subalgebra of €i
if s = 0 ('lA. ' Jfil; Co) ), tJ( 0 1-'
'l"itb respect ,to k, ana 1(xc{)
nonzero root vector of p( °1-1
«IdK~ » =
k = (of
(24) for all H e h •
the same type as 11 is a
is,8
of
let Ko{
,,(01-'(K)
be the vector
k such that
By apPlic~~~/nf(~<)~ to t~;;:'{~:;»i(~:)
for all Kef k •
and then by use of (Z3);
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But on ihe other hand
[Kt 1(X~il == «ldK~» Gf (X o() for all K E-k •
It follows that Rp( == ~f(Ho() • Now, clearly, «H",/Hc( > ::::
:::: «Kc<1 Ko<» henca , using (23) :
«HD{ IHD(~ == ~«Jl(H 0( )' cP (H D( ) ~ ==:. ~H &( IHe( »r cel I c
so th8.t c == 1.
'\
1.5A.- *-autoworphisms of ~ == sl(~; Co) •=====================~=============~========
Let f be a *-autolllorphism of fG., let h be a Cartan
subBlgebra of ~,let k be the Cartan subalgebra r:(h)
of t>., and let e = (onln <= N [reap. f = (fnlne N] be
an orthonormal basis of 1Ii. compatible with h [resp• with k7.;
let (E. ) . N [resp• (r , .). . L;. N7 be the correspon-
J.,j l.,j€ l.,J J.,Jl.,;l_
ding operators defined as before proposition 4A; for each i EN,
let E. denote E. . and let Fl.' denote F .. •l. J.,J. l.,J.
Lemma 7A. Let Je1 be the conjugation in
1f{ such that
JR n == en for
all n€N • 'l'hen there ex Lst s a unit8ry
operator U such t.ha'tet coincides on h
either udtb 1rJJ H ~ -UJnH'X-JRU*
or ,Iith fu H I ~ UHU*
Proof.1induces a bijective map from the roots of g with
respect to h to the roots of g .with respect to k,
hence from the vectors in h representing the roots of ~
with respect toh (the Ho<.' s of proposition 8) to the
vectors in k representing the roots of & with respect
ro k Hence, there exist tvo maps such
that a(n) ~ ben)
proposition 4A)
i(En - En+l) = Fa(n) - Fb(n)
for all n eN and such that (see
for all ne N •
As Eo - E2 is a root with respect to h ,.
ctCEo - E2) = Fa(o) - Fb(o) + Fa(l) - Ib(l) must be a,
root with respect to k, so that either Fa(6) = Fb(l)
or Fb(o) = FaCl) •
Suppose first that a(o) = bel) • As El - E3 is a
root with respect to h., feEl - E3) = Fa(l) - Fb(l) +
+ Fa(2) - Fb(2) is a root with respect to k. If one
had Fb(l) = Fa(2) , this would imply the clearly absurd
relation f(Eo - E3) = Fb(l) + ]'a(l) - Fb(o) - Jfb(2)
hence Fa(l) = Fb(2) • By iteration of the sam~ argument
crCEn - En+l) = Fb (n-L) - 1!'b(n) for all n6 N and the
map b must be a permutation of N. By reordering the
basis f t we can suppose that r(r~n- En+l) =]'n+1 _.Fn
for all n IE N • Let now U be thee unatary Opel"stor an dit
for all n eN and let be the
*_automorphism • As
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n ~ N , 1 and
whi.oh generate
coincide on
h , hence f and
co:Lncide on h •
Suppose now that b(o) = 8(1) • The same argument
i~plies that modulo a reordering of the basis f,
for all n eN • Hence 1
coincides on h wittl the restriction of tbe *-clrtomorphisru
~j E. ~
whe r'e U is the unitary operatbr onl X "__"UXU*
l! such that Uen -- fn for all n e N .GJ
Lemma SAl. Suppose th8.t f coincides on h '~Jit.h the
*-automorphism %J. Then there exists a unitarv oper8tor
V on 'lA. such that 1= fvJ ·
Proof.
The root vector I corresponding to the root ~' - E"p q
~ with respect to h is E • Hence dJ(E. ) . must bep,q I p,q
a root vector corresponding to the root F - W of gq ...p !;.;4
with respect to k. As.1 is unitary (proposition I.9),
there exists a complex number of modulus one, say
of
exp( iSp, q) with Bp, q cia, Such that
This can be done for all p ,q eN. As one
must have exp(-is ) = exp(isq"n)p,q ,..,
[E E]' - E one must havep,n 'n,q -. p,q
exp(isp,n + iSn,q) ::.-exp(iSp,q)
E '* =p,q
for all p,qEN.
As
for all triples p,n,q of
distinct positive integers.
be the operator on ./t_ whose :representation withLet S
respect to the basis f is the matrix
() ..
, . ,
cxS'( :LS,~ 1)0,
o1
I • )('X p, 1.8 r-O,L
)f£ ---- £;.
1x r- -SUJfl,X*JIRU~ s-
'I'ben l'lUJ (En) ~ +S ~IJ (J>n). S,*.. = -F n = 'I(Bn) for all n'" N
and sn 1 Cl<!p q) ::: +~3~t T (r:; ) s.,.;- ::: -SF' S*:::
'J\)O J, IVU p , '-l q, P
::: -exp(is - is .». p ::: +exp(is . .» :::dJt.- (E. )o~~ o,p~, . p,q q,p /. p,q
all ptq6:N witb p f. q • As the En's and the Ep,qts gene r-at.e
a subspace dense in if;. (with respect to «I ~), fsUJ is
identical to f. whi.ch ends the proof. "
be the *-8utomorphismand let
for
Lemma 8A2. SUPPOSE' that 1coincides on 11 with the
'X--automorphi3l!l iu. 'fben tb€re exists a unitary operator
V on dIi such that i::::, 'Iv ·
Proof as for 8Al. (i)
Proposition lOA. Le'!.. ~::: sl(IIL; Co) and let JlR be a fixed
conjugation on 1If_ . Let 1 be a -X--automorphism of i$.. Then
tbt'ore exists a unitary operator V6. U(IlL) . such that
or
Jb ..... f!.1= 'fVJ lx ,...__. -vJ1RX*J/HV*
1£ . -Ii fI.1= 1, X ,._ ~ vxv*
eitber
The two cases exclude each other.
The operator V Ls uniquely determined by i ' up to
ITIultiplicatj.on by El complex number of modulus one.
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Ctbernise s a i d , the seytJ.cnce
.i ...... "PJ. lr-l<'1 ___"U(l) --- ...lJ(q'fl) "i\ut(~;)-l
is exact, \Nbere U(~) is the group of 811 un i.tarv and
arrta.un.i tary bounded operators on 1Il.., and ''1ber<~ A~t (g) is
the group of *-Butomorphisms of er • tIle mal)!:i.' • j is given
by j (ei 't: )
/r(V) ::: 1v
Er. s p , »he n
:::ei 'f-' id;m. ,and the ma p
[re sp , /r( V JIB.) ::: f V J ]
VJn is 8.ntiunitari] •
r Ls gi.ven by
when V is unitary
Proof.
~he existence of the operator V bas been proved in
lemmas 7A and BA.
Sl.lpposeanow that iVl ::: fv2J for some unitar.y operators
(/f andVl ,V2 on let V ::: V2*V1 . then VXJm. ::: -X*JftlV for,
all X.e~ t Let y be a vector of norm 1 in 1B- . for,
each vector z in 'IlL «h i ch is of norm 1 and orthogonal
to y, Yl19z€:f[.., so that V (y@z) Jin.::: -(z<8JY) JnY and
Vy = (V (y S'-') Jill.) (JRz) - (-(z ®Y) JntV) (Jillz) = -(JfflVJ/Rz/y)z
It f'o'l.Lo=s that Vy = 0 , \l'1hichis absurd because V is unitary.
The third part of·proposition lOA is a straightforward
consequence of Schur's lemma.
Remarl~s.
i) Proposition lOA is still true if sl(af, Co) is
replaced by g1(dl, Go) . In other words, if 1is a
*-automorphism of fil('jfu Co) , then cf is either a
*-autoUlorpbisillof the Rssociati vc simple algebra Co (!1ft)
or the nega-tive of a *-antiautomorphislD of Co ('/!.) • This
is the generalisation of 8 well-known result about rings of
matrices, and should be compared with gen~rRl results
lID 1/ c "kJ.og2 • Let & tie the *-a'_rt.o'jo:cph:i~r;j I.._,f sl(lIl; c )7 - 0
d ef i.ne d by fex)::.: exp(D) X exr(-D) .l'ben ,1 bas
no nonzero fixed poi.nt [/J]. Such fixl2od-r.:oint-i'J'e.:;
autoillorphis~s do not occur in finite di~en8ions
Borel-~J[ostO"'1 [23]) .
- .
-
L.5B ..- *-autoiilOrpbisws of ts= 2C1/{,Jat; CO)
==========:==::..====_:======-:::::::======:':-::::::'=:::':":::=:==-;::;:;==-':<::':':
Let i be a *-R,utoUl!.n"'Phj.sm Of g,. let h he it CFlrt.an
subalgebra of 5 of type two, let k be the C'art8.l'l subal-
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gC'bra 'f{'!J_) of g_ ,"thich 1.::3 of typE' t'NO (prof)(>sition I. is),
and Let e:;:,: (en\l€ 7,* [rC~3P. f:::: (fn)nc Z~] be
nl1 or-t hono rma'l basis of £ cotapat i.bLe l'Jitb h [ r'e sp , with k) ;
let (E. .). . r: rl* [resp. (:F. .). . r ,.,+.] be the corres-1,J 1,Jc ~ 1,J 1,Jc 6'
f coincides on h with
ponding eLerae nt arv oper;3tor8; for each i e N* , let C.
1
1.. (...... 'G' )~~:Ji.,i - ·l.J_i,_i and let s:1 -denote
Lemma 7B. :"bere exists a uni triry 0per-at or' U on df{_ which
commutes ",i tb and such tbf3t
: H ~UHU*
Proof.
For the same reasons as in lemma 7A, there exist two
maps such that B(n) J. ben) for all ne-N*
and t~o sequences c' = (c )n ne i'J"* consisting
of zeros and ones only, such that
(25) ieen - .Cn+1) :::;(-l)cn(fa(n) + (-l)dnt:t.b(n) for all neN·);
As e1 - C3 is a root with r-e s ce c t to Q, f( Cl - c. 3) :::;
~ (-1)c1if:(1) + (_l)dl~(l) ~ (-1)
C2U::(2) + (-1)d2~(2)
ffiustbe 'Q root ~ith respect to k. It follows that, possibly
modulo a r-e-de f ina 't i.on of a, b, c and d, equation (25)
can be written for n = 1 and for n = 2 as
~ (-l)Cl~a(l) - (_1)C2~(2)
:: (-1)
c20:(2) +' (_1)d2~(2)
f(Cl
1(e.2
By iteration of tbe saIDe procedure, one obtains a map
sequence cons Lst ing of zeros and ones only $
a : N*__".N* which must be a p~rmutation of N* , an~ a
such tbat
( 26)
cn~
::: (-1) V-a(n)
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now be the: or-t honor-ma I. basis
of 'J/i_ d e f i n e d hy
il
-0
and let
- :i: c-C-1) na(n)
I rt: I )
\ V n n e U+·'
1
J
fl
n
::: ....r'-'- C
( _'1) n., ( '" )-A. i.;t \. •.J ..
aper8tars
(Ft :::: C_l)Cnff:'() faroll ue:N-*.n v- 8. n
The basis f' of 11f... is cLear Lv conpa tLbLe w i th k -, and
equations (26) can no~ be ~ritten as
1et n - C n+1) ::::(fl n - (j-.....,n-eL for all neN* •
It follows that there is no 108s of g~ner81ity in supposing'
to start I,r:Jit.h that (26) can b e 1'/ri t t.cn as
(27) f((3n - S,+1) = (Fn - ;;'+1
The same argument 8S tbat ue ed to end the pr-oof of
.for all n c::N* •
lemma 7A can now be applied. 8
Lemma BB. 1~h0re ex Lst s a unitnry opt"rr1't;or V on -(//I_whiCh
cornmut e s with JIR and auch that
Proof._._._
]'or reasons analogue to those in the proof' of lemma SA,
. ) with
(sp,q) p .. t: N *
tp,n ::: t~ q,p
such that
there exist three soquences of r ea I l1t:Hnbers
p,qeN* , p)q
(£", -}' )
P,\:I. -Q_,-p
(Fq,_p - }'p,_q)
( . v ) (1'. ....F )exp ~ P Q"-D D _N I)
~ '" , , 1. ":L g
for all p , q t: N-lI' , p f. q •
Again as in lemma BA :
exp(-itp,q) = exp(ivp,q)
exp( -is ) ~ (>y:p( i's . )p,q . q,p
for all .pt<lGN'~ , P I- q
and
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ex-o(is + is .)::::. exp(is .... ) and exp(it_ .., -I- Lv ):::
< p ,n n, Cl f) , \{ ;.; , UJ tn l (1
= exp(is ) for all triple of disti~ct n8turnl irttegersp,q
Pfill,q •
Let S be the opcrr;;ltor on til ,tJho~')t'! rept'~;s0ntation
respect to the basis f
I
is the illFJ.tri.x
o \
o
Then S connuut e s with J/R' and
cP
SU
(e ) -::::S q:: S·>." ::: ff: . for all nG l\~'*1I n n n
'&.U(Bp q - E ) ~ exp(-isn ,,+ is", ') (Fp. ,'(1 - }' <1 p) =I t» , -q, _P ..I. t P ..I. • q '\t -~, -
::: fCEp,q - E_q_,_p)
fsr/Eq,-p - Ep,_Q) =: exp(-:Ls1.,P - iS1?Q) (li'q,_p - Fp,_q)
CPsu(B_n,Q - E_q,p) ::: exp(is71,~p + i81 ) (:B\_ Tt' .)/" ~', ~ - ,q' -p,q -Cl,];>
for all p,q€N~" '.vith p .,£ q •
If Wp,q::: s1.,p + s1.,q + tp,q for all p,qEl'!-?;' witb p J q l
it is easy to check that exp( Lw .) takes the aa.ne value,p,q
say exp(iw) for all p,q€N* , P /:. q • It foll.ows that the
two last expressions can be wri.t ten as
. cPSU(Eq,'_p - Ep,_n) ;;: exp(-iw) CE ~ :- J:1~ )/! "l, q,-p' p,-q1SU'E_p,Q.-.E_Q.,p) = exp(iw) (E_p,q - E_Q.,p)
for all p,q €N* with p f. q •
Let finally T be the operator on 1Il whj;ch 'is mlllti-
plication by exp( iw) in the span o! (t \ .' ~andnlnG N*
multiplication by exp( -iw) in the span of
1= %suThen TSU commutes \'IIi ttl and
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*-automorphism of s. Then
v e 0 (i/lfH) = {X € U ( d1L ) J XJ1R =
1= tv l ~
there
JIRX] such that
exists an operator
The ocer-at.or- V is uniquely de tertut.ned by f. up to a sign.
iT * ( )'--'Coo Aut !!i. -1<0-1
is exact, where the notations are similar to those defined
i~ proposition lOA.
Proof: via lemmes 7~ and BB, and Schur's lemma. ~
Remarks.
i) Any *-automorphism of §2..CP..,J-n; Co) extends to a
*-automorphism of §>1/1f{; Cc) , and this in tlliO diff:erent '.'lays.
Lndsed , both ctv and tvJ restrict to
j ~(1R.,JIR; Co) -'I1so(1G,Jrrt; Co)
, X t _,. VXV-y,. = -VJ/RX*J/RV*
ii) In finite dimension, it is well known that all
automorphisms of are inner. Inner
autoiiloT:phismsform a subgroup of index 2 in th~ group of
Butornorphisms of \ if n > 4) •
Let i be a~-~}utomorj'1hisiD 0:[ f:., let 11 be 8. Car t an
s uba Ige b r'a of s . let k be the Car-tan. suba l.g ebr-a f92)
of e . and let e =- (en)n€ Z* l=: f:: '(fn)nc& z,,*J
be an or-t.honormaL basis of 1i.. conipa't i.bLe w i th h [resp• k"7. -__
(f: are used 8[:; before (pAge
~Ei, ;i e..ithe not8tions
1.38).
lJemma 7C. 'rhere exists a un i t8ry operator U on l/i. which
commutes with J«; 8.nd such tllat f coincides on h with
Proof.
f induces a bijective rnaf) from the roots of g_ vd th
respect to h wh Lch are of Lerigth F to the roots of e;_
"lith r-es pec '; to k which are of length F.Hence there
exists a map a
consisting of zeros and ones only, such that
(28) 1( tn) :: (-1) cn O::(n) for all n te-N-l(- .
Let nO'~1 it :: (f'n)n6Z* be the orthonormal bBsis
of 1R.. defined by
f' = (_l)cn f
n
c '(-1) na(n) for all nGN*
f' :::
-n
f c-(-1) na(n)
and let be the corresponding sequence'of
" .
operators :
(f cn fl::. In. :: (-1) Va (n ) for all n e 1'4*
-{:..' ,
.L k , and
can now be ~ritt~n 8S
for 811 n lE H{~ •
Tt foLl.ows thRt there is no loss of generc:ltty Ln s upnos Lng
to s·tRrt ruith thDt (28) CAD be ~ritten as
cPr ~ ) = (f=I \ n n for all nE ;JO~' •
~s for le~mas 7A and 7B, this ends the proof. ~
Iemt.'Hl 8C. TlJere exists a un i.tarv o_perator V 0:1. 1fI_ which
coumut.e s with ,TII and such that 1= 1v ·
}'rooi.
For ra8scns analogue to those in the proofs of lemmas
BA and 8B s there exis tbree sequences 0:1' real numbers
and (t) , w.i, tbp,q p,q € N*
= t for allq,p
cf) ("'i' ) exp( '1' (21" )]I'1 Dp,_n = n n,-n
f·(E-n,n) = exp(-i2rn)]'_n,n
~
(Ep,. q - E_q.• _p) =
(B + E ) =<l,-P p,-q
f(E_p,q_ + E_q,p) =
p,qt:-N')!- , p>q , such that
1
J for all ne- N*
exp( is.o )l ,q
exp(itp ), J,q
exp( -i tp, q_)
(F - It, )p,q -q,-p
(E\ + F )q,-p 'p,-q
(F + If )-p,q_ -q,p
for all p',q<.:=-N* p 1= q
p ,q e N* , p f. q ;
exp(-is )'= exn(is ) for allp,q "', q,p
exp(-i2rp + is q) = eip(-itp) andp, ,q
AB8in as in lemma 8A
exp(-i2rq - iSp,q) :;: exp(-itp,q) fora]'l p,q€ N'X-, P ,£ q
the lastt'ljo expressions CAn be written as
J 9XP( i8p, <1) ::: exp(irp ....irq} for all
1 exp(i'tp,q) :;: exp(irp + irq)
Let S b~ the operator in (/I{_ whose representation
with respect to the basis f is the matrix
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o
o
'Pheri S commut e s '"itb ,jII and r - 1su • li1
Proposition roc, Let f!:.:::' SP('lR.,J~; Co) • Let f be a
*-Butomorphism of g. Then there exists an operator
VE sp(d8.<I!l = IX c u (1J111 M II, = J~/Jl
~~ f£f = fv t Xf~--""'"VXv*
such that
The operntor V is uniQuely determined by JP ' up to a sign.
Otherwise said, the
1----· Z2
is exact, where the
j
s(>QuC'nce
SP(ffi~)- IT *Aut(~) - pol
not8tions Bxe st,ni18r to those defined
in proposition lOA.
Proof: via le~mes 7C Bnd 8C, and Schur's lemma. a
Remarks.
t ) Any *-automorphisrn of '§.2.(l/t,J{;_; Co) extends to a
*-Butomorphism of sl(tP-; Co) , and this in t'NOdiff€~r(~ntways.
Indeed, both r V and
fspc'M,JIQ; Co) -
t
X J--'VJ~X*J·f(V¥.·
§.,£(ll,Jf,); .Co)-.
restrict to
x I" VXV*= VJ c_X*Jc/*
ii) In finite dimension, ~!is~ell known that all
automorphis:.r,s of are inner .,(n > '3) •
1.6.- ~~81 forms.
with the invo1~tion denoted by
iG a s8mi-line8T map SUd1 that
() 2( X ) := X 8 nd 0--( X7C) '-c: ( 0::X) )'K
() (b:,y]) := l G1 1..), t-( y ~ for 811
fo'r 81.1. Y Le .- ~'"c .6.
A reAl form of is 8 re:;\J. Lnv oLu-ti.ve Lie 81gebrn s
er . r.'\),-, €.
~ ...... .L.J~
x I__..,. -X 1;.
its c~nonic81 TeRl fOTID, sometimes called the COJlp8Ct form
of g, is the real involutive L'i.e ~jlcehr8. u:;:: I X e f:./x·"f. :::: -xJ
. I <-"(.",J fh~_!::';::"',!;L'/:_?:_:!:{;
Sta~!d8rd results (Helu2lsor{if}h. III th , 7 .1) SbO'~
.that R conjug8tion in the usual sense on a finite dirnension~l
semi-simple Lie algebra is 81"'8YS a con jugnti.onin th" sense'
of definition 8 for a convenient c-o nvoLrt Ion O~1
Let g and,!;! be 8.8 above, let s be a real form. .
of 1£ and let
1et~ be the conjugatLon of ~,~,e{!defined by
iY) = X -.iY for all /...,Yc.§_ • 'rhen the map
is A conjugRtion of and 'the map
is an involutive ~-automorphisw
of § •
Converse.lv, let P -be an involutive*"'8ut·omorpbimn
of s.. 'i'hen "r = lx.€~} PC-X'1\') =._.x} is.<1 real involutj\i~
to the s~t of *-isoQorrhism
t: this ~8p is onto.
Let no". P he an t.nvoI rt i.va -K -automorphisHl of and
f' and
define clearly t. -i!'3oLC;orpbic real fortas of
be. two * -aut omcr-ph.ieu;s
of S which define *-isornophic real forms
Y eSl ' so tbat
let et
be the co~plexification of
for all
hence for all Y e § . It f'c Llows thHt
These remarks boil do~n to ~he follry~ing proposition.
Pro-position 11. Let f.. be a conrp'Lcx involutivc Lie algebra.
then there is a bijective corr~spondance, 8S above, between
i) The set of conjugacy cl8sscs of involutive *-ButQ-
morpbisms of ~ .
i1) The set of *-1somorph1sm classes of real forms of g.
Alternative "proQ;ft'. Tbe Galois t)~' U}_ Z = GrillCS!)~ 2 . . It.{
trivially on the sroup of «-autowoTphisms A~t(i)=
acts
where u is the canonical real form of &. According to
general principles, the set of *-isoworphis1J classes o:freal
forms of g is in bi.iection '~liththe first cohomology
Hl(Z2; p,~t (ll.«l~C)) • The r~st of the proof fol10w8 directly
,from the definitions; seef'orexJ3mple Serre [IS"J] annexe to
chap, VII and beginning of chap •.,X (mainly proposition 4) ..JI .
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"~e no-v pr-o ce ed to describe and cLas s Lfy thf~ real f cr-ns
of the classic8l co~plex Lie algebras of finite rank operators.
The notations are cLose to those of l'Iell;_,~)son[8't-]Up to minor
details, the ~ethod follo~s that of the three independent
wor-ks by B8l8.Cbandran[ISJ, df~ la Harpe ['It ],[??),<:J.nd Unsa i.n
[Ii fJ[ 19/], d evLae d
the same problem. As
*for dealing with the L -version of
in previous sections, ;ye is an
Generalisation toarbltrary dimensions is a question of
notation only.
1.61\.- Real forms of E =:sl(~i, Co) •=========:====================~========
Type AI.
Let J~ be a conjugation of ~ and let OAr be the
conju~ation of ~ defined by
form corresponding to mill be denoted by sIC'll. . c )- . IR.' 0
it is indeed isomorphic to tbe involutive real Lie algebra
consisting of all finite rank operators ""'i.thtrace zero in the
real Hilbert Sj)8 ce ~{= Ix IE'1K_ J JIR", = xJ ·
Type All.
Let JQ be an ~nticonjugation of 11.." and letUAII be
the conjugation of ~ defin~d b'Y ~II (X) = -JQXJ41 • The
corresponding real form is denoted by !1~:_(1!..;Co) •
TYEe AITI.
Let reNv[ooJ let Fr be a r-dimensional subspace of
I. ~1-8
and Let ODRI co~rlement; if
Ir he t'ne
fl.?. -.• 'Iope r ato r CHi 'L ""ncn coincides ~ith minus the
iden~ity on '".t~r -'l "1" '.1 . it ,,,,r • Le tano '''l""(ir) 'tnt. I( errt i.tv c·n.c _<.!: a:llIr
::lhe corresponding r ea I fo r,n is ct,-(~noted
":ben r:.:: 0 , it is the C8n "Ii (;<:d real form of e., whi ch
is C811ed ttl!:' compact form 0:1.' e., and denoted by su~; Co) •
¥.'-isoJJorphic to one of tbe 8-i:ivol1J,tive r~~3l Lf,e algebras
(l,ci'ined above.
,
"Proof.
l,et f be an LnvoIut i.ve -1<-Rutoillorpni,sm of e.. By
proposition lO,A, tbere ex i.s t s ':1 unitary operator V on 1f{_
such that f is eitb",' ·'1,>,,1 to tu orequal to tv'
Suppose first thnt et =:: fvJ · ASC;2':: id_g the
opcrRtor VJRVt.\{ commut es w it.h 8.ny ope rat or in e.; by
Schur's Lemma, it f ol.Lcws 't ha t tbere ex i.s t s a c otup.Lex number
J of modulus one such th8t
(jO) V'-)HVJH = Siddt \
I:ultj.plying (30) on 't.h e rig:ht hi Jk}. gives 5J/ft:::: V~i V ;
multiplying (30) on tbe left by V* and onthe rigbt by V
gives JliiVJBY = Sid;;it • J t foLLowe .tbat
rid1fL = JIR)JiR :: tT1R_V,J'Rif ::::Sidcnt ',so that J:::. +1 •
If S = +1 ,VJlR is a con jugat.Lon of .J/(, so tbat the
If s = -1
associ8.tt~dto f is as in type AI above .•
i~ an anticon;jugation of 1'/i.. , so that the,
conjugation in
Su pose now that
is 8S in type All above.
id" ) v2 is a
~
conjugation in associated to
As
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mu LtLp l e of th~ identity of 11i 811{1 there is no loss of,
~enerality in supposing (see proposition lOA).
Let Fr be the oitenspace of 'fv corresponding to the
eigeYlval.ue -1 and let be that corresponding to +1 .
Again, there is no loss of LenerAlitv in supposing
if'be con jugat i.on in £. asscc Lat ed to f is
those in type AlII described above. ~then as one of
Hem8rks.
i) ~odulo an elementary checkin&, it fo11o~s from
propositions lOA and 11 that the real forms dlscribed above
ar s pa i rw iac not *'-isomor ph i c ,
ii) Subsecti.on I.6A could be repeated for t::J..(1fl; Co) ,
see remark i) following proposition IDA.
1.6£.- Real f'ortneof ~ = ":Q(J!t,JItt; Co) •===========-=============================
Tvpe BDI.
Let r e Nv ~ooJ nd let F Fr anda . r '
above (subsection 6A, type AlII), "lith moreove r IrulR =<J/rllr •
Let O£Dlr be the conjugation of 1i defined by
~Dlr(X) = -IrX*Ir • 'The corres pOl)ding real fcr-m is denoted
by Ho(1IJ.,r,00; Co)
Alternatively,
5.ry;p/ 11x e an Jmx = x j
let ~ be the real Hilbert space
and .Let ~ be the conjugation of ..§1(~R; Co}
defined formBlly as ~DIT. Then the involt.l.tive r~al Lie
algebra .§.::. fX,e~~IR; Co)} 2"00 = XJ is ~--isolllorphic
J.,~t rn./... be tile ope rrrt or'
( ~-l'\ i ,."l t~ 1"J +: -; -I., ',l\ ;_U_ .. J_.U-I..t ... 0!1 and
\ ."J' '\ t'"dth t:J(; identity on r" ;t:!JE'Yl 'l)~ map is a
*-::-)ut OUior i~h iSlD of
2..(It.,r,oo; Co) •
r:eP
;'2.~((ilL; Co) , . 1 ~': n],C ') se 1'1(1 " s onto
'\'ben
. , .con j ug~n;j.on ~'Ib.:.J ,0 defines tIle
canonical real form of " wh i.ch is culled tl'1e cou oac'tt_ , t:'
form of S.' and denoted by
Type BDITI.
Le:t J~ be an ant1conjuc)ti,on of ;tIl_ which co.nmu t ea
with J'f? and let cr:J--r'l' bt:':: ~hG con j ugat i.on of £..:.d)J .J.
defined by ~DIII (}.) ::::-J ~xa t~
corresponding real fori;;is deno't ed
Proposition l2B. Let s be a r'e aL form of r;;.. Tben s Ls
.j(·-isomo::r:-hic to one of the s-:i nvoLut.Lve r ea I Lie algebras
defined above.
Proof ~ as in the ca s e of proposition 12A, the proof follows
easily from proposition 10 and from SclJur's lemma. I!I
1.60.- Ile::.l f'orras of ~:= §.E.(I.,J"l; Co) •
=-=-~===~=-==:;;._;.::!:..::.:==..===:.==-::::::-==-:::=~-==-=::::;:::-~=:::=::.:--;:;::::.;::;
Type CT.
Let Ja b
~nd let ~CI
VCT (X) :::: J' x.rITt lR
a conjubation of which co~mutes with J~
be the conjugation of defined by
• The cor-r es j.cud i.ng rE'l~)J. form is denoted by
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'r';ce crr.
let F Ir
11/.1
infintte cl LnensLom3l
subs !)8Ces
be 8 r-dimcnsional
its orthogonal comple~ent in 1//1
of and let
, 'f:1',1" d ,-.rr :=. 00 , tm' spaces an.rI c: • II are supposed to be infinite
dimensional. The anticonjugation J~ is supposed to map
EIIr, E~
consequently BIlr onto Elr and E~l
Let Kr be tbe operator on 1fz..
semi-isometrically E.Ir onto onto , and
onto •..1'LI •
wh i ch coincides with urinus
the identity on E 6:)EIr IIr and with the identity on
E~ ~E~I (in particular, Kr commut.es witb J4t) •
Let ~IIr be tbe con jrga t Lon of B. defim~d by
cf>Cllr(X) ::: -K1 ..)C*Kr • r1:he corresponding r-e aL form is denoted.
by §J!.(1!l, r , (X); 00) • 'Shen r = 0 , it is tbe canoru oal
real form of i 1 which is called thecorupact form of S J
and whicb is denoted by. §.2.(~~; Co) ; it is indeed isomorphic
to the involutive r-eaL Lie algebra consisting of all'
akewad jOint finite rank operators in the qua't e r n Lon i c
Hilbert space 1fltl. defined by 7R. and J~~ ..
Proposition 120. Let s be a real forru of &. Then s is
*-isofilorphic to one of the G-i:1volutive real Lie 8.1gebras
defined above ..
Proof: see proposition l2B.
Type BDT wht"re r €- N 1I (oo) ; the
!2.Q(ClR.fJ.{; Co) c or-r-es oond s to r --0
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I.6R.- C]qssical resl 1i8 a 0hrss of finite Y8nk operstors.
Definition 9. A cl~~~sic~l r(~r.:l 1,1,::: aL:::>b:cn aX finitE'.. .....,__.,.""- ...-.........-.-,-- __ ....._ ~;.....;.--
.£L".'Y';;tot'C? is ODe of tIle c-i,nvol1)ti'v'~ ~)im91e :r "81 Lit~ <=llgebrG.s
listed b 10.w. ((/g_ is a2s;J.L~:.dto be ne i'1r'3ble and i.nfinite
dimensional ior siffiplic1ty of the Dotstions, hut the list
could be made valid for a ~p8ce oi'arbitrary djmension
with minor modifications only.)
All
sI (ifR.I1.; C )
- I<t 0
su-r., ((/f/... C )
-- , 0.
sll(:Jfi,r,oo; C) 1vbere rGNuloc'l; the0. :J
Ty p~ AI
AlII
cozrpac t form of ty~(~ f.. su(/It; Co) corresponds to' r::::0 .
compact form of type BD·
BDIII s0* ('JR.; Co) •
spc'lR. ,F?.; Co) •
~T)(11i ,r , OD; c )
.::;:..£:;. • 0. wher-e .r GNu 1co}; the
§.2.c1fi.{,; Co) corresponds to
Type Cl
ell
compact form of ty pe C
AIBebras "dth la cO~Jple:x.structure : the algf'hrBS sl(//I; Co) ,
~(fR..,JJR; Co) and s.p(1Il ,J,)~~Go) vLeved 88 real J.I~C algebras.
Tbese algebras ere cLearLv all simple. ~l'1')e! involl.,ltion
in each of them is defined by taking tbe adJoint of an
operator in 'If( (orin .111 la t or in 111~ ), and is a. c-'in-
volution. (rbe thr.ee algebras of the f(;urthgrot~p are the ,
only ones ?llJicb can be given a complex st ruct ar-e ,
tVf;C> A, 3 and C listed Ln d e fLn i t.Lon 9 can be c La s s Lf'Led ,
~18ing pr eci se Lv the s ae.e lr,ctbod as that devised :)y
-)(.'
i~l.<~gia L I ] for the L -case.
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A ppendix : con j :~b8 t Lons and anticonj ugations of 8 comp.Lex
Hilbert space.=~~===~===~======~=======================================
Let V be a complex vector space of arbiLrary dimension.
The real vector space obtained by restricting the scalars
ro
w ill be denoted by V"". If ~ is a IllSP from V into itself,
the map from VQ':{ into itself induced by o: will be deno'ted
by {)IR. The map from vfrt into itself induced by the
multiplication by i in V ~ill be denoted by J
Lemma. Let V be a complex vector space and let cF' be a
1Xc vlH/ c: Q\~= ~}
::; JV+ and VR:::: V+&>V_
semi-linear involution in V . Let V :::+
and V ::: !x~ylRlcrlRx ::: -xJ . Then V-
Proof. Define ~:::: ,~.(6"'1R + 1) and 0" =ts(crlR - 1) •+ - .
Clearly, V -I- :::: im ~-I- and V :::: im tr' j as x::; ~ (x) + ~ (x)
for all x e- V , the space V is the sum of VH:> and V
as V+n V _ ::; loj , the sum is direct. ]'inally, let xc=- V ;
then xe-J(V+)
Jx = ~+(Jx) ,
if x::; 0'"'_ ( -x)
if and only if Jx €.- V+ ' if and only if
if and only if Jx = -J r: (x ) , i.f and only
, if and only if x € V r sa that JV ::: V+ - .8
Let now '/R_ be a complex Hilbert space •. E'or simplicity.
of the notations f ~ is supposed to be separable and infinite
dimension~l. A sewi-linear operator JUt on rII.. is a qonjugat?:_Q!!
if (JIRX}JitY> = (Xl y} for all x,ye trI_ and if _J~ ;:: 1.
The set of all fixed points of JIR supports a real Hilbert,
space 1R.R • In particular, tbere exists
e ::; (e ) L!.. N in 1IL su ch thatn nebasis
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for all s ucn El bas 1 S of ;jfj_ Ls
be a Ja-b8sis of type zero. Given
type zero are conjugated by an element of the full
or-t hogona I group O(~H) • :.::bel'e exists 88 'Nell an ortho-
norillalbasis f :::(f )r L Zn le:-" such thf::\t for
and f.-n
e be a JlR-basis of type zero;
1
=: -.-~ .•-( e + Le )./"2' 21'1-1 2n
for all n € H* • A basis such as
all n €: 7, ~ Ind eed , Let
- ie )2n
f ·i8 said to be a J/R-basis of type one. Einal1y, there
exists an orthonormal basis g (g) such that::: n n6Z*
JRl.gn ::: g for all n €-z* • Such a ba si.s is said to b e a-n
JIR-basis of type tt~O.
A semi-linear operator J Q on '/I_ is an antic.9~jugaliog
>
~ 2if <J~X'J~Y = ex/y) for all x,Y~. and if J~::: -1 •
The space 1fi_ furnished with the natural structure of
quaternionic Hilbert space provided by JQ will be denott!!d
by 11ll(JJ. There exists an ortbonormal basis
in 'If{ such that J 11' (~ x e +'> ~ x e ) =
'Ii n€-N* =n -n neN* 11..n
>- x nen - L xne n for all x::: )" xnt!n. t- 1J..;ne N* - ne N* .- nE?- Z*
such a basis is said to be a JQ2-ba8i~. Given J~ t two
J~-basis ~re conjugated by an eleme~t of the full symplectic
£:.coup Sp(qqz_,~) •
BLANK IN ORIGINAL
CLASSICAL I~rvOLurl'IVB EANACH--LIE A1G.F.;BR;~.S AND
GHOlJI::S OF BOUNDED AND cern'ACT OPimN]~OHS.
Let g(1t; Co) be a classical Lie algeb.l'B. of :f'ini te
rank operators. Its closure in sorue uniform crossnorw
~ill be denoted by c ,0(' and its closure in
the "leak (or, for that matt er , strong) topolOGY by
f.(1/i; L) • ThE' aim of this chapt er-is to study the
Banach-Lie al-sbras obtAined this 98V and the corresponding
Banach-lie gr oups of operators jon dft. . As in chapter I,
w e usually as sume the complex Hilbert space JIL to be
seperqble and infinite dimensional in order to keep
reasonably simple notations; but this is again a mRtter
of convenience more than of necessity.
'I'he results of this cnap+e r rely heav i.Lv on tl10se
of chapter 1. Numerous-properties of operators in L(dI/.)
have been used; though occasional, crucial help has
been found in Herstein [8t]and <.johnson-SinCl~ir['?J..
11.1.- Revie~ of B8nach-Lie groups ond Banach-Lie al[sbYos.===~============~=======~=~===========================~=~==
The_best refer~nce for BanAch-Lie groups is ""::>"7 r , 1~(1[/01)1.,J..-I.A.;..Jr.', . -"-'. r.,
for sh oz-ter Lrrt r-oduct io"-,8, !',(:t: Eells [Sir] se ction 3 and
L.8.zard-;rits[ 10!].
. A Banach-Lie uroup is a(real or COillplex)B8~8ch
wanifold G furnished ~ith a group-structure which ss·tisfics
the identity of G is then a Banach space anrl a Lie alLebr~
\~!i tl1 the rnuLti pl Lcat Lon bein§; j 0 i;]. tly continuous; so ·t;lJ.st
is defined by G up to equivalence only, and so involves
an arbitrary choice; in all the follOI'ling exaupl.e s , tl1e
identity
II [X, y]H. ~ 2 /1 x/I J}y lllJ
1 J-
will be satisfied for all X, Y G ~ •
Standard properties of one p8raweter subgrciups, the
exponential map, ad j oirrt representations and derivatives
of smooth ho~omorphisms carryover from the finite
dimensional to the Banach cesC. Siwilarly, if ~ Banach-Lie
algebra is the algebra of any B.anacll-Lie group at all - in
Irlhich case it is said to be enlargsble - then it is the
Lie aLgchr-a of a unf.que (up to Ls otaor-ph Lam) conne ct ed .and
simply connected one.
A sub :Banach-Lie ik"TOU,P of a Banach-Lie eroup G, is
a subgroup H f furnished ~}ith a Banach manifold structure
which makes the canonical injection of H into G smooth.
!t must be emphasized that H is not in gencr-a I a
submanifold of G ; indeedJ the tor,ology of H defined
II.)
1",'.')f 1'1,'.8 Bf.1.. Y>, •• ".,c.t) ·····,.>l~-:-f',.,..,··l ,,·1-'0"1)"···,····,... {.,..,.'.f···l·...·'·~ to r-c r-c J'+, ~_... _" l.s:ln ...1...L.L\..,.L'u ....::0 ~JL .. ~c...., \_,l.~.; \..•. ,.J . ....::.,J...t.: 'J._'''_,d I{~.t:::_..,· .1.,18
to,)olOLV belo"') migl·t be strLc tLv fj :1(;:1:' 'tha t its to poLogy
Ii
::"=;i;i:f~oJ·l:: o.f this type b8VC ;::jln~8dy
n ~Bn8ch-Lie algebra is
a sub Lie al[cbra h , furnished ~ith a nor~ ~hic~ ~akes it
of into corrt i.nuous ,
c....·.·.1·ven a "'.f)·;~.n.r.;C:'l1-~1.11· e ,·:..1'U~'11.·.·. (~. 'n'i''"h L-i(> .-,', "'e'l)T" " there J' '"t. ~ - ,- _ -,... • ·..·,~V.. .".;.. 'O··.L.C) 'Cl G.' . .,::>
a bij ect i.ve correspo'lcL:,nce lwt'Y}<2cn sub B~JW1Cb-1ic groups
of G which are cOTlec-Goc1 i'" their 0'\1::1.topoloEvaod sub
Banach-Lie albebrBS of b.
Let G be a Ban~ch-1ie Sroup, let £ be its Lie algebra,
let 1-1 be a sub Bannch·-lie Dl'enp of G and let h be the
". Thea H~. is a
sub~anifold in G if ~nd on1y jf
L) the 0" n topology of H coj.nciil.es 1Ni til that induced by G
ii) b is closed ~nd splits iu ~.
If these conditions are fullfilled, H is sometimes said to
closed sub Banach-Lie group of Gwith a finite codimensional
Lie algebra is a sub rlQnach-Lie .roup-manifold of G.
j\ Banach-Td.e all..;0.orais r;fm::le i:f' it has no nontrivial
closed ideal. It is £1J,<;'ebrajcQ _;ly sim.f~ if it 118.s no
nontrivial LdeaL at all. A }3Plnnctl-Lie algabrt:! ii is provi-
sionally said to be s':';Ji-si~J!1_~ if it has no closed abelian
ideals and if its ,dimension is 8t least two (gee the critic
of this notion in an a ppend.i,x 7.0 this cbnpter). An
involutive l'3Rnach-Lic algebra is ::1 Ban~ch-Lie algebra .f£.
furnished ~i th an Lnv Lut.Lon (d'e!'. 1.1) such
that 1\ X~' It = IIX II :tor all X=ti •
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on E. let lxJ+ be the closed as s oc Lat Lve sl)balgeb:::'a
ge::1cratcd by X. "hen X i~) su td to be s(;'mi-~im()l~--.-~--........__-,,-F ~ IT')~~..:... 1;\ ~I
if f" 1+lA) does not cont sLn any nonzero qllEl[,d-nLLpotent
element. An ele~ent x ins Banach-Lie slgebro ll:..... is
is 8 semi-siDple operator in
algebra in which Bny norwal element is semi-simple.Tbe
definition of Carten subalE;_,~bras given in section ,. 'Z.1" • .)
carries over to the Banach case without change.
Unl ss oth~!'I~1ise stated) homoUl.9znhisms l=>
*-hoIDomorPhiSffi:_7 between .3ana.ch-Lie algebras [resp•
involuti v e Bane ch-Lie algi~br8::J
to be continuous, and isoworphisLs
will always be suppo~ej
lr=> ~·-l.solliorphism;;]
Vlill be supposed to be bicontinuous. '"ie do not r-e qui.z-e
isomorphisms to be isometries, because of the arbitrariness
in the choice of the norm on a Lie algebra associated to
a given Banach-Lie group; hence a slightly different
terminology as in BaLachandr'an LIt] ,[ I't-], or as irl[/{].
Definition·H.B (about .conjugations and reall'orw:3) and
pr-cposi t ton 1.11 (abcuf the cohomo Logi.caL f ormuIu'tLon of
the problem of classifying real forms) carry OYer to the
Banach case -itb the minor evident modifications; for
example, a conjugation of an involutive B~nach-Lie algebra
such that th map
is an involutive *-~utGmorpbism of ~ (note that an 1nvo-
lutive automorphism is automatically an isometry); the
corresponding real f.Q!EI. is given by I XeElii' 00 " X] •
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I1.2.- Classical co~plex Banach-Lie alLebras of bounded operators:
definition and ideal-structure.================~====================~==~==========================
In the theory of associative involutive Banach algebras,
-*one of the first examples usually given iA the C -algebra
of corrt Lnuous operators in a Hilbert space -1/.,1' over
~\-
lK . In the C9se 71![{_ is separable and infinite dimensional,
it is wdl-kno~n thAt any associative pr0per ide!al of 1(c1l/K)
contains the ideal Co (lB[J{) of fini t~ rank oper-a'tora and
is oorrtai.ned in the ideal Cc1il.lK) of compact operators
(see for example Schatten[Jf/]chap. I tho 11); in particular,
C(1A.{l{)
the algebra
is the only nontrivial
L(1Il1l:) / f"lI?
C Wi. IR )
closed ideal of and
is algebraically simple. Tbis
can be summed up graphically in the following picture :
1(~tK)
C(1K lK)
IO}
Tbe aim of this section is to point out analogous facts in
the Lie case; the results are those of section 5 in [lt6J.
Let dl· be a complex Hilbert space ,-say sem:trable and
infinite dimensional. The associative involutive Banach
algebra L(;;Jl) defines an involutive Banach-Lie· algebra
which will be denoted by &.(///.; L) , or sometimes simply
by fIdcl..) .The following suba Lgebr-aa are clearly all
ideals infl!.(;tl) :
d!'1d?Jf = center of £(1l) .
sl(~; 00) = subalgebra of finite rank operators with O-trace.
eJJ1Q..; Co) = subalgebra of all finite rank operators.
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Blcil ;' c) /
rQJIf; ~id'i!/L + C)
= subalgebra of all compact operators.
~'" l(tfJ)/ X'._ l,A. c- P,~ en. - ~ id,* + Y for some At: c
and SOUle
Propositi.on lA. Let a be a nontrivial LdeaI of f:J..(1f1_)
whLch is distinct from the center. 'rhe n
2.2. c1t.; Co) C ,~ C ffl: (;/1; q;id ;;J.1_ + C)
In par-t i cu Lar-, the only nontrivial closed LdeaLs of
are the center, gl(/#.; C) and £lC/;f; ([;idlt1_+ C)
B ,.,. , 1 b .t£1:c14; L)/ ,..')anacn-c.a e a ge ra £.l (~ ; 1;id ~ + C)
,..J ("t)f )E· ..- \(/;~l
"...Ii_
.i.s
aLgebra i ceLl.v simple ~ Irhe pa ct ur-La L SlHni:Lling LIP for cLoeed
ideals is :
fQ(1(; JJ)
eJ:.cdR..; c)
(!; r iddJt
Proof.
S!~£_2~~: sl(JG_'; Co) ca.
Chose X €- a , X not a multiple of the Lderrt i ty. T~:ither
X is normal, or [x,x;_] is not a multiple of the i.dentity .
(Putnam [J3fjchap. I th. 1.2.1). Hence X Can be su ppo sed
normal without loss of generality. By ~3chtl!-!.S lemma, ~tbere
exists yeg(lR.; Co) such that [X,ij I. 0 ; hence
ang(!i; Co) ,is a nonz ez-o ideal of !21c7J.; Co) • step one
follov.·s then from pro1Josition I.1A",
§1~.!?_~~~ : the· del"i ved ideal of'il(dR...) is gl(a{) i tSHtl:f •
This is a well-known result due to Halracs ; see for' example
Dd.eudonne [irS] cha p , XV j llexercice 23.
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~tep three : the center of the simple associative algebra
Lt J1l ----------\ )fc'JJIJ consists exa ctLy of the mult t pl es of tbe identity.
See Calkin [30]t}1. 2.9.
~!~12_fs:~£ : let (ft be a simple as s oc i a't i.ve algebra, witb
cerrt er Z ~over a fi.e Ld of char-act crLst Lc not 2; let a be
2 Lie LdesL in ()1. ; then either ~ cZ , or [di, fJc£ .
See Herstein[Jl6'], tho 4; or, for a cheaper but here clearly
sufficient result, Bour-baki [2,] §1 exe r-ci ce 7.
Step five. As a consequence of steps two to fourt a Lie
ideal-:~---L(1,{){ (I{) isej_t11cr trivial or equal to the
center. Hence any Lie ideal of IJ7f) is corrta i.ned in
. As sl(CIi ; Co) is clense in eJJ1It ; C)[Q(1//..; Itida + C)
(see the appendix, proposi:~J-:on TI.19.iv),
and as gl(lf.; C) is of cod Lmens i on one in ti±.(df; <Vid~ + C)
the proposition follows .•
Let now Jf[{ be a conjugation of 1R. . l'he Lnv o.LutLv e
arrt Laut omor-ph'i.smof L("/i.) defil1f~d by X ,_....JIRX*JIR . is
again denoted by fIR (see page 1.3). ~:he orthogonal complex
Banach-Lie algebra cor-re apondmg to gl('l!t) is
9.('J1?,J(}1; L):::: [X<fi.Q(/jf;'L)1 'fR(X)::: -xJ '
and will sometimes be simply denoted by ...g_(l1 ,Jm) • Its
center is reduced to zero and the fpllowing subalgebras
are clearly both ideals in 9.('$. ,JIR)
2.,<,fG.,JIR; Co) ::::subalgebra of finite rank operators.
g_('lA.,JlR; C) ::: subalgebra of compact operators.
II.t:
O r.11? J .1£",-, 1'" 1-~ h
:)roPosi_'t.ion lB. Let a be 8. norrt r f.v i.a l. Ld.ea I of, s:.cJ1[,JU) • The:n
2.(11/. ,J'ffl; CO) cae !l (!tf,JfR; C )
In particular, the only nontrivial closed
is £(7fr..,.JH; C) ; the-Banacb-Lie qlg~bra
i.deal of
is algeb~aically simple. The picturiel summing up for closed
ideals 1s !
I£ ( 'fI{, J'fJ3. ; :L).2( Pr, JUt; c) i
1 {oj
Proof.
For each
6) be a set of generators in an associative
l d3 ,(P.] =:[6i)~7.
A.:l,nn e N'*" ,let OJ
the corresponding one for propositio~ 1.A; not e +hat £(11/. ,JUt)
does not contain the identity.
~!~E_!:!.2 : let
algebra (J1_ ; then
n
be the vector
eLe.r.errt s of (J3 ; we
[d3n, (](j c[dl, (}i_7
space generated
in 6i by products of first snow
by induction on n . that .for all ne. N* •
It is tri~ial when n = 1 ; it follows in the general case from
the induction bypothesis via the cotaput.at ton :
'[X1X2' "Xn ' yJ:: XI(X2"" -XnY) - (X2···.xn~{)Xl + X2' "Xn(Y:X1) -
-(YX1)X2" "Xn e [03 ,(ft_7 +[<B n-l, fR_7 c [m, (]i]
fot' all Xl''' .• , Xnc <B , for all Y£(fl. Now, to say that
(f3 is a set of i::-;enerators in rH. is to say that ()l == 2: .= d3 n ;
. n e N7:-
hence: L-di, tfi] c s- r~Ut dl]' .». <ft].. c. t«.e 7
neN*L
1 t" L_
and step two follo~s.
~!~:p_!!!!:!~ Q(1{,JfR.) is a set of generators in tbe
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wi, 'th Hcrstein[ ft_7th. 8.
Ot denote f or short
, Let til. be the
proof 0: this otep, let
L(....-v \ 1,.+t/fl. ) , c: \)
}• J..' -. n l"-~hr"" ' .. '1 '-"'''''-''" (') 1·8 S SOC. ,8 v J_ v':: ,-, t.', .:: ~. ~. t: ,', e I ,,-.I.• :." 1..1y
o ~ n: •
o in and let
fJO that
Let :~,B c 0 ~ ;)~1~1let P6 ill • ~:hU8 FA + APtE 0 , and
so (El-l + r 'P)B ~r/2 ,::;imil:xrly (PB + Bl)) A G til Byr'l .~. ! . .
._ }31)/\ e uf . Howev er ,
is in s . and so is ~n til. .
, or othc r-si se said, FE.[A,lijcd
2.[A,B] cd . for all A ,E €: Q ,
U?[A,B] - (Q(£.r~])[lI,:P:Jctl! for all A,Bc.2,.
[e, D]or c til ' for all C ,U e .2,
([[A,B][C,D]M c.uf for all A,B,C,Dc.2,.
dL[A ,riJ[c tDJ(It
substraction; P[A~B7 + XPB
Av'n _ 'n~p<\. ::: JI.1TJj"\ cl t s ')"';;)_.u J.) ri .r - li.!{\lhD
CO~lS(' quently ·rlA.~:~7e it
for all A ,B €.2 • But clearly
so that
Similarly, Henc~
is clearly a two-sided ideal in or .
Hence, eitber it is inside C(l/L) , or it is the whole of
(ft = L(d/i) • By a convenient choice of A,B,C,D t this
ideal can clearly be forced in the second case, so that
, which' proves step three.
is o vJJ. ,JnJ
- li\
Let 0 gnd be as in step three~ by step two in them-
proof of proposition lA and by steps two and 'three above ;
lid/It.) = [gl( lA) • 1:1(It)_J : [2 · '2 li>mTc._fo' 0] + b.m] •
hS [2,£] c (, and &.,f: [st.;fL] cl:.!., the conclusion follows.
~~~12_~!!~ : let (If... be 8 simple associative algebra , with
center Z , over F.t field of characteristic not 2, and such
thf3:t the dim~nsion of fJt over Z . is larg~r than 16 let1be an involutive Antiuutomorphism of tJ1.. and let a be a
Lie ideal in 52;;: 1XG (it 11(X) '= -x) ; then either
a c Z ,or [52.,2] c!! • S()e Herstein [JIl, th. 9.
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§~£E_~!~: As 8 consequ~nce of step three in th~ proof
of proposition lA and of steps four 8na five Above, the
only Li e i('08.18 of o(1l_ ,,Jan I) / ''P, "" are: the
I Q cdiL ,J lit; c)
't r LvLaI orie s : he nc e i anv Lie idr.:·;,l of o(()'Xf 1) is cont:;:;:LUGd.. ...!.." 11:.:"'1 ! ,- ( •. ',,~, "CA -- _ '11 ,ul1('
in o('!h.,JrJ._; C) • As 'i?..2{ljf ,JI;{; Co) is dense in o(Jt,JGi; C)
the proposition follo~s ••
Let n01U J IQ he an anticonj u€,:8tion of 1t.._ e ~~he-Lnvo.Iut Lv e
53ntiautomorphism of LC/IL) d ef Lned by
8£::ain denoted by cf1~. The sy~plectic cOJB.Ele~s_n~,::IJe
alt~brB corresponding to gl(Jft) is
§2(Jf_ ,J'J; L) = lX€ ~(7R. ;L) I 1'1:! (X) ~ -X)
and will sometimes be simply denoted by ,§.j2(11.. ,J~). Its
is
center is reduced to zero and the following subalgebras
ar-e cLesrLv both ideals in §.J2(~ ,J~)
§.2.('If. ,J(Q; Co) = auba Lge.br'a of finite r-ank oper·~tors.
sp(rt.. ,(11:.; C) = cuba Lgebra of compact operators e
Pro'Oosi tioD IC. Let a be a norrt r-Lv Ls I ideal of §.I!.(It ,J~) • Tben
sp(~ ,J~; Co) C.,! c. SE(" ,J~; C)
In particular, the only nontrivial cLoaed ideal of §J2(l/f ,J 1.i)
is (Ii.. 'J C) the Bariach-Li.e algebra .sp(h{' ,J:Q; 1)/ IYlJ '
.§..E t~; , _,' l.§J2v-n ~J4.J;. C)
is algebraically simple. The pictorial sum~ing up for closed
id~als is similar to that given in pro [)08itiOD 113.
Proof ~ as for proposition lB.
Definition 1. A classic~l cornpl-ex13anach ....Lie algebra of bounded.-----_._.:.._._---------- . _'
operato~ is one of the involutive Bal~ach-Lie algebras
sJ_(/!.; L) Q(J/{,JrJ?..; L) SE(t{,J~; II)
as defined abov t wbere "If{ is a complex Hilbert space and
',Ilhere J~ [res p. J{X] 'iS s nme, co"Jvj~h"l1 [1.esf· (I./Jl-itrc':):1J AAD::; u1 (}j[ .
derivations, automorphis~s and real for~s.
II.3.~ ClassicAl complex Beuach-Lie algebras of bounded operators:
========~~==~=======,============;===================~=========~===
The information collected in chapter I abou-ttbe classical
Lie algebras of finite rank oper8tors can be used in the
study of the classical Banach-Lie algebras of bounded operators.
The three propositions which follow are respectively corollaries
of sections 1.2, 1.5 and 1.6; the analogue of section 1.3 on
Carten subalgebras is left to the reader; the consideration·
pr-es errt cha pt e r ,
In tbis section, 7J{ is an infinite_dtli1ensionalc9mplex
of roots (saction 1.4) does not seem to me to be of any
furtber help for the knowledge of the algebras of the
Hilbert space.
Proposition 2.
A.-Let /j be a derivation of f.{l(/R...) • Then there
exists a unique operator D (up to addition of a ~calar
mu),tiple of the identity) in .€d("It.) such that IJ= ad (D) •
B.- Let 6 he a derivation of .2(~;JIR) • ~rhen there
o(lft ,J;) such thf3.tD. - a.dO))
of §J2($_ ,J~) • Then there
:J.P_(1I, Jr) such that ~ ::= ad(D) •
exists a unique operator D in,
C.- Let /J be a derivatio~
exists a unique operator D in
Proof (c8se A)~ Let 6 be a de rivat ton of gl(7/t)
~Stan one : definitiona of D and 3---.:..-.:...--
As sl(7ft.;Co) is an ideal in gl(~) whacb is equal
to its Q1Vn derived Ldea'L, it is globally invariant by fj .
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According to proposition I.2A, there exists aD endomorphism
•
~ is zero.
Choose XE~l(IR.) ;
{) ( EX , y]) :: [D 9 [X ,y~ .-
== I [D,x] ,1 +
..
It follo~Q from Jacobi identity that cocc.ut e s with
all finite rank operators having zero trace, i.e. that
As {j is linear! r-e defines a linear form on
is a multiple of the identity, say
From the derivation rule for f) , it fo.l.Low s easily that
C vanishes on commutators. As tId.(ill) is equa L to its
derived ideal, it follows that l vanishes, hence so does 5.
step three: f::, is corrt Lnuous ,-~-----~---
Steps one and two show that !J is aLr-eadv a derivation
of the associative algebra L(1If.) • 'rhe end of the proof
follows then from standard properties of deriv8tions in·
C*- and von Neumann algebras; see Dixmier [. J chap. III f 9.
The fact that the continuity of ~ implies that of D is
l~ft to th~ reader.
~2~~~:!:S~~~2!!~_f2E_2~~~~_~_§;~~_·Q!.Let. fj be a derivation
of - Q(dt,JIR) • Steps one and two can be repeated a lracs't
without change, so tbat Li(X) - [U,X] for all X ~. :0 (11 t JIR) ,
.",here D is an ad hoc operator on s. .. It fQl!oll\l$ ~hat .t1
can be extended to 9. derivation of f!J._(1/L) , wbence the
continuity of D t whence that of .!:l . 'I'his can be repeated
for .g]c1R. "J~) •
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Proposition 2 C8n be rephrased as follows.
of bounded operator~. Then any derivation of ~ is continuous
en;1 Lnne r .
1:-
In particular, any Lie d rlvation of the C -algebrR
L(if/i) is rdready a der-Lvat i.on in the asscci.at Lve sense ,
-Proposition 3.
A.- Let 1be a *-automorphism of iQ(1A.) and let JIf{
be a fixed conjugation on "JR_ • Then -there exists a unitary
operator V ~ uCIIi) such that
or
er = '(VJ
1= tv
f f.{lCdh)
~ X 1'---..... -VJfHX'*J[{V-1l-J ill.(1ft ) .. Iil(/lL)
1 x /1---, VA'V 7<.-
either
The tno cases exclude each other.
The operator V is uniquely det er.ut.ned by 1' up to
multiplication by a complex number of modulus one.
Other~ise said, the sequence
l-~- ..U(l)
is exact (notations as in proposition I.IlA).
Similarly and more briefly in the two other cases :
B.- 'l'he sequence
is exac't ,
C.- The sequence
is exact.
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Pr oof (C8Se j\). let 1be ::3 ~·-8.11tomo:rphism of
§!~R_~~:::..: lIS 21elK..; Co) is absolutely rai.n i.ma.L among
the ideal3 of fQ_('!R.) baying d i.mens f.on strict1y bigger than
one (preposition 1), it is globally invari.ant by et .
According to proposition I .10A, tbere. exists VE U (/11.) such
that the restrictio'l of,
or fv. 'I to
Ls either 1VJ
Ye sl( '/Il; co)" Choose
f C[X,y]) ~ V{X,Y]V* ::
X e r:l_CIfz)
[VXV*, VYV"'1
fen ::= 1vCY)· for all
for any Y IE sl(li; C) :
=: [1(X),1Cyij::L-1CX) =lron - VXV* is a multiple
=: C(X)id1i
It follo~s from Schu~'s leru~a that
of the identitvs say
As 1 is linear, C .£L(~) •defines a lineAr form on
Er-ora the Automorphism rule for 1' j.t f'oLl.owa easily that
t vanishes on commutators. As fd (If.) is equal to its
derived idE!al , it ,0110\'18 t,hat C. vanishes; hence [: 1V •
§!!IL!b.E~~:..Suppose now that 1(y)::: 1VJ(Y) for all
YG gcdB..; Co) • The same argument as in step two shows thl?l.t
i(X) = 1VJ(X) for all H fJ,(1d) . l.1
Proposition 3 can be rephrased as follows.
Corollary. Let , be a classical complex B2oach-Liealgebra
of bounded operlators. Then any *-automorpbism of fk is
isometric and inner.
*In particular, any Lie *-automorpl1isrn of ,the C-algebra
L(lPzJ is already either a *-automorphismorthe negative',·
ofa *-antiautolllor'phismin the associative sense.
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Remarks.
i) The case A of proposition 2 follows as well from
generHl facts about derivations of von .:Jeumanna.1gebn~s
(Dixmier ['tt]chap. III j 9 t.h , 1) and about Lie derivations
of prmrit.ive rings (r[?3rtind 8.1(,,: 111[/1 ?}th .2) •
ii) ihe case A of proposition 3 follo~s RS well from
general facts about i(--au-col1lorphisms of von Neumann algebras
(Dixmier['t6 ]cbap* III i 9 tho 2) and about Lie aut omorphLsms
of prime 'rings (Uarttndale[II!]th~ 13). Hit}] the help of
other methods, it is possible to show that all (not
necessGlrily *-) aut.oraor pni.sms of gl( ($.) are inner S('iE.~
for example Arnold [3 _7th. 4-.
iii) I do not know of any pub Li shed results which
wouLd be the analogues of tbose in [I/'f]and[/f K]for rings
with involution, and of which propositions 2B, 2C, 3B and 3C
wou Ld be typical examples. Howev er , these proposi.tions ar e
again cor-o l.Lar-a.e e of particular results due to Rickart [1't-t-:.7.
Lv ) The word Hinner"· in t11€! corollary above has a
slightly broader sense than in the associBtive case : in
proposition 3A Lnd eed-, the group U(/dJ appears, not only
its subgroup U(!fL) •
The considerations of section I.6 can no~ be repeated
with almost no change forclGssical Banach-LiG algebras of'
bounded operators. Definition 1.8 and proposition 1.11 have
evident analogues in the present context, and s6 have each
of the conjagations and real forms described in section 1.6.
For example, the conjugation of f1J:.C!AJ defined by
X ..-.J XJ1R
real .form is
is again denoted by OAr and the corresponding.
£ (1R.rq; L) = 1~ tE tl ('lA; 1) 1 OA I (X) :: xl·
Irhe other involutive Banach-Lie algebras appearing in the
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following defrn it i.on CB'"l he ex pr-es s ed snn.Lar Lv .
Definition 2. A clpssical real Banach-lie algebra of bounded---------_._. ~-----------
open,.~ors is one of tbe Lnv oLut Lve Dan~1.ch-Liealgebras
listed be Lo-v • ('JR.. is assumed to h~ s e par-ab Le and. in:finite
dimensional for simplicity of tbe notati.ons, but tbe list
could be wake valid for a space of arbitrary dimension
with minor modificatio~s only.)
AIT
Type AI
AlII 12.("!It. ,1",00; L) where r G N v}eo} ; the compact
form of type.4 u.(l!; L) c or-r-e s pond s to r = 0> •
Type BDT : 2/111.. ,r,oo; L) whe re r € N U{aoJ ; tbe compact.
form of type BD }2(Ji{f{; L) corresponds to r = 0 .
BDIIT o*(1!L· L)- ,
Type er §.E('l/R.. ,N; L)
ell 2J2("/R. ,r,()();L) where l' € NU l",cl ; th 6 compact
form of type C Q,£(;m,~; I;) corres ponds to J;'::::: 0 •
AlGebrRs wiT,h a complex structure: the algebras f:!J.(1{; 1) ,
£('J8... ,J{R; J.l) and §.E.(1J. ,JQ; L) viewed as real Lie algebras.
There are ana Logue s to propositions land 2 for each
c18~3ical real Eanach-Lie algebra of bounded operators.
Both their statements and their proofs Rr. left to the
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Pro posi tiOD 4. Let !l:. be a cl.assLeaI. conp'LexBanach-T.Le
algebra of bounded operators and let s be a resl form
of fi. (I'ben s is ¥-isomorpbic to a classical rea1
Benach-lie algebra of bounded operBtors, of one of the
types A, Band C, as described in definition 2.
Proof: see propositions 1.12 and 11.3. Q
,.
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11.4.- C18ssic~1 Banach-Lie ~roups of bounded operBtors.=====~===~======~================~~=====================
of o pe r-a't or-s ,
YOI' e:X8~i1ple /!JJ1R.; 1J) Ls the ]~ie algebY'8 of the
.:~:encral linear group GJ~(1I_; 1) , or for sbort GL(1IL),
of B11 Lnver t r.bLc opera, cor s on 1Ii . rChe subgroup' of 01(ll)
;nvD,rrllll ...b-'
COn8i8 ting of those eLetnerrts wh i.ch leave (l;he biline8.r form
~1ILx1R_
l (x,y)
is d18;)oted bV
1--- .. < x la'IRY)
c rJli ,JIi{; ]J) or by 0(11 ,In)
grc..up-wanlfold of GJA1R) arid
it is a
sub }"\8 1~_ch-1ie its Lie
'31t;cbra is clearly 9.(/fL ,JA{) • Siwilarly, the subgroup of GJ.J(~)
l!ttll#ri .."t-
consisting of those elements whi.ch leave1 tbe bilinear :form
--~
is de-noted by
-----" (xl J'nY)
Sp(1fi. ,J'l;; 1J) or by Sp('J1i. ,J(l.;) ; it is again a
GL(~) and its Liesub Banach-lia group-manlfold of
pedini tiort '5. A .£.lassical complex Banaeh-l.ie i~roup of
hound.£.9 .operators is one of the 13anacb-1ic groups
GI~(31t; L) 0(1$. "Jl1{; L) and sp(:t ,J'(; L)
as defined above , wher-e 1R.. is a complex Hilbe:rt space and
';"h(~T':? JJR,. [resp. J~J J is some conjugation [re~p.
anticonj u5ation J of 'lh.. . '
The definition and the list of the classical real
}3r:ntStcl1-1~ie grou I's of bOU:1Y3ed. operotol"s is left to the
r~:;.JOer (Ree flefinition 2 p~t'_;e 11.16) •.
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In the rest of this section, we review some of the
standard facts known abou t the groups introduced above.
'The set of selJadjoints [resp• poa i,ti.ve] oper'a tor-s in
L('l/zJ is denoted by Sym(Ih.) l=» pos(lt)] :.
Proposition 5..!,. rlet G(!IL) be a classical real or complex
Baria ch=L'i.egrOI'p of bounded operators an tft and let tz,Cll)
be its Lie algebra.
i) The Exponential map ~(Q!)--t>{}(dR..) is given
by the traditional power series.
ii) The exponential map provides an analytic morphism,
whicb is a local isomorphism
___ e_xp,,-___,G(Il)1) U(1&)
iii) The exponential map provide~ an analytic isomorphism
morphism
The polar decomposition provides an analytic i80-
---. (GC1>l) n uC ~)) >( (GClI )/)Posc1IyG($. )
Proof: for L}, see L.azard[IOJ.1prop. 10.6 and remarq,ue21.6;
for ii) to iv), see Lang [I03]cbap• 7 prop. 3,~'5 and 6 when
G('I!z.)= GL(1l) ; the other cases can be proved the same way. 11
Proposition 6.
A.- The exponential map E:.CJG.; L)-u(lll.; ~) is'onto.
B ..- The image of the exponerrti.a.lmap o(1lfR;. L)---to'O(c19l1R; L)
is the set of those operators such that tbe multiplicity \vith,-
which -1 appears in their point spectrum is either finite and
even (possibly zero) or infinite.
C.- The exponential map ~(~li L) ....__.,.sp(c17f~; L) is orrt.o ,
II.2()
Proof 7 to' 11; their
, CaD be essilv adapted
Propos:Uj.on.....L... Le t 111... be infinite ditnension;:;ll.I"flen t:he
real Bans ch-Lie grou 1)S U (1A_) ,
contractible. Siwilqrly, the co~plGX ~anach-Lie croups
GL((f/i_) , or)iIL,Jrr,) and sr:-r1l ,J,~) ar-e contractible.
iJ_'" "It,;
Proof: (Ill€: to Kl1iper[IOI],[3,J; :for a recent di8ClASs:i.on
0;1 t.h I s r-e su Lt , see r'v~itY8{,ini[/~~J. ~
(l~he homotopy type of any other classic81B£mMch--1ie
gr oup of operstors on TIL follows +rrvLa Ll.v fI'olJ pr-oj.os i tiO:1
7, vie proposition II.5.iv.
It is o~ten possible to trRnslate in'the context of
the cLos si.ca L Ban:~ch~I,ie I:<rou.ps of' bounded ope rat or-s
properties .of their Lie algebrBs as tboseseen earlier in.
I'o r exa.e p'l.e , Bro ..m andPe8.rcy have sh own -that any
elea;ent in GLcJ£; L) is;.1 product of two oo.cmut.at or-s
C[ 15f/ s e ct Lo 1.4.).
There are detailed st~dies, duo to Radisan, of
the normal closed subgroups of GL($) , U(¢A.) , and
of the general liaesr and unitary grou}:{s in the other
types of f8ctors[:J3],l:J't- ],[ ssJ Accordii1g to ~Rosenberg
([ Ilt-f] p, 279). so"ne of thes r-esuL'ts have bean i:urther
improved by Kfip18ns'ky (unpublished). Giwilar pr-ob Letas
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bav e 'been dealt wi 1.1'1 by 3iJilOUClJV [/91].
these var rous results about the derived groups ):md the
r.or-c.aI subCrou ps of GLcJ//.) and U(1fi_) st ill bold
oper""ltors.

II.2<i
(!o/lewI lJt JDI.!)
In tl1is sEction, 1fz_ is 8 comple~ Hilbert s~ace, of
infinite dLmens Lcn if not otherwise stat ed ,' . -'."roper-ties
of the ideals C (-1,/)p' aa: an appe~dix to this
ChH pt.e r ,
Let pc IT , 1 ~ p ~ 00 'I'be· 8ssoci_8tiv(~ f.nvoLet i v e Banach
algebra Cp('JfL) defines an involutive Banach-:Uie algebra
wbi cb Jill be denoted by .Ql(dt.; C) , or by g(1l; C) "I}jen
p =~ • -hen p = 1 , the closure of its derive4 ideal is
the involutive Banach-lie algebra c ons i.s t Lnsr 01' nuclear
operators "lith trace zero, and w.i I L be rl enot cd by sl((/Il_; Cl) •
Let J,n be a conjugrrt aon of Il . ;rhe involutive
antiautomor~hism of cp(IIJJ defined by X ,_... JIRX'*~TlR is
ag8.in denot d by 1~.( (see paCes 1.3 and I1.7). '1'l1e
-
ort.hogonal complex }janach-Lie a 1gebra corresponding to
fJ:_('!It; Gp) is
E_(tM.,J1; Gp) = tXfgl(Jl'; Gp)l rm(X) = -xJ
Let J be an arrt f.conjugrrt f.on of di1. . '.!.he i nvoLut Lve
antiautomorphistll of Gp(JAJ defined by X,.... -J·~X*<.Tc is
again denoted by ~. Tbe svmplectiQ_QQ!1lple:x Ban8ch-l~ie
Rlgebra corres}::ondinr to 8lc?iL; Cp) is
'12.(18. ,J ; Gp) = lXE £1(11; cp) I1v_( X) = -x}
Definition 4. A classical complex Banach-Lie algepra of cQ:1jpact
operators is one of the involutive Banacb-Lie algebI'(3s
l!J:.(fII{; Gp) sl(l1; C1)
as defined above, wbere d.n is a complex Hilbert space, ~here
[ r-es p, ~Q ] is some conjugation [resp .• anticOnjllgp.-tiOn]
!fz.) a"J IX) e re: :) 1'.6 il1. W".1 WI/It. 1s: ~ 00 .
'~any propeTties of these algebras follo~ straightforwardly
from those of the Lie alg~bras studied so far. The end of this
section will list some of theill;proois, being evident. ~il1
be non-existent or 'very sketchy .
.£'"('9:-;081tio;1 S. Let f.£(1/i.; Cp) "be 8 cLas s i.ca I compLex
Bf.1:18ct-l.iealgebra of cooipact operators on 1Il. . Then tbe
involution defined by x,__ X'j!'
£(14.; c )- pany nonzero ideal of contains the corresponding
classical complex Banach-Lie Blgcb~B of finite rank operators.
In p';.'\Y'ticular,£/Ill; Cp) is 8. (to pol.ogi.caLly) Simple
c-o.nv olut Lv e ::Jan8ch-IJie algebra.
Proof see propositions 1.1 and II.l.·S
;)efinition 5. let {Y ("/8... C) be a cLas si.caL complex .8anacl)':"Lie.0.' p
81gebr.q of compact operators on. 'til. . A de r Iva t i on /:) of'
f£(/fz.; Cp) is said to be spatial if' there exists an operator
D in the correspondi~g classical complex Banabh-1ie algebra
of bounded operators such that.
Xf. {!.clR.; Cp) • A ')i.-automorphism
6 (x) == [DtX] for all
f of fiJ.{J&; Cp) is said to
be spatial if there exists an operator V in the correspon-
ding classical complex Banach ...Lie group of' bounded operators
such that obe of the following bolds :
either -v JfHX-l('J'RV*
on (!£,
, for
some conjugation J~
or 1(X) = VXV* for 9,11 x s gCI&.; Gp) •
Proposition 9. Any derivation of a classical complex
Banacb-Li.e algebra of compact o oe na t or-s on' '* is con ttnuous
and spatial.
Proof: see pr-opos i t i one I.2~ 11.2 and cor-o.Llarv ; tbe
r e re r enc e give 1 in t:lC st e p 't.hre e of the ],>1:'oof ot proposition
11.2 u;ust rio- be re plqced by JobnE30n and ~hnclq ';_r[')2..]. s
'rne si bust ion des cr i.bed by pr-ocos iti.ons II.? and II. 9 is
cLe= r-Lv re::nin1scent of tbftt knoe n for sj_srpl(~ C* -81gE:bc8sDirt].
Benach-Lie algebr8 of CO~p8Ct operators 8.~e described eX8ctJy
as in section I.3 : those of
are conjugRted by the ~roup of *-Butoffiorphisws; those of
g_(!R- ,J't ; ep) split, into t,I:Oo con:iuLatj.on-cls,sses unc cr the
action of the group of *-auto~orphism.
Proof: see pro~osition 1.3. Note that a Calt8~ subalgebrn
of 8. classicql com~lEx ~anach-liealgebr8 of compact operators
on 1R.. cc~t~ins It d ~nfH;; set of recular el(':~ucnts if and only
if 11L is sepqrfible [ 5]. In r: 11 cases, such a subq_l{-',G!brais
equ~l to its nor~aliz~r.
lI'he notn ons of root, root vec tor , and ~ of a Cartan
subRID'ebr8 of 0(1/1. ,In-,; C ) ,are defined in tbe evident may.L> _ I!.\, P
ProDosition 11. Let _R be B cltssical co~plex rlhnach-Lie. -
Igebr8 of compact, Or,er8.tors and Let 11 be a Cart an
suhalbebra of ~. Then the roots of ~ vith respect to h
are given by the forwulae (1.6) tD (1.19).
'ProDoc;ition 12. Any *-automorpb:Lsm ol: a cLss si.caI cO':ilp1ej.';
Banach-I.:ie alf,ebra of compact operBtors on l!R.. is isometric
a.Jt,J 4 41/ a.l ,
II. ?'j'
propositio~8 1.10 and 11.3. a
The considerations of sectio~ 1.6 on real forms can
shou Ld be by no'!' obvious enough for us to i-_ivc without
further comment tbe follo';: ing de f i.nitioD.
operators is one of the e-i~volutive Bangeh-Lie algebrns
listed below (the list is {,iven for Ill. separable ann infinite
dimensional; ,p e IT 'p:l.thl~ p ~ QO ).
'lype I~I gl (Jil.H; C ) and -t 118 Cl)Sol \ p;p - .i\,
All ~ u* ('lin. ; Gp) and S 11* ('(f/z ; et)
AlII ~(fA_ ,r, 00; CJ and !2:1..elA ,r tOO;p
the compact fonrs of type A u (Ii; c )- p
C1) =here re NVIP<'J i
and§J}_c'!l f et)
correspond to r - 0
Type ED1 : 0 (m ,r, 00; Cp) "d1ere r £- N lJ 1 00 J ; the co.spac t
for'm of ty pe B .2 (itllf~; Cp) cor r-e s ponds to r:::: 0 •
BDIT! ~ 0* (1ft; ~p) ,.
11'vpe cr §J2(~ ,IR; Cp)
CII 2.F..('/A ,:r, DO; Gp) ",here r sNV /.;q') ; the compact
form of type C sp(1i.J)_; Cp) corresponds to r == C •
Algebras ''Ji th
§1(/R.; Cl) ,
a eo:nplex struct_!!re : t.he algebras gl(14.; Cp)
o(fB "JIH; Gp) and ,§£,Ct/ ,J fJ; Cp} viewed as
re~l Lie algebras.
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8Jpchrp of compact o~erators a~d let s be 8 real foru
of e.. [roe'1 El 1.8 I< -isoillorT,bicto a cl;188ic8.1real
l.I~;m8c11-1,ie;:.llgebr8'of' compact OpE)n;ltors, of one of the
types A, B a~d C, 8S ~e8cribed in definition 6.
.Proof see section 1.6 and pro~osition 1I.4. ~
"'e end this secti.on vlitl1 tv"o r-e.nar-ks .
Pear-cv and Topping f/31]have shown that the dez-Lved
ideal of f!J~(ll;C) is tb(~ \"hole alt:ebr8., and tbr-t tbe
derived ideal of fJ.(/Il.; C2P) is exa ct Ly gl(/d.; Cp) for
all p€-I:t such that n > 1 ; it is not known if tbe derived
is tb(~ who Le of .sl (1£; C.>!) . SimilHJ'
- :.l
results can be conjectured (and are prob801y easy to prove)
for tbe corresponding orthogonal and symplectic complex Lie
algebras.
There is a sor~ of duality among the Banach-Lie algebras
Lrrt.r-oduced in this chapter which might suge:est a generaliza-
tion of the notion of L*-algebra. More prec~sely, let a and
b be tV,lO sub involutive Bari8ch-Lie algebras of fd(1Il; L)
then b is said to be dual to a in. f£. if there exists
a sesquilinear pairing « a.o.:b---C- - and
if the following conditions are satisfied :
i) [!!,b] is an ideal both in 2. and i.n b J'-
ii} « [A ,1J I y » ::; « X , [A~',y]) for all A,Xe. £! • for
all Y €.£ ;
iii) ~ Xl [13,y]~ =: ~ {p* ,x] IY ~ for all X e.§_, for all
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iV)
b -----;.
oJ
defines
an isometry of the J~n~~j srace h onto the strong
dual of the Bg~~ch sp8ce a .
fQ. (7Il.; C )
P
(pGII? 1( p(.:;o)
J"J'l (,,:£1). Co. \~. ,-1Nl., "'1/
dCli; c )
Cl.
(q€ lit
~ fSJJ1A; 1;)
1 1. ")+ = .1.,P q
complex pairs; in all CSSES, thp pairing is given by
s uba Lgebras , roots, •.. • 1'11e project. mit)lt be su-egested to
try and ext end (at least p8rt of) Schue' s results [IS3]s[/S"'r]
to SOIDe! defLli tion taylor.sd f r om the above examples. (Schu.e' S
L*-cBse is given by p = q = 2 .)
r r >'\_. .L.;\,.;
11.5.- 81qssical _oau.,-,_cl1-Lie groups of compact o oer-at or-s ,========~==~=:===-~======~==~===~===~===================
This sectio~ describes banach-Ll€ ~ro~ps which correspond
to the Br:macn--Lj.e F.:lf:;ebras of section 11.5 in t}'le S8.fJ.18
way as the groups described in section T1.4 correspond
to the algebras of sections 11.2 and 11.3.
vr i,tten as id1fl + X where x
8£(1/1..; Op) b e t.he
on ?if. wh Lch can be
is in Cp(~) • lis
GJj(~; Cp)
1. ~ p ~ co and let
grOilp 0:[:' those invertible operatOrs
there is a distinguished bijection between
and an 0 pen subset in Cp('I{) , the g.rCll p is in fact a
sub Banacn-La e group of (i1J(dh; 1) - ~ a sub group-Ulanifold (II. 3)
and its T.liealgebra is .€;JJ;;7f; Cp) • When p:::1, S1rJ'/l;C1.)
is the subgr-oup of G_L(/!; Cl) oonsi.srting, of those operators
having determinant +1; it is again a Banach-Lie group,
\~ith Lie 3.1gebra sI ('Ill; Cl) •
Similarly, one defines for each p ~ H
the B8.nacb-Lie gro ps o(/IL,JH; Cp) whose connected
O+(~,J~; Cp) and whose Lie
Sp(~ ttT:Q; Cp) whose Ide
component is denoted by
algebra is Q(/!{,Jff{; Cp)
algebra is sp(~,J~; Cp) , rand the groups of ope.ratoz-a
corresponding to the Lie algebras' of definition 6. These
groups are respectively called the clRssical cO\l)J?lex
Banach-LJ.E! ~roups of cOffiEactoperators and the cl~ssical
real BanRch-Liegroups of compBct oeerators.
Unless other~i~e stated, we will always consider the
connected COTnnone!1ts of tbese groups. When explicitely
\~ritten down , the conne cted component of a group will be
affe;cted by a sub acr-Lpt +; for examp.Le, 0+ (1{n; C
J
).. j S
I I • :;1.
of inJey. 2 in
clDssically ~ritten
propositions 5 to 7 o~ section 11.4 ~ilJ no~ be listed.
by
1fl
those posi~i~e o~erators on
is denoted by 'Uoc; ("'f.(. (~. ).1. ..:) Fit 1 v •p
Proposition_])·. Let GCd1}..; Gp) t)(:~ 8 clh~s lcaL r-ea.Lor
c oarpl e x Banach-:!:..ie group of corc pact 0 J'"tcrr's on Ii. and
let f£C1/L; Cp) be its Lie algebrA.~
i) The exponential illSP
given by the tr8ditio~8] po~er series.
ii) The exponential map provides a~ analytic morphism,
.
which is a 10cs1 isomorphism
iii) The exponenti8.1 map pr-ovi.d es 8~1Analytic isomorphism
{t.(Il; Cp)() nyUJ(~; c pl' 'ext) Po {; (/l; G p)n Pas r1J; Cp)
iV) The polar decomposition provi~~R an anAlytic
isomorphism from
(G(tft ;
Ge'/R; Cp) to
Cp)l1uC1i; Cl)'x (G(;?{; Gp)f'1:POS(~;Cp» •
PrOOl : 'see proposition 11.5. r1
. '
Ls onto a
B.- the im2ga of the expon~ntial ~ap
is the set of those oce r tors S!)Ct1 th8t tnt;; Du1ti ;)l:.city "!itl)
(r.·ossibly zero).
c.- The exponentisl map
for conpac t open~to s is good E'11Ougb; a det.a iLed proof \"8,:';
\,lritte:D up in [J5]. r.r
The stateffi~nt correspondi~g to propositiori 11.7 is 8
corollary of a much more gener81 theor(~cj, due to Geb$ i-ery- ]
and ex t endi ng former results by Eh'or"thy fbi ],[ 62.)~Pal:Jjs
[IL5pnd sV8rc[I?3_f "'e first give the result proved, tbOIJf.,b
not stated in this ge~eTRlity, by Geba.
Let E be an infinite dLmensLanal b8.ne Or1 s pr:ioe over
(k e {lit , m , f' J . Let 6>(E) be a subspace of 1 Cb) ,
furnished'~itb a norm (but not necessarily complete)~ 8n~
enjoying the follo~'ling pr-oper-ti.e s
a ) If X6 (f(E)
is onto.
iddA. + X is a F'r edho Lm operHtor on E;,
&(E) is contained in the bet of Ricsze qu i,va Lerrt Lv ,
operators on E (see SCbE:Cbter["2.]).
ii) If X € 0>(::) 'then X + 0 (E) c 6>(J~)o
in -particular, Co (E) c. 6XE) •.
iii) The multipli'C8tion Co er::;))( 8(~) P ()l(1.:;)
continuous, wner-e COCB) is fu.l'nisbed .,.d.Gh tIle uni:Corru
norm and cr>(:;~) with its O'lImrlOrtu..
..
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let tnt':il G1(B; (j» be the subset of t' 'L" ( ,.:)\..T. \ J.J con s ist Lng
on f5>{~\) Note thp,t i:f (f(i'; ) is An idea] in L( '.~)iJI • \ .i) ,
tClen r.... (1-" 6> ) is 8. I:.;roup; J_f .~(L) is <, normed '31i:.~eb1:'8"r..L ..~, r:j ,
-i:- 8. ,';;;:<...,\:1\",.\,'). D. '.l..p.(1)r'a, :;1,(',;:;,': to) 13' .,'..1-"" .l.J_,U<_ 0=-' v_'-,\.r (jiS8,'al1a.Cr1-JJlei:.:,l'O.lp.
Numerous examp.Les of such spaces (f'(g) C8n be found for
Pr oooeatio'1 10 . Let , E~ and ['l (B' @ ) be 8S above. Then.J. t, .,
G~h'· @ ) is homotopically e '1.l.d vF.310n t to the st8b..LE general.lJ\.L:J,
Proof--- see Gebr:t [ ttr].
Note th8t, if e:::: (en)ncN is an orthonormal basis
of the Hilbert sp ace 1ku\.:: E if GL(n, 1K) is identified
via e to tho evident subgr-ou p of G1(1#,K; r:; ) and if·
GL(oo ,IK:) is the inductive limit of tbe GL(n, fin! s , +hen
the inclusion
equivalence. The inclusions of the corollary are constructed
the same 1'18.y.
Corollary. Let 1ft be infinite dii'ilensionSll" separable and complex;
let Pe IT, 1 ~ p ~ co . Ti1en the homotopy tYr/es of ~the classical
'Banach-Lie. g..'t'OI.lP§:of', compact 0 perators are given py the fo11 o'~dn~
table, »he re all ar r ovs ar e homotopy eQqivalences.
to
:- c.l" SU (00 ) r-;» OL(oa C) ------li>' r" ("f-,f • cJ..;> , VJ.'\(j 1
ij
SlJ ( ()O ) _--_'" <',1( q;) ~n;(1t; c )~::;. i QO , '1
so (O?) ---? SO (00 s iD) --i" 0 + \f t J . c )!If( , Let' p
3p(¢a, cl:) c )IJ ..
Real groups.
C"!'O (00) -----..--
80(00) --.~
All
AlII if r :: 0
if r € N·
if r ::::00
Ty pe 13DI . if r :::: 0~
if r s N
if r :::.~
.. u(oo)•
S1xSU(OO)'
if r -- 0
if reN
t'f r". 00
:BDlrI
Type er
ell
u(1;{; C.)
.P
SU( 00 ) 3D (/l; Cl.).
'SlxSU(r)xSlxSU(oa) )-VUC;/l,r, 00; C~).
,_U(r )xS 1_,( SU~) )_. SU (If, r ,00; C'1).
S1;c SU (00)" S 1,x 3D (<'0)
S(U ( C<> ) .>( U ( oe 9
50{00) 0+ eli. ; o Jfl. J.;
. SO(r);( sO(Q:) -_ O+(1!/.,r,~; Cp).
BO (00) x so.( (X)) ----t 0+ (11,¢ ,(J4?; c ).p
r=c:» Sp(oo, fin Sp(~ ,lit; Gp)' •
Sp(oo) - 'J» Sp(i91~; Cp)
Sperl xsp( (0) t-sp(~,r,Al; C ).p)s P (.-.0) AS r( tXl) -~ S r (1/, co} tJrJ; Cl' .
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~)roof' via pro~ositions II.14.iv) and 11.16 ••
so f~r are by no mean the only examples mhich app~8r naturally
as sub Banach-Lie groups of the general linear croup of a
Hilbert (or,Banach) space. Ind~ed, the following remarks sho~
that t\~10st anda r'd cdns.tructions in the 't he or-v of })"H1,?cbs pac es
provide rich sources of exa~ples.
Groups tied to extention_pro~l~!.
Let :E' and :8 be t''lO 138.1'18c:1.spaces over 1K Cri.{":::: lIt or
IT( = (:) and let F~E he B dense continuous linear
injection. Let e be tbe sub Lie algebra of L(~) consisting
'of those oper8tor~ X on F which factor througb continuous
ope r-a t ore from T,'J.J to F
Then £ is a Banacn-Li.e algebra for the norm Ix/ :::; Ilx II I (,-'~,,)I ~ ,.1:
(One CAn suppose the norm of j_ to be bounded by 1 :for,
the identity page 11.2 to hold.) Let G be tbe group of
those invertible operators on F of the.form idr + X ,
where X f8ctors through E. Then G bas a Benach-Lie group
structure with Lie !31gebra iii. Ii i is, for example,
. coarpa ct , then G is aeub Banacn-Jn,e grou-p of the 'Fredholm
group of F ; other restrictio~s on i are of interest
(p-summability, radortifying maps). Note thrt, in general,
thf'fideal of finite rRnk operators C (If')o does 1lQ.1 belOl'lg
to if , so that the cond i,tion ii) of pa,ge II. 32 is 110"t
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goniecture : If i is c om'pact, then the group G defined
above is f1Ol.lOto}:..icnlly e~uivnlent to r.L(fKOO) •
To prove the conjecture, ons has probably to ~odify Geba's
a rguarerrt (se€-:: pro pociti.on 11.16) for. th(~ sitU8.tions :Tlbcre
pairs of Banach spac~s arE involved. Another method of
8ttacking the problem would be to try end appliy Cerf)s
result ([3't}Ch8P. III SS '1) to the inclusion of G into
the Fredholm group of F.
Another procedure to manuf'ac tur-e nor-mcd Tri e algebras
is to cO!"lsiGerext crrt i.on pr-obLeus summerized by the dir3:?Tamn:.
:E' i B
~
I
• i •'ft' "EJ.;
Groups tied to lj.iting EToblen,s.
E be A dense continuous li(le8r Ln j eot i on
between two real or complex Banach spaces and let & be
the sub Banach-L'i,e alt~ebrA of L(F) consisting of those
operators on F ~hich factor through continuous
operators from F to E
Let G be t,be gr-oup of those invertible operfrtors on }'
of the fora; idr + X' ,~bere X factors throu~h E.
Then G has a Banach ...Li~ gr-oup structur'''; with Liealg~bra
E. • The above conjecture can be repeated in this ca$!!l ,,,,hen
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..
Another proc:'Jure to ~8~ufActure norllied Lie algebras
nOe ,..,j_J 1 giVt~ (n~e ~xamrl<2 only of' a cons truc tLon a.nvo Iv i.ng
both extentiCl1 ~:H",dliftint_:; ; Lo t be an
Abs'trn et n'i~:ner :_)';:~Ct; (SCE Gross [tJ]). (fbe ':.Jiener group
defined in the> Lrrt r oduc t Lon (section 1.1) can be thou{.·ht as
resultjn~ of a t~o-stages construction according to the
,d iH frawill
..t It 1ft.E * _~___...:.l=---_-» -'(. E
--~.;_l..-.--- ~---.'
,::.::; ---- ~Y. ..' x('-"j ",,"" .~ ..
""F l'* "E* -__ ,. J/trr P J.
One more eX3'1:J?1E:~.
Let '/l be 8":1 inl.'ini te dillensional complex Hilbert space
and let GleW:; U(L)'Pos(C,») be the subgr-oup OI GL(J,f)
z,
;t
consistinL of t!:IOt--t-- ope r a't or s X such that [X]':: (XX*)2
Lr e s in POR('/A..; C.')) ; th:i.s Ban·acb-J.Jie group, of TJie al,gebr'g
c: •
u(ll; L)(f)STfJ('/R.; (;2) ,'bap';J€H1s to pl~.:ly an important role
in the theo'cy of boson' fiC?lds (Shale /).f'J}) .
About the need for ad hoc groups in quantum physics" sea
also Dieuoonne-Bleuler [t,-~7.
11.7 •- li if;DJfJnnia:] to. eomet rv Oil HilbE:rt-lie grou ps .
As tl"lepr-evi.cussections h8.V(~ ahovn , th~~gro'l.DS of
classical Lie groups various prop~rtiftG of an alsebraic-
topological or differential-topological character. In the
cases ~herG these £roups are moreover modelled (as wanifold)
on a Hilbert space, one ex pect tbe simi.larity to csr-rv
over to Riemannien-gaometrical properties; this is sho~n
to be (at le~st partially) so in this section. Groups
corresponding to L-Yc-al.gebras p18Y cLear Ly a distinguished
role bere, which they had no reason to do before.
Defiai tion 7. A Riemarf-Hilbert-Lie g;rQJd.J2.'of for abort a
RHL-sroup, is a real Banach-Lie group modelled on a Hilbert
space and whose Lie algebra is given ~ith a distinguished
scalar product. A connected hHL-group vdll always be consi-
dered as furnished with tbe left invariant Riemannia.n
structure defined by the scalar product on its Lie algebra$
and '''i th tbe corresponding Ilevi-C=i:vita connection.
>
Let G be a connected RHL-g~oup ~ith Lie algebra 8,
and let (. J » denote the scalar product on f!.. )J~t
the relation
X;Zc= e...
for all ye- ki
defines la bilinear continlJous map
~ Geodesics through the identity of G are not neces~~:.::.:rily'
one parameter suhgr oups , exce pt when B is sl(ev"iiymruett'ic !
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Proposition 17. Le t G be a connected HHL-group and Let
B b-e a s above.
L) Let J and g be t"10 left-invariant vector fields
o~ G ; the o ovar-Lant derivative of 2 along
is given by
2 ~~ := [5Jg] - B(S,g) - B(~'J)
ii) The sectional curvature RIg of G attached to
two vector fields J and g depends on B only;
~hen B is skew symmetric :
Proof: see trnold[ ~ ],[~]~ or, in the standard case
where B(X,Y) = [x,y] ,Milnor Jj20Jpart IV. fiJ
Examples.
i) Any compact Lie grdup can be given a bi-invariant
Riemannian metric, hence can be a fortiori considered as a
HHL-group.
ii) ~ore generally, let G be a Banach-Lie group
*whose Lie algebra is' a r-eaL L -algebra g .. Then G is
clearly a UHL-group and the map B is given by .
B(X,Y):: fX,-yj for all X,Y~g_. In..particular, if ii£
is compact (in the sense of definitions1.8 and 11.6;
e. might be infinite dimensional),
for all X,Y 6.t£ and the (always positive) sectional
curvRture is giveb by the familiar £ormula
.rr} g = ~ ~ [ J J f] U 2 • According to the classification
'*of the separable L -algebras, the separable infinite
dimensional examples are essentially :
iii) Let ~ be the Lie algebra of all Hilbert-Schmidt
oper~tors on a separable infinite dimensional complex
Hilbert space '//{.'The standard norm on t.r is given by
the scalar product «, »[ fx:y~ i-=~=-~---t;~~e~XY*)
furnished with it 9 ~ was denoted by Ell (lit; c2)
.
t
from
section 11.5 onwards; the choice of ~If as scalar product
on & is natural, 8S proposition 1.8 shows.
However, the Lie algebra g can be given other scalar
products. one example is as follows: let T be a positive
norm-increasing bounded operator on ~ and define
JjiJ(.~ Q;
I (x, y) ,_.. trace (TXY*)
operator such as T defines a RHL-structure on the group
GL(~; C2) • An intrinsic study of such structures can be
carried along, similar to those of Smiley[16~and
Saworotnow [1'tJ], [I')0], who consider non-standard structures
on the H*-algebra C2(~) •
In this way, each
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11.8.- Remarks, projects and questions.===================~===================
8.1.- There are three separable infinite dimensional
compact simple real 1*-algebras: -);! ('Jff.; C2) , 2. eJ/i IR; C2)
and §.2.(dIt~; C2) . From general principles about universal
coverings (Lazard [109], 16.5 and 20.7), each of them
corresponds to a unique (up to isomorphism) connected and
simply connected Hilbert-Lie group. 'rha group Sp(~(j.2; (2)
is simply connected (section 11.6). Tbough we have not yet
written it up in all -details, the explicit construction of
the universal covering of 0+ (~(ft; C2) could be worked
out (see number 8.2 below). But what is the group defined
by y:_(1f{; C2) , namely the (infinite) universal covering
of U(~; 02) ???
8.2.- The universal covering of O+(~ffi; C2) will
be denoted by sPin(1£IR; C2) • Its construction in finite
dimensions is standard (for example : Atiyab-Bott-Shapiro
[6] and Karoubi ['I]) and can be extended to infini tt!! -
dimensions by using results from ~he theory of infinite
dimensional Clifford algebras and of the canonical
anticommutation relations (Bourbaki[2it] r Shale-Stinespring
[160] , [16i], Guicbardet [(J], Slawny [163],[16ij). Indeed,
tha abstract group underlying the Banach-Lie group
SPin(~lR; °2) is directly related to tbe group of ,,,,thqse
canonical transformations which are implement-able in all
Fock representations ofth-e CAR over the complexification
of ~ (terminology in this last phrase as in [Ie!!) .
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The interested reader should ho~ever be ~arn~d that our
note [93] ','J8.S rely lng on 8, pape r [1..1] which contains an
incorrect step in the proof of its lemma 6.
From the abstract definj_tion of SPJn(1K,H; C2) as
a covering group, and using HtQnderd techniques of
algebraic geometry ([33] , 3~1 and 2.10.1), one can
easily prove results as in H8,E;fliger [fa and :'Il:llnor [12.j] $
[122] about the existence of ~~RJ.n"-9trUC}~U:~ on ad hoc
Hilbert manifolds.
From tbe concrete construction of SPin(~Ul; C2) ,
it will be possible to define an infinite dimensional
'analogue of the Dirac operator. Motivations for the
interest in infinite dimensio~al elli~tic operators can
be found in Da'lec ' kii ['rO] and Vishik [rJij.,
8.3.- It would be highly interesting to be able and
construct on some Banach-Lie groups El£.8sures which would
be tied in some sense to the group structure. Donsidar
for example the space L2 (I )<. I) of squar e integrable
real valued functions on the product of t"10 unit interv,als.
This space is isomorphic to C2(1~(I)) , as indicated for
example in Amht'ose[2] section 1 exau:q;:.le 2; hence it has
the structure of a Li~-algebra 1;0 which corresponds a group
of the type GL(iAIf{; °2) •
Problem : find a subalgebra .§. of L2(I >< I) such
that the inclusion be an abstract Wiener
space, and 'translate the Gauss meaeure so defined on
L2(I )(I) onto the group level. (For ab.stract Wiener spaoes
and measures on infinite dimensional mRnifoldsr sea
Gross [tl} t Eells-Bl-worthy L-~;J, Eells jr[j.)
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8.4.- From the explicit knowledge of the root structure
of tbe classical complex Banach-Lie algebras of compact
operators, it is elementary to deduce an Iwasawa decomposition
for eacb of the classical real Banach-Lie algebras of compact
operators. '3'his can also be dO;'JB in full generality for
separable semi-si.mple J~*-algebras (as in. He Lgas on [illt]cbap.
VI, tho 3.4). A natural further step is to obtain tbe
corresponding global statement. The standard proof ([81r_7,
chap. VI section 5) depends on finite dimensional BTguments~
We conjecture however that such .elobal IWBsB.wB dec9.ErpositiSill-s
exist for the classi.cal real Bana cn-La e groups of compact
operators; the pr?of of this conjecture is likely to be
througb a case-by-case checking.
8.5.- One of the outputs of carrying out the programme
sketched in 8.4 would be to furnish several examples of
Hilbert-Lie groups wbich would be nilpotent and solvable.
More generally, some theory of nilpotent Bana.ch-1ie algebras
is yet to be done; it will hopefully extend the theory
of arbitrary finite dimensional real and complex Lte algebras
in the same sense that L*-algebras generalise reductive
finite dimensional real and complix Lie algebras. We feel
that the first thing to do in this direction is a detailed
study of groups of quasi-nilpotent operators in Hilbert
space. The following example is a very first step.
Example. Let Ii be a separable Hilbert space over. lR 'or C.
Let' e :: (en)n EN be a fixed orthonormal basis of 1Ii . ,Let
!= !('/Pt,e;C2) be the Lie algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt
operators on 'lA. l1Vhosematrix representation with res pect
to e is strictly upper. triangular .The :intersection of
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all the terms in the lower central series of t is reduced
to zero, hence the "nilpotency" of t ~ Let 'r .- T(~,e; C2)
be the group of operators on 1f of the form id + X t!Jfi.
"1ith X strictly upper triangula.r with respect to e , and X
Hilbert-Schmidt. Clearly, T is a Bub Banach-Lie group of
GLC'!R.; C2) , and -(,he exponential map t ~ T is given
by the traditional power series.
f~JE~~ : Let X be a Hilbert-Schmidt q_uasi-nilpotent operator
on 1d_ ; then the estimate trxn~2 ~ 4n-l)V-illx/12n holds
for all n € N* • (rbe proof of -this lemma, non trivial, is
due to Ringrose ([112], tn. 5) .. It follows E!8sily that
the series defining· log(id1:l+ X) converges in the
c~ (18..) -norm for all X e.:.t2 • Hence the .
!:E2E2~!'!!2!l : The exponential map is a diffeomorphism~
(Recall : if. G is a connected, simply connected t finite
1I\.,\f\ot-t
dimensional,~Lie group, then the exponential map' is always
a diffeomorphism from the Lie algebra of G onto G.)
QQ!2!!!El : the exponential map induces on T a structure
of Fredholm manifold (see Elwortb:v-T:tomba [62.), prop.. 1.2).
A starting point for the study of more general 'tnilpotent"
Lie algebras of operators on '1!i might be found in Schue [is"S:...7.
See as well Vasilescu [lSI], Limic [112]:
8.6. - Le.~c /I be an associative involutive complex
Banach algebra. The answers to the -the following questi:-ons
seem to depend strongly on each other : Is the 110rm topol:ogy
of Jl unique? Are the derivations and the ('*-)j,smnorphisms
of Jl all continuous? spatial ? inner ? See Loy [/13] and '
Kndison [jt]for. an introduction to these problems. Simila£'
questions can be asked for semi-simple (in some sense)
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Banach-Lie algebras; propositions I1.2t 1I.3, 11.9 and 11.12
suggest a large proportion of positive answers; idem for
Banach-Jordan algebras (see for example [1'1]).
We recall for memory the proj: ets and conjectures stated
page 1.28, 11.29 and I1.36.
Projects 8.1 to:\,8.3_ are, in my vi-ew, the most inter'esting
by fa.r.
(
Appendix : about semi-simplicity of infinite dimensionsal
Lie algebras.
The tetJporary definition adopted page 1.12 was: a
Lie algebra is semi-simple if it has no non trivial abelian
ideal. More generally, if fJ. is any real or complex Lie
algebra, one can define a first notion of a radical as
f'c'Ll.ows (an as in Vasilescu [IJ I]) : An j,deal a 'in ~
is moreover contained in
b of e;. suoh that
svc~ fI,J
.§. , namely:# b c. a
is said to be primitive if any ideal
the radical of is then the intersection of all
primitive ideals of g. Our temporary definition Can ~hen
be rephrased as follows : a Lie algebra is semi-simple if
its radical ~ is reduced to Zero.
However, this notion is in general not satisfactory.
Indeed, there exists an infinite dimensional locally finite
locally nilpotent real Lie algebra which is semi-simple
according to the definition above :
Example '(I. Stewart) '.IJevich[IIO]glves a locally nilpotent
,
torsion-free group with no subnormal a~elian subgroup.
By Mall cev correspondence ,(e.g. Stewart [17t[J), .it implies
that there exists a lOCJllly nilpotent Lie, algebra over
the rationals without abelian subideals; hence ditto over
IR or C • The existence of even "worsen examples follows
from Levich-Tokarenko [1117and Simonjan [1{l;.7.
Questions: Is it possible to single out a class of Lie
algebras for which the definition above is sa.tisfactorytl
In particular, is the class of c-involutive Lie algebras
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(definition 1&2) convenient for this 'purpose?
There are naturally many other ways to define the
radical of a Lie algebra, bence to define semi-simplicity
Baer radical, Hirsch-Plotkin radical, Fitting radical;
see Stewart [ltJpart t~o.
Simple Lie algebras, ~hich were the main concern of
chapter It are semi-simple with respect to any reasonable
definition of semi-simplicity.
* * * "* *
~~e have (temporarily) defined the semi-simplicity of
a normed Lie algebra in tbe same way as inchspter I (page
11.3) •
Questions : Is that definition satisfactory for (n6rmed or)
Banach-Lie a.lgebras in general ? for c-involutive
.Banach-Lie algebras ? (it is for I/)!--algebras).
This question is clearly tied to the project 6.4
(page 11.42).
Even if the answer to the later~question was a£firmative,
it would be convenient to have a dafin1 tion of semi-:simplicity
in terms of representations. It is indeed possible in finite
dimensions (Bourbaki [1.5]j6, tho 2 and remarkl, and ex.20)
and standard for associative Banach algebras. (RickartLltrlj).
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=~=~~==~~=~===~~;~~=========================
Hi}bert s ;;:~CE". It .\ iG ~':1 0 i':'!::'rator O~l 1{, [~J deno t e s
its ab s ol J1::ev;11'1i.~, th~]t is [x] is the :')08i ti VG operator
L-·,,]2.I., :::::
be a norm. 'Lben p( is [W.lei
to be ~ cr~ssnor~ if ~(~) = Ix" for 811 operators X of
r-ank onc : it is l11~it!;n"'j_ly_.lnv~)rir:1ntif c«(\lX~1) == II{ (X)
for 811 Xe cl-' and for 8.11 v,~'r€1J(dit) it is uhif'ort:1
t rif O«YiZ)~ IJ"1I/ o{(X)/lzJ for all XE'h and for all
Y,Z € L«(fR) < Ii nOT'w_j.dea.l. in L(Jn.) is a nonzero two-sided
ideal inL((/,..) together "Iitb 8 uru.rorto crOSt3norm w i,tb
TQSpect to ~hich the idesl beco~e8 a banach space. A
,1I1n':".o81 nann irlp,':"ll in L(If,.J is 8. nor n idea.l in L0t)
such th8t nons of its nontri~i81 closed subspace is again
a nOI'ill id.cnl.
A cros$norm on . Co(/!.) is un ; tB.rily invariant if and
ol11y Lf it is uniform. If ~ is a uni for'i; ca-os ncrm , then
tr~cer [xl) ~ c«x) ~ II X 11 for all . X € fJo(ll} • If ~ is a
uniiot'{s crosnnOX'fJ on C I 'JR.) , then tile mapo .
--------~--------+~
X. 1---------
is agt'lin 11 uniform crossnorm said to be associated 'l1itn eS
(Sllp i LJ.:':~en o-.:cr all nonzero Y I 8 in Co {t1K) ).
or T A
~!_.L It f~8
1 t
. LrI..(l~
c~(iR)
Co (tit )
and
c c~("!J.) C Lc«(I"q) and Ct(clR.) ;:~l1cl I'c<,C?)i)
"fP "fJl '. (II rr) ce (V.· / ) Iar-e ideals in L«(ffi.) • If XECo(tJTL) ,then ,,(fA)::: S~l; _.:.:_~f(ij--'-J1
ii) 'rbe ev Ldcrrt norm on L~("/~) , whLcb is still denoted
by .0( , makes it 8 norm ideal in L(lf/{) and an Lnvo Lut i v c
i)
iii) :-r.herestriction of 0{ to CP( ('/&) , whi ch is still
denot d by 0{ , liinkes it 8 tni.n Iu.a L nor~D iclt'[ 1 ;.1 ")":1 on
involutivc :kmacb algebrn; conv e r-se Lv , anv miniJI81 norm
LdeaL in LC'!R..) is of thi<=; typ~.
i v ) Any norm on Lt>( 'Il ) [ res o , on Cd..(IIil ,"hich mak es
it a 3anacn ~.lge br a is equiva'Lerrt to 0(. Lo(eJll)
l== Ceo{c;l il is th" max iura I. [rer,;p. mini~M)~ n or'tn
ideal in L(ifl.) 'lith r-es pe.ct '~o 0(
v)
trace-class and I tra-ce (XX) ::: trace (y),.) • ~Phe map
(co(lIl) f~r:1i"'hed \~Iitb e( ) x Lo<l(7tl) ----p II:
(' ,Y) ---,.. trace (xv )
.efines an isooetric i-a· orphisw of Banach spaces'between
L rJ..(IAJ
(Co(~ )
C", CIIt.)
and the strong dual of the norme' spaCB
f'urni.shed ,"ith o(). Siwi18rly, the t)trOrli:> dual of
can be i entii'ied ~i tb Lo<, (IlL) .
Vi) he follo~ing arc .quivBJent
Co(.('lA) is refle~ ive
C~)(~) is reflexive
- L" ciA.) Rnd Lt<'(11) are both Lllin:b;al.
vii) Tbe Hilbert-Scl'lJd It crOt'S·lOrL.J is Lhe unly u~liiorm cro~~suor,.J
M~ich i~ the SB~e as ita QRsoci0t .
== I'i/ I~ell) is the ideal of !?ucler.:-v: operators;
fwd c2(lfd::: L" lIZ.c1i1) is tb e Ldea.l, of
Hi].bert-~)chlliidt 0~.enltors;
Coa('!A) == C(1/f.) is the ideal of' comp8ct opl~rators
and 1N ujil/7..) is the tr LvLaL ideal of 811
ocer-et or s in L(1/{)
TI A
.l • {l9
__ C:_Ois : s ::::: a.i.ong many other po s s i.bl,e places Schatten [I 5,/],
r- ," I'. l,,"'-~'or;:-,'~I' h'>'1 "', -r- .... Z ([ <'"0 1c ""c t 'L' 0"] )" I Cl \J or' ,....r, hb '"-~.;;-.._F 're'" l' nv~. ,..~. 1 .... - \..,l t...·v..l.) (.,.[.1. V . .J .,., Q.. • r.. 4-, \.. fI'_.; ,l V ......lJ t;:::;.Lc.; ..l.../.-.".'-'_
([ 65]Cha.;:. 111). til
~he function defined by
",Ibt?n p < IX> and
on
II 11 ;.~
C
o
('1Iz) • 2~he minjm8l no I'll! ideal defined by II U will
')1-
is a un i.f'cr-m crossnormp=l>O
be ti e no t e d b? cI/tM)
by 1/ Hq mbf:re
1-
p +
If 1 < j) < /)0 C P~dI$.)-'.
if p ::::: 1 cl<lA.)
h~ ~p P 2 Cl ::: 2J....J. -
• '.~lle as s oo i.at ed cr-os snor-a is c;iven
1- :::1q
is reflexive;
Lf p ::: co
Pri:),DOs ition 19.
i) T..et P,P'€!IT "'ith 1.~p~pt~ OQ ; tiJen cp(IR) c. Cp,(lIi.)
and. the C8:1onic:":l1injection cr/iff?) -:ill"Cp' (lA) iscontinuouv.
ii) Let p€ fIT "lith 2 ~p ~ /)0 ,let (en)neN bE': ,sm ortho-
Tlor:!l~l b8sis of 'lR.. an~l l,::t X be a bounQed ope1'8tor on 15..
\" '
tben X€ C ('1R.) if' and only if / I XcnJP < 00p L...}.
(the inequality implie,') th~t XEG (1/.), for 1~p<2).p
tb<!> function which associates to an operator
X the ·urn of its el£cnv8l11c?s (:ter.-Elated accordi':"lf, to multiplicity)
is the only continuous linesr function81 which coincides ~itb '
tbe trace on Co (If!) .
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iV) Let cc, of
finite r-ank o pe r-a't or-s witl:! ZE':]'Q t rnce i;-:; d ens i.n c(J1Ii) .
.cl
"proof. ThE proois of .i) to :iii) f-'n:e st:;'lld2r.d {1)1]. tkr'c is
the sketch of a proof for iV).
four positive (hence diagonalis8.ble) 0;.(:l'f31;01"f' in CpC/II.) !
statcl1ent Lv ) clc;.~rly follows from the fcl10";j.n,..1<:'Uls8. Let
;7
numbers, and let & be the suospece co~sjstin[ of those
sequences ~ith finitely wany ~onzero ter~s only 8~d whose
sum (.la V81'1ish; +hen '6 is dense in
'~itb I < p ~ DO • ThE Lemma i tse 1f is 8. straitli(.:i'Qrlve.rd
coro Ll.ar'v of Hardy's Lneque I ity (see for eX8.l[.ple Hud:Ln L-/f5"]
chap. 3, exercice 15, ~ith a hint), and can b~ ~ou~d in full
details eLsewber e ([ 9/], Leunns 3.:3). f,j
Remark. In sections 11.5 and J1.6, we deal ~·':i.tb::3e.nacb-}',ie
algebras corresponding to the p8rticular ide81s C
J
)1Ii)
instead of those corr·e8po:1di!.b~ to Ht'bitrArv (I)_Lni.:lt31 norm
ideals c~/In..) . This r-est r t ct Lon 'is UlBde onlY in order -t;o
keep the notation~ reasonebly simple. In i8ct, ~h8 C8se
01 ((fR_) is chR.ractcris'tic of 811 the cast's fOT "Jbich th~! cl.osur e
of 81(/&; Co) is one coo i.mcns iona l, in GI>«'lh.) ~ and the
cases CpC/It.) for 1 (p{O<I are characteristic 0:1: all the
cases for '~lhich £r'J/i; Co) i$3 dense in CD(ci1l)
BLANK IN ORIGINAL
CHAP'l'ERIII
The content of this chapter overlaps su.bstancial1y
with that of a previous note [J5]. Hopefully, these
example!: will be followed sometime by a theory of E. Carten's
symmetric spaces :in the context of Banach (or at least
Hilbert) manifolds.
Let G be one of the Banach-Lie groups considered
in cbapter II and let H be a sub Banach-Lie group-Dlanifold
of G • Our examples are particular homogeneous spaces
of the type % . In order to avoid ambiguity, we first
recall a standard result (see for example Lazard [101]23.10) •
Result. Let G be a Banach-Lie group with unit e and
let H be a sub Banach-Lie group-manifold of ·G • Then
there exists on the left cosets space ~ a manifold
structure, uniquely determined by the condition that the
canonical "t" G '!I % ,is submersion. Thepr o j ec a.on - H a
canonical action GX%-% is tnen smooth.
In particular • if ~ is the Lie algebra of G , if.
h is that of H t and if m is a complementary subspace
of h in £;. , then the restriction of nrf(e) to ID-
is an isomorphism between m and the tangent space to
\,;. --...!'
% at '!f(e).
lIT ·2"]
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111.1.- A list of examples.
==;========================
The standard reference for finite dimensional sym~etric
spaces is Helgeson [J~l.
Among finite dimensional Riemannian manifolds, tbe
class of symmetric spaces plays a considerable role, both
for its own sake and as a rich source of examples for more
general situations. The theory of the (finite dimensional)
Riemannian globally symmetric spaces finds one of its
achievements in the famous E. Cartan's classification:
any such space (8a-y simply connected) is a product of
finitely many irreducible terms, and each .term (disregarding
Euclidean type) is isometric to a space of a ,~ell-known
list described as follows.
i) The simply connected compact Lie groups
SU(n) Spine n) and Sp(n)
where n is a positive integer.
ii) The Grassmann manifolds
Gk(q:n)
SGk(IRn)
Gk(d2
n)
= SU(n)/ ,1SU(n)n[U(k) )(U(n-k)J (hermitian)
= so(n)/. SOCk) I( SO(n-It)
sp(n)/
Sp(k) ~ Sp(n-k)
(hermitian if k = 2)
=
where k,n e N with 1 ~ k ~ n/l and where SGk(I,Rn) is tha
n· "simply connected manifold of oriented k-planes in lR t
which d'ouble-covers the manifold Gk{mn). of k-planes in . mn •
iii) The manifo~ds
111.3 l
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iRJ;+ (n ) SU(n) I::::: /SO(n)
«i~(n) ::::: sp(nX U(n)
~R+(n) SOCnYu- U(n)
~C+(n) ::::: SU(n)//Sp(n)
where ne N* and mhere our notations are justified by the
following example : Let CH(n) :::o(nYu(n) be the space of
orthogonal complex structures on the euclidean space fi2n
then CH(n) has t~o connected components, one of which
being Ca+(n) •
. iv) The list given in i), -ii) and iii) above needs
two modifications : first to delete some redundant terms
in the case n is an integer smalle~ than 5; second to·
add a small number of spaces whose description involves
the exceptional simple Lie groups. With these modifications,
•
the list contains exactly all (up to isometry) irreducible
simply connected Riemannian symmetric spaces of the .99tn_psct
v) The duals of the spaces already described, namely
the irre-ducible Riemannian symmetric spaces of the
non...,.compactty pe.
* * * * *
Let now '1R.w; be a IK...Hilbsrt space, separable and
infinite dimensional. The classical Banach-Lie groups
of compact operators on 1f,..w;. (section 1I.6) make it
pos sibIs to consider, by analogy, a. new list. of infin-ite
dimensional homogeneous Banach manifolds. In order to .
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unify the notations, we will write no~
the Banach-Lie group written previously
[resp• o(l~p_; Cp) Sp(1J?~; Cp)]
lr= fR ~ ]
when iK, is Q;
Grassmann manifolds as Hilbert manifolds, and their real
cohomology rings.
Let It (:N'*" and let lICk be identi.fied to some fixed
subs pace of 1iLrK . The Grassmann manifold of k-planes in
tfj) is given byIflOC
r'J'I? Hilb(IN[{; O2%,
Gk(llfllK) := ' '"fJ k, Hilb(k) x. Hilb(tlt!K,eoc ;02)
it is clearly a Hilbert manifold (see section 11.7). In tB~
real case, the Grassmann manifold Of oriented k-planes is
=
On the other ha~d, let 1IfT.(:= lfw;_ ~JR.~ be the
Hilbert sum of two infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces.
Define then
-fJ1 Hilb(lhlK; C2%
GQO(UItIK.; C2) = "'fJJ"fJ+, Hilb(uncK; °2),1( Hilb(trIlJK; 02)
and similarly for SG~ (~lR; 02) • Remark that (say'whenfK =. (In
the underlying set of Goo(~; 02) is not that of the
standard Grasslllannian G eo.:> (~; L) :::U(i?f]iu'eJ)1-} x. U(..1A+) ..
Indeed GCQ ("; L) describ~s all closed subapacea of 71. whicB
have both infinite dimension and codimension, while GpO(~; C2)
describes only those which are the image of ~-bY an
111.5
the mani.folds
, one definesSimilarly. from the grouDs
C.J for
J-'
any pe-tR with 1~p~C<l.
It is well-kno'",n (see for example 111cAlpin [lilt-_?, section
lID) that Gk(J}(Il~) is a clas::-dfying s pace for
Hilb(k)-principal bundles, and that G4)Q($,K;
1 'f' f H'lb("ffl C) , '1c. 98S1 vmg space or 1.. fJ/1.rf.T; -pr1!1C1paIt.. p bundles, hence
for K-vector bundles of unbounded finite dimension. This
shows the relevance of the spaces just defined And of the
corresponding Stiefel manifolds in altcbraic topology.
However, we will restrict ourselves to recall only th~
following results.
Proposition 1.
L) The real cohomology of GkOJ(oc)' is H polynomial algebra
over generators of t~e following oven degrees
2,4,6, •.••••• t 2k if (K :: e
.4 t 8,12,•••.•,4m if IT{ = (H- and le := 2m + 1
4f8,l2, •••••,4k if IK G).
~.
:::
4,8, ••• ,4m-4,2m if lIt :=IH. -and k ... 2m.-
'ii) The real cohomology of G00 (~IK; Cp) is for any p a
polynomial algebrs over generators of -the following degrees :
2 J 4 t •••••• ,-21t, • • .• if' l[:= It
4,8t •••••• ,4k, ••• if K:= m or ~ :=~.
Proof t thesa results are classical;s.ee for example Borel
[l.l}, section 18 and chap. iV"
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Four other Hilbert manifolds and their homotopy types.
IJet It. be a complex Hilbert space 9 separable and
infinite dimensional, and let JR be a fixed conjugation
on if.. ~ The set of all conjugations on 11<.. is then clearly
'"'u. U(Jil)/
described by the homogeneous space U-W(tfil; L) := IO(~[{)'
where'1lrR is the real Hilbert space defined by the
fixed poihts of Jl!:lin 1t.. Define a new Htlbert manifold by
'11J U (1f,_; c2%-. IR~+ ( ffl; C2) -- O+(1llR; C2)
it can be referred to as the connected component of the
space of those conjugations on If!L. VJhicb are tlHilber-t-ScJ:noidt
perturbations" o:f
= ..
Similarly for the Banach manifolds [{C+('lA; Cp) t···.
for any pclR with 1 s p ~ 00.
The hOUlOtOPY' type of these spaces is. again \'\Jell-known.
\'Ie will treat in detail the first example only; the same
method applies to the other cases above, and indeed ~.to many
more.
Let dk.. t JfR_ and ~n 'be as above, and let
be an orthonormal basis of 1{(R
orthonormal basis of !It . For each n IE N* t identify Ian
.
e == (an)neN*
then e is a .fortiori an
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b:·e~),;J. c!1] to the subspace of ~R [resp.lA} span by
the f:Lrst n bBsis vectors .. The gt'oup sot n ) [resp. Hen iJ.
is accordingly Lderrt.Lf'Le d to a subgroup of O+(~IR; Cp)
[
"0,7.re,-sp. U (un; C,~){ • Let so: (0) denote the limit of the
1'.1 ....
cLoaed expanding sy~')teill (see Hanp,en[l2.]) defj.ned by the
grOLtC8 SO(n) IS, and similarly for U(OG»:: lim U(n) and-+ 1.J(~)/ .: U(n)/
~C (oo) = /50(00) = lL~ /SO(n). Consider the
diagram
All tile Uverti cal"triples are Serre fibrations, so that
there are bomotopy long exact sequences associated to each
of the:m. In par-t Lcu Le r , for each i e N* , the t\~O rows of
the diagram
,," " IT (SO ( ()O » -----jI>
~ .
J~;
'Jri(0+ (fhm; «,» - tr;_ (u (~ ;
~lri_1(SO(OD»
J
~. ,-,
":-1 (U( QO) )
IF ..·,
--fII n:_l(U(Jt; Op»
are exact. As II( and ~. are homotopy eqltivlalences {porol-
1ary to proposition II~16), ~i and ~i are isomorphisms.
It follows from the five lemma (see e.g. Cartan-Ei1enberg
[33]chap It f 1) that r: is a group isomorphism for all
111.8
i €. N (the case i:::: 0 is trivial); in other words 9 er- is
a we8.k homotopy e quava'l.ence..But lltC+ (00) is hcmo't.opfca.lLy
equivalent to an ANR (Hanse~ [?2Jcor. 6.4) and the J3~nach
man'i.f oLd {R.{;+ (lK.; Cp) is an ANR. Hence ',1hitehena ! s Lemma
applies (see e.g. PaLa i.s[130]section 6 e 6) and t- is a
homotopy eq ri.va Lence , I~re have pr-oved
~ropoBition2& Notations being as above. the four fcl1o~ing
inclusion maps are homotopy equivalences for all p e R \:ldth
---,. HIC+ (~; er)
._--_.". fr,iJ).(/!t; c )p
CR+(oa) '---'-''''<DR4-(~; Cp)
~(C( ~) -----/1> eo ('1ft.; Cp) •
R~+(\)O )
~~( 00)
'* '* * '* *"
Examples 6f Hilbert (and Banach) manifolds corresponding
to the irreducible Riemannian symmetric spaces of the
non-compact type can be obtained the same way.
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111.2.- On symmetric spaces.============================
The classical theory of E. Carten's symmetric spaces
takes B co~stant advantage of the close relationship
between the three following notions : orthogonal symmetric
Lie algebra, Riemannian symmetric pair, and Hiernannian
(globally) symmetric space. We check now that these notions
still make sense for the manifolds listed in section 111.1.
The various cases are sufficently si:nilar to eacb other for
us to deal with one example only. We follow again the
terminology of Helgeson [Ifl.
Let 1R:: 1ft - $ (f/(+ be the direct sum of two infinite
dimensional separable real Hilbert spaces. Consider the
H:i.lbert",Riemannian manifold
O+(~; c2.» ~. .
~ 0+ ( 'Jf,.-; c2) x 0+ ($+; C2 )= •
Put and
the Lie algebras of these Banach-Lie groups are respectively
I!!. :: Q(1(; C2), and le:: Q,($.-; C2) x 9..(;#.+; C2) • Let I
be the orthogonal operator on If!t I~bich is equal to minus
the Lderrt i,ty on JR. - and to the identity on ?f+. Then
the map r {~;=:I~I
automorphism of G; .let
is an involutive analytic
be its derivative·
at the identity e of G. The set of fixed pOints 9:f s
is ~ and its eigenspace for the eigenvalu~ -1 is
!!l == (C2(~ - _". dft+) $ 02'Yt+ - ...~ -V flj£ ; no te that
is isomorphic 8S El Hilbert space to c2c'!ft) ·
ID-
The object (£,8 ) should obviously be called an
orthogonal symmetric Lie algeb!..?l' of the oompact type and-
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irreducible ([Sf·], pages 178, 194 and 306) 0 111he .paLr-
of the compact type and irredu.cible ([n: pages 174, 195
and 306)~ which is clearly associated with (e,a) ~
Let now 7r be the canonical projection G --iJ> M ,let
e be the identity in G and let C be the image pte) ..
Define a map by tlJe conditton
G
M , where
let ~b
bKLet now x ; bK be an arbitrary point in
is the coset corresponding to some b in be
the diffeomorphism of M defined by b and put
Sx ::~b" se· ~ -1 (sx depends on thE-}CO!:1et bIC only, not
on b). It is easy to check that Sx is then an tnvolutive
isometry of }id with x as isolated fixed point. In other
words t M is a Hilbert.._BJ-eTE.Bpnian.2ilobally ~ymrnetric s;pac~.
Finally, all considerations concerning the duality of
M with the manifold
0+ «(fR. , 00 t ()<); C2)/ + "IJ. _ j 7JJo (~fL ; C 2 ) ~ 0 + VTa +; C2 )
can now be repeated precisely as in Helgason [!1-], chap V
-j 2, example I.
Many basic geometrica~ properties of finite dimensional
symmetric spaces carryover to the spacesint_roduced in
section 111.1 and to crartesian products of them. For_example,
furnished with their natural Riemannian metric, these
Hilbert manifolds have positive (resJ). neg.ative) curvatuxe
if they are oithe compact (rasp. non-compact) type. It
follows among other things that, for those of the non-cOlIlpact-
type, the exponential map at some point is a diffeomorphism
Instead of dealing further ~ith this kind of general
(!\;}CAlpin [Iflr], section TH); hence, via tbe ;=.aworthy-Tromba
construction, these spaces have distinguished Fredholm
struct'lres ([ 62J1 proposition 1.2).
statements, we prefer no~ to consider in some detail a
specific example. It was studied, in finite dimensions,
by 'iiostow[12';]; his proves carryover to the Hilbert case
~ith minor modifications onlYe
Le t 1R be an inf'inite dimensional separable real
Hilbert space. Put G == GLCIf( ; C2) , It ;:.:o ((/~ ; C2)
let S :::: Sym(1R ; C2) be the subspace of'the self·-adjoints
operators in C2 (dIi) and let P = Pos($; °2) be the set
of positive definite operators of the form id;;_(+X with
Xe C2 (tit) • The set 1? is furnished 'Id tb a structure of
Hilbert manifold by the obvious bijection between P and
the open subset of S containing those X whose spectrum
lies in the real interval ]-1, o.a[ •
The group G acts smoothly and transitively on the i
)G x P -- PmaniIold P by l (XtA) f--" X*AX , and the isotropy
subgroup at id1.4 is clearly K The induced map
{G- ..• p
• X"'_"'" X*X
is a submersion; indeed, its derivative at some point X in
} C2C71} I> S and is the
G is Df(X) l y ,_.. x-r + r-x ~
composition of the isomorphism from C2(1A.) into itself
given by 'I. t--+ X,*y and of the surjective.rnap with
apli tting kernel from 'G2($) to S given byZ F--- Z + z* .
It follows that the natural map %__",p. is an analytic
diffeomorphism of Hilbert manifolds (see the result reca.lled
page I1l.l).
Let A e:P and let 3,T be two tangent vectors et P to
II1.12
A • T~e tangent space at P to A being identified with S,
one can define a smooth Riemannian structure on P by
( -1- -1 )trace A "SA 'r:::
this structure is clearly G-invariant.
l) •t' 3J,. r 0 DOS l • J_ oE..___.:.
i) Two points A and B in P CBn always be jOined
by a geodesic of minimal length~ wbich is unique and given
as follows : let be such that X·X::: A and let
. ~lO,l]
lS 1 t 1--" x* exp(tlogY) Xy ::: X*-lBX-
l ; then 'the geodesic
p
ii) Tbe curvature is smaller than or equal to zero at
all points of P; the sum of the angles of a geodesic triangle
in P is alV'!ayssmaller than or equal to 7r.
iii) The exponential map s__,.P is a diffeomorphism"
which is conformal Rt the origin of S •
:Definition. Let m be a subspace of a Banach-Lie algebra ~'.
A Lie triple system in ID is a closed subspace t of ~
such that •
Proposition 4. Let e be a closed liriea~ subspace of S mnd
let E be the image of 6 by the exponential map; then the
following are equivalent :
i} E is.a geodesic subspace of P
11) for all e ,f E ; efe e :re
iii) for all S,T68 , [s, [s,rfJ]:e E,
iv) t is a Lie triple system in S •
Proof of propositions 3 and 4 : as in Mostow [U~].•
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II1.3.- PoincaT~ series.------------------------------------------------
This section describes an npP8rently eccentric fact.
It car be read as a challenge to ~hoever will find of it
B respectable interpretation. It sho~s an unexpected
connection between the cohomology of the spaces of section
111.1 and the classical domain of modular functions.
Let M be a topolo&icel space (say, up to homotopy,
BD Ai R, in order to avoid complications). For- each k e N t
let bk be the k
tb Betti number of M, and suppose M
such that all the bk's BrB finite. Then the Poincar~ series
of is, by definition, the formal power series
::;:.L b tk it clearly depends cri the homotopykeN k
type of M only. We want now to compute PM when M is
a clsQsical Banach-Lie group of compact operBto~s or when
M is one of the spaces introduced in section III.1
Recall of 'some formal power series PM
bl
rrne spaces we are interested in are all homotopically
equivaJent to stable spaces,' in the sense 'One speaks of the
stable classical groups (results as the corollary to prop.
11.15, or as propOsition III.2). Their Betti number can
easily be found in the 11tterature.
l\Jr when
lil
M is a firlite dImens Lona.L classica~ Lie group are reviewed
by Samelson in [lit!). What we need can be suwmed up as
follows (sae again the corollary to prop. I1.16).
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The Poinc8re series of u( (0) , or of U (Iii ; Cp) f is
(lo"
given by l")U ( t) == 7r (1 + t.2k-1) •k::::l
The Poincare ser i.es of soc 00) , or of + '11o (dlllR; Cp) , is
of sp( co) , or of
""rr (1 + t4.k-1)
K==l
Sp(qt;fQ; Cp) t is
• The Poincare seriesgiven by
gj.ven by
~£§~~~~~~~~~~From the results recalled in proposition 111.1,
it is clear that PM is a polynomial whenev sz- M is a
Gr-as amann.i.an Gk(~fK_) wi tb k finite, and thRt one Las :
00
··
..·
•
Q!h!!_!£!£!!~ The POincare polynomials of the finite dimensional
manifolds 1Ra;+Cn) ~~en) CR-t'(n) and ~(!+(n) can
be computed 'vith the aid of Hirsch formula (see Borel [ll]
section 20, particularly tbeorem 6a) • From that, and using
proposition 111.2, it .follows easily that one bas ""
"'"
for fRC+ cd! ; Cp) PlRCet) =: TT (1 + t4k+1)k=l
111:1_
for CQc1& ; Cp) : Pc~Ct) = tr (1 + t2k)k=l
for m+ (l{; Cp) .. PCR(t) = p(!Q(t)·
for QC(nt; Cp) · PQc(t} =: PIEW (t) ••
The 'Poincare series of the other clsssical Banach-Lie
groups of compact operators are polynomials or are ,similar
to one of PU(t) and PoCt) , according to the corollary
to proposition 11.16. The Hilbert manifolds corresponding
to tbe Rie~n8nnian svmme tr-Lc space of the noncompac t type are
of nb interest in this section, because these spaces are
contractihle (see HeLgason [If], chap VI, theorem l.l.iij.)o
Recall of infinite products and of a acob i f'unct.Lons ,-----------------------------------------------.------
The infinite products written above have been first
introduced by Euler, in the domain of number theory [6<]].
The relationship between the Poincar~ polynomials of, say,
the Grassmannians, and combinatorial properties of integer.
numbers is standard; it is shown by the method of Schubert's
cells for the computation of the cohomology rings of these
manifolds (see for examp'Le Chern [55], chap. IV, section 1).
On the other hand, let e1,. •• , e4 be the
four Jacobi Theta~functions; notations are as in
.l"hittak;er- atson [111'], or Bateman [15]. Let a be the
modular function defined by
A (t) = f e 2 (0, t) ] 4 :: 1 _ [e4 (0, t )] 4t e3(O,t) e3(O,t).
For the properties of ~ ,see [jjJsection 13 e 24; an e1e- .
mentary introduction is in [Itt], chap VIr, j 11.
T\Teneed now the formulas
16 t
and
rBi (O,t)j4
16t
as well as
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(the dash in the lB~t formula holds for derivation with
respect to the first variable).
Indications for the proofs of these equalities c~n be
f ound in nrhittaker-T~!8tson[liS]; see example 10 follo\~~ing
section 21.9 for the first t~o, and section 21.42 for the
third.
Poincare series.
It is easy to see that all the infinite products written
in this section converge in the unit disc of the complex
plane, and that they define in this domain holomorphic function84
By juxtaposition of the facts recalled so far, it is elementary
to check that these functions are given as follows (the function
defined by the product l'U(t) is still denoted the same way} !
[PU(tl_724
PGC(t) 12
PGR(t) ::::
[pC~(t~24
l'CR(t) ::::
16t
= ~(t) L 1 - ~(t)]
16t::::1e. 1(0 ,t )] 4
PGQ(t) .:; PGc(t2)
:::: .~2(t)
256t2[1 -~ (t)]
We have not yet been able to express in terms of standard
functions either PO:::: PSP or PlRC:; p~V • This reduces
-clearly to one problem, because of the functionnal relation
given by (1 + t)PO(t)PLRC(t) = Pu (t) , which is trivially
checked from the infinite product expansions.
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'''8 Vi'i11 sun up tbis section by 8. r-esu I t nnda problem e
Hesul-t. Let hi be a space which is (up to homo'topy equivalence)
either 8 stable classical ~roup, or a stable irreducible
in the open unit disc of the complex plena. These functions
globally sY:lJ;'netri.c space. :rlflen the PcIn car-d series of 111
defines a holomorphic complex functj.on (still denoted by ~1)
Hl
are either polynomials, or st.trprising1y simply related to
modular functions.
for k~l ,
ar e Gk(CtO) = l~m Gk(Cn)
~~ (00) and ea" (DC.» •.
Remark. f},'hestable spaces defined by the irreducible permiti.§.£
symmetric spaces of the compac t typt.~
For them and for U(oo) , the above result can be expressed
more precisely ! if PM is the function defined by tbe
Poincare series of one of these spaces, then PM is -tl1e
product of a rational function by a modular function.
Problem. Ex~ress the function defined by =
00TT (1 + t4k-1)
k=l
in terms of known functions.
:About particular functions defined by~.Poincare $eries
of classif'ying spaces, see venkov'[ISijand Quillen [13/}.
III.1P
I11.4.- Miscellaneous,
Hilbert manifolds of conste n t cur-va'tur-e (l~ichal [11:1],
McAlpin [111r Jend of section IH, unsain[ltJ]).----_._._--
As in finite dimensions, spaces of constant curvature
are symmetric spaces~ More precisely, tl1e following holds.
Let M ba a simply connected complete Riemannian
manifold of constant curvature, modelled on an infinite
dimensional separable real Hilbert space ~ •
isometric to a sphere '!R. (r) ,:::.lxc "1ft J 'x f 2 ::
curvature of M is positive, to d1L itself'
Then
r21 if the
J
if the curvature
of TU vanishes, ~nd to a hyperbolic SjJ8ce
Hyper) := 15$ x<= IR$dR..l - 's12 + rx/2 =: _r2} if the
curvature of M is negative. In particular, M is
diffeomorphic to one of
0+('IG; C2) 1+ .
. / 0 (lJt ea; c2)~(i) (curvat ure +1)
(curvature Q)
Hyp(l) :: (curvature -1)
.
furnished with their standard Riemannian structures.
Various examples of Hilbert manifolds are given by the
quotients of these three manifolds by the standard discrete
subgroups oj? isometries· (see \'~olf[IIIJsec'tion2. 7). Each of
these quotients is an Eilenberg-McLane space, because tb~ir
universal coverings written just above are contractible.
An explicit trivialisation of the tangent hundle to the
unit sphere in a Hilbert space.---.--
The unit 3phere Jft(J) in the Lnfi.nite dLnrensi.ona L
real Hilbert s paco lR- being contractible, tts tangent
bundle T(IIi(J.» is obv Lous Ly 'trivial. We :tnd:i.catebelow
an explicit trivialisation~ Let IRI.IO be the Lnduct Lve limit
of the vector spaces ~n 's, canonically embedded in each
other; consider ~~ as a subspace of the Hilbert space
Kz = t 2 • Zvengrowski ([1:12.], sections 3 and 4) has
constructed a norm-preserving multiplication orthogonal
to the identity on IRoO , that is a linear map
)1- : !Roo® IH.--~ /RCl>C) such that
i) 1;<- ( x c:J'y ) f = I :xJly J f'or all X,Y e IR"'"
ii) jt(eo3>x) = x for all X€ !Roo , where eo is
the :first element of the canonical basis of t_2 •
for all with
- 02The unique continuous extention ;" of p.. to. c. make s
~2 /L an absolute valued (not associative) real algebra.
For each Xe!!2, the left-multiplication operator
is continuous and invertible,
\~hile the right-multiplication operator is not onto
in general. Furnished with the multiplication , the
space could therefore be called ~ "normed real
left-division algebra with a left-unit".
Let now (a ) be the canonical basis ofn ncSN
and let )l j be the vector fiald on '11..( 1) defined by .
k<,.,{x) = ii(e.@x)
/ J / J
Then, .for each x e '!G.(J.) the family ~j'(X» j GN*
an orthonormal basis of tha tangent space to 't!l.(l).at
for all t for all j eN* •
is
x •
This provides an explicit tt'ivinlisation of
The question of the existence of a division algebra
12structure on is, to my knowledge, unsolved. The
answer has been conjectured to be negative by
',':right (l IJ?], page 332). It is known tl1at, if such an
algebra ex tst.ed , it could not be associat.i ve (Gel' fand-M.B.zur
theorem), and even not aLter-na't i.ve (Bruck and IUeinfeld[2.'J]) $
In connection wi tb the s tudy of Fredbolm structures
on the projective space defined by $(1) , the follo\ving
question can be asked.
ProblerIl..!.Does there exist a bilinear UJap
baving the properties i and ii belo~ ?
L) symmetry: b(x,y) ::: b(y,x) for all x,y e 111.. •
11) the left multiplication by x : y,__,.b(xpy) is
a Fredholm operator f'or all x E;fz , x f. o •
. .
BLANK IN ORIGINAL
?TOUP, let G
sJcebrFl of U Rn~ let ~ be thpt of- v f.c: '.'<
;-)H': '!;ell-l:no"ll1 (CHrtanfji), Chevalley-Eilenberg[Y], K08zul[i{Ji])
. The real (or de Rha~) cohowoloLY H*(U) of the group U ,
the coho..cology of its Lie al~~bra and the algebra
J'}rc.~) of L1v;:rient cocvcLe s on .£ ar e iso~floY'pbic to each ot.her ,
l.lor-eove r , J~'C~) is an exterior algebX'8 OVE:r ttJe space .P* (.1d)
of priJJi tive cccv c Le s , "1hich is of d i.ceus i on ! (1= r81.1kof U ) .
The safue is true for the co~plex algFbras H*(G) , H* (,.)I..L and
J*(g) ; in €ed, the inclusio~ of U in· G is a homotopy
equiv lance, and the r-eLet i.ons H* (i;£) = H*C:~)®niV and
J¥. (p) = <.T* (u ) ® t;,<C are true by gene ra I principles.
~ - &l\'
let no~ I(U) be the Z-Jradcd algehra of those polynomial
functions on u mith reel values ~hich are inV8ri~nt by the
adjoint action of U on u. Let H*(BU) be the real coholliolog\
of -the classifying space BU for V-principal bundles. ~:hen
leU) 811d are isoDor;hic to 8ach other., ~oreover, leU)H*'BU)
is a polynomial al[ebra over t generAtors.
Finally, there exists s canonical lirt~Rr map T (denoted
by J 1'1 Car+an [31]) from T(0) to ()* (,9) '''Ihiehtransforms
cr'ne:rators of I(U) into i.,E'nerntors of J* C£) • fl'his lD8 p plays
.. a-~ruciel role in the study of transbr seions.
~'he purpose .of this chajrte'r is to investigate tbe ana Logue
propositl0::1S mhe
tlgehre of compact operators. Indic~tions have been sketched in
l Sl.j, [13_7· In the abs enc e of any gerpral theorem lour only
. m€.tbod is to per f'or,» explicit cOlaputu t i o-is ,
,J":- ( r)c \ ~~
U:.-· ]'_:1 [81 ~}.cowputations ~ritten w:: . _
Let g he a (possibly infinite dimensionAl) Lie al~Qbra
over. r~\'" (w..· . ID If') If ' ~ ·"X 1, " .I_ _,_ 18 1.1.. or 'iJ. . . l{ Co .1~-. , a ~oc .n:adE. 18 a
~ultiline~r alternating WRP
The vector space of all k-cochains on e ~ill be denoted by
ek(()
C*(g)....
and th~18}'sebra
=: ffi CkCii)
ke-i'1
of all cocheins on
accorjing to the usual convention,
eO(£:) = IT:• Tbe standa rd explicit f'crmuIas for the Lie deri.vative
e'* an1 for the IIexterior!! differenc:iation d carrv over to
the in'~inite dimensionAl esse ~ithout change, so thAt ~e will
not define every notion in eJ etail; see for exa:JJple Koazu l [lOO).
";e t';)i11 denote bV Zk(~) l r eap , Bk(£) , Hk(g) , J.k(B)]
the space of the k-coeycles l r-es p , k-bcundar Les tIe-cohomology
classes, k-invariant cocy cLe s ] on El·
Let now be a Banach~Lie algebrabver{ IK • (rhe space
of continuous k-cochains on
similflr~y for
will be denoted ~y
and
proceed to (le,sc'ribe J~ (~) when u is the compact form of
a classical complex Lie. alt;f,ebra if:. of compact operatol"s on
tbe infinite dimension8.l separable com~ Hj_lbert space 'JA..
Consider first tbe associj;}_tive algebra cocl/D . For
ach ' k € u* , define the k-linear 8.1ternating map .,
.~ Co (1ft,.)( ... XCo(1Ii) ---- -- '... ~l (Xl,···, Xk) 1--_' trace(4 sg(a-) X6"(l) " •• Xtr(l)
':'Ihere the sum is taken over all permuta'tiol1s .of the SYllllJ.l--etric
IV.3
J
C:TOllP Ln k vn r i.ab Les 0" .
.j,"'\._
It 1.3 88SY to check tl18-t vanishes whenever k :Ls
e v en .
Uo denote for sbort the Lie R1cebra of finite
~ r'tP"l.' C) and define :fOJ' e ach kG N*_. \(TIl, 0ronk operators
Uo >< ••• x Uo
(li' .. ~ i2k-1)
---------~ ltt
__ -"A. .'k( 2k-l) (
y ]. Q2k-'l ~'l'
A
iToposition lA. T111:: cocnaane (S k)k EN* are pri..:Jitivc: c ocyc Le s
on
by
unique up to multiplication by nonzero real numbers.
Proof.
~~~]2_2~~ : Let F be an n-dimensional subspace of 1tl and
let l!(1n be the subalgebra' of tlo cons Lst i.ng of those--
all k € IT~. • Then
F into itself' and its ortbogonal complement
"be the restriction of P to _u(F) for">k
1\ ]'. 1\ It'
()l' .., ,)~j) are pr1.mi ti ve cocvc Le s on
J*{!±(Jn) , and they aretb~ unique
operators which map
"Fonto zero .. Let e k) ..
l!(F) , they ge~erate
primitive generators of J* (~on') up to multiplj.cation by a
nonaer-o real number-s . 'fhe proof of th:i..sst~ep is classical; the
eAplicit form of tbe
~F -
,) k 's is apparently due to Dynkin [si];
references and pedestrian comput.at i.one have been collected
in [41].
t bean invariant !-cocha in on
:According to the results recalled under step one, :for an~
subs pa ce F of 1ft as above, thore are oons tant s (a priori
depending on F) such that the r~striction of ;- to ~{Jn
Can be ~ritten as
I~ ," k A'n" L C 5J',- ;.
'1~k~ e .F k
+ ...
(finite sum). '
But if is the restriction of to
It follo~s cleqrly from the finite dimensional case thAt
the constants C t S do not de pend on E' for dimF large
eno~gh. Hence
t\
P t s ,
_)k
J*( u )o
is an exterior algebra generated by the
ste:o three. fPhe prmri tivity and the uni.ci ty of the
--...;:. ...._------'" .gen erp..tors ..>k I ~1 can be proved similarly, U~3ing :finite
dimensional sub8lgeb~as of tfJ
Let now peR with '1 ~ p ~ .ro , and let Ut: denote for
u I~. C ) • For_VlI1.., Pshort the Lie algebra of compact operators
2~-·1?f '"
each k € N*, ) k extends uni~uely to a continuous
on u which will be denoted by the same letter •
....:2
....
CoroJ).ar~. 'l'he cochains (J k)k'e N* are primitive cocvo.Le s
~1\-1~f'
on ~. The algebra J~(~) is an exterior algebra generated
~
by (3 lr)kEN*, 2k-~t ~p ; moreover, these primitive generators
are unique up to lImltiplication by nonzero real numbers.
In particular
.....
Proof clear, as Uo is dense in ~ and as those )k 's-
which are defined must b~ continuous.
Remarks.
i) Proposition lA still holds for the algebra
1\
and the set of generators (J k) k e- N*, k ). 2 ; tbe
still holds for su(~; Cl) in the same \'lay.
coro1lary' ..
IV .s
)'1') (["-13_ .....u ss~e 1e8c~iption as ahove 1s also vali0
complex lie aLge brn s f!1.(~;
~_~ p ~ 00 and sl(~; r;p)
c p) pE- R: 'fJi tb P ," or- u
p :::: (j or p - 1
Let no= ~~) be a reel Hilbert space, -h i.ch C£:;':l be
)11.
be the Lie 81gebra of finite rant operators
• It is easy to check thnt the restriction of
van i.sb es when ks1.(moo. 4) • For e ach ke::-N*
let /\~ 2k be the restriction of to 80 •°-
A.
Proposition lB. (The cochn i.na (V2l::)keN* ar e priuJitive cocvc l.e s
on s o0 • The algebra J.)\- (so 0) is an exterior algebra gerie:n~ted
-
by (~ 2k) le e N* ; moreover, these j:ycimiti ve generators are
unique up to multiplication by nonzero real nuob~rs.
Proof! as for proposition lA.1I
Let p s R \)!itb 1 ~ p ~ co , and let ~ denote for
short the Lie al€;ebra of" compact operators Q(itf lit; Cp)
(0 is also denotqd by sal
_2 1\
"'lith 4·k-1 ~ p, t1""2k
when p := 1) •. For each keN-X'
extends un iqueLv to_ 9 continuous
(4k-l)-cochain on
letter.
~hich will be,denoted by the saGe
Corollary. Proposition 1B holds if sao
"'" -
( el'2k)kE N*by, J~(~) , and
J~(o 1)0) = III-
is re placed by 0p;
n -
by (u2k)k6N*,4-k-l?p·
In particular
I\7 • h
Let nO'J' 1/{, be a \l'J.ater'l1ionJ.c H'i Ib er t soace , -ih i ch
\O\.
as 7!/_ fur-n i sb ed '''ith an antj.conJui:.t;;'ltiun.
ca.i
be c on s I d e r e d
L~t sp be the Lie algebra o~ finite r8~k onerators
o
s p( 1fz.r,_; Go) . It is ng.9 in e8.sy to chc cl that tl1e re stri ct t.o: u:~
q_,. to S1J VG:,L:;{)'.:.:~)"i~,d, l:::e'1(mod 4) • .t'·0r e ach ke-!~¥, t
A 0
/\
let l2k be thE.' restriction of 2q4k-l to sPo'--
2roposi t1 on lQ..:..l'be cocha ins are pr Lu.L t i ve cccv c Les
on sPo. rrhe aLgebr-a J-¥. (sPo) is an exterior algebr8 generH.t~·d
by (t 2k) k €: N* ; ;nor~oVltr~he ~Ej)rL{Jiti v e generators are
unr: ue up to "iultiplicntion by nonzer-o rea I nuub e r-s ,
Proof : as for proposition lA., IJJ_.-
Let pEH wi1.11 1.~p ~OQ , and let ap denot e for..::..:.E .
short tbe Lie algebra of .compact operators ~(~~; C ) .
'"
p
For each ke:N* lvitb 4k-l~ 11 , Z"'2k extends uniquely to
a continuous (4k-1) -cochain on which will be denoted
by the same letter.
Corollary. Proposition le holds if spo
" -
and it:2k)k IE N-X'by J~(spp) ,
.J~(sp"" )-
1.S re p~aced by :~.E~
by (ZW'2k) leE N*, 4k-1.~ p •
In :,articular = &1 •
If K is now one of ~, C,
denote the connected component of the zr oup defined pat;',e 111.4,
and n!l2(J.{~; Cp) its Lie algebra.
Proposition 2 .. nbc real cohomology algebra of tbe Banach-Lie
group Hi]j,+(1{1I~;Op) is Lso.aorom.c to the a1eebra of
continuous invariant cochains on the Be.nacb-Lie algebra
r"f ?\i < I
hJ.lb(;Jk,x; Cp) if and onLv if p;::; 1 c
-~. I
•
Proof : Pr-o po s i 'tLon 2 it)110"IB hy c()n;p~:Tj:";0'1 b<-::tl"E<c:n the
about the cohomology rings of the fini'Lc dimensional
classical Lie groups on t,be one band, and })t'oposi tion IV.1
on the other hand. §
k I +1. 1:) •• H. l' .j.. ("iP C) t'RemaI'_'".. n \,I1.1e~..aemanm.an case J. 0 tuzlK1 2 t' .he
explicit form of the generators of J~ Olilb (1JffK; C2))
provides the harmonic differential forms explicitely on
the group; a tiny part of Hodge's theory can be
recuperated in this way. The unitary case U(l>f Q;; C2) is
remarkable in so far as there is no narmont o f crm t o
generate the first cohomology group_
IV • c:'
IV .2.- ~che c ohoaro Logv 81gebi'f:( Bc:et) .====~=~~====:~-=;~=====~=~=~=====~~===
Let g be a Banach-Lic algebra. Frow the usual conventio~s,
jot £0110",18 thRt HOC~') is identifiec; with tbe bas e f i.aLd , Itc .....
isis an immediate conse4uence of ~he definitions that
isomorphic to C}j(:topolOfU::H1 duaI of tbe DH:.'1r::1Ch space
concerned, real problems start with oH'-- ( r)C E;_ • In this section, .
II~(~) is computed when ~ is a1 infinite di~ensional classical
complex Lie a16ebra of conpact oper8tors.
Let 11/.. be an infini t~ dLnenr:dOlw,l s6.£_arqble complex Hilbert
space. Let P€!{ t!1ith 1~p~ 0.0, 8.ndlet §.
~ 1 1algebra f.QJun.; Cp) • Let Cl€ it be defined by p + q =: '1 ,
[f;l r$; Cq_) if q <.PO ,
be the BanAch-Lie
and let b be the Ba~ach-Lie algebra
and the Banach-Lie algebr8. &\1A; L) i1 q:= 00 • Consj_der
as in section II.5 (the last remark) the duality
. {axb .... CC
«I» l (X,;{). ~ trace(XY1;-)
Let no= W be a 2-cochain on a. Accor-d mg to the duali tv,
4) defines a um que continuous linear 0pe-Fator LJ·: §..___"., b
such that for all.' X.YE@. .. , - I
«X ID( Y¥)) = -«:r' ~dX*)))naturally, as W is ske>·!ot,:;YUlwetric,
for al.L X~y € §3. • It follo'~s directly from tlJe definitions
that OJ is a. cocvc Le [resp• a CO'ooundarjt) if and only if
{j is a derivation [rasp . an inner derivation_../ '7rite
Der(!,!?) the space of all.derivations froID §l to b nnd
In~(~,~) the subspace of Der(~,~) containing those derivations
!J for whi.ch thf.~Te exists De b "'"lith ~(x) = [D,x_7 for all
2( ) _ Der(~,b)1 •Xt fa. Hence He!! - !Int(a,b) as explicitely known
fro"" />f!c.hol1 .r.2 . - ~ --_._
-e- \I ,'.
1. v , ~
frODosition ~A. let---:..,[---.,---_. - as above. rrheri the vector
is Ls otaor-ph i.c to
1 1. 1. '''i11en 2 < ~ (>~- + - pr p CL
Proof : it is an illJ~edi8lte c ons e quence of tbe considerations
»h i cn precede the proposi +i.on and of thE: follONint, lemma. S!JJ
Le.n[;)& Let D be 8. cont i nuous operator on s . Lot pc ut
FInd
2 < p ~ 00 , and let.
111-~ + p = q • Suppose
D G er ((fA.) •
({,re: ~( be such t.hat
that [D,x]£Cq(l~)
Then
Proof. Let ;: :::i Y € L('!t.) /[y ,X]GCq (;:f.) for fill XE-Cp(lI)j;
tben 'J: is clearly a non triviAl Iri.e ideal of Lr.$.) ~hictJ
contains D. Hence (see. proposition II.l.A), D must be
compact (up ,to a scalar mul~iple of t.ho identi.ty of 11. ).
It is then sufficent tJ prove the lemma when D is acomvact
positive opeDator.
Let ,(en) nG N he an orttonor\nal' basis Of'?X. whi ch
diagonalises D and let ~:::;; ()} n)nG N be a decreasi~.1g
sequence of positive real numbers such tbl-"'.t D ==2 ... ,~ e,,®e ..
nGN nL. n
'~e I'~antto show that
Let f be
~f(rt) ~ t~n
ti{ :::;
a map from N into itself such tbat
numbers be the operator
A "is in
. ,
1.) Cl) )
C
2
) 13 Lenerated by the CRnonical i08ge
and ov U2().fJ ("!i!. C )~ (LCJ'11)/Q;idYIl)I. "tl.
- l,l C 50=--:' '/f/J., 2 aIL / c')((J1l..),._
iii) H6 (til(d7(; Coo)) ~ HO (~ (;X; CoX'» ._ e .
H~·(ql(~ •c k- fit ,
ii) H~(i£1<1,f;
J-x (: 1 ( rrfi. C )c~\~It, 2'of
Hemarks.
L) If p ~ 1, tbe real COllO:Joloi;Y al{;ebr'9 of the
Eanach-T ie group uC!!..; C~) is po! Ls orrorpb i,c to the sca lar
cobo:nolo.£"y H*(u(!X; C» of its Lie algebra. Indeed, tbo
"" c - P
first Betti number of u/lt; Cp) is then e qua I tb +1, while
H;(2(~; Cp») ::: 10} moreover, if 15J 00 ,the SBCO'1d
Betti number of U(~; Cp) v an i.ahe s , 'Nbile d:iUlH~CgJ1!; C) ::: Q:) •
ii) If the conjecture i) above ;BS true, then the
real COhO~lOlo&yof U(1it.; en) would be isoroor ..phic to
.L
H~(:l(fX; C1.») ; similarly for the group sur1;t; C'l) •
iii) In the L*-case p::: 2 , the canonical image of
J~(£H.(f,{; C2)) is a proper subalgebra (J: in H~(£.(jj; (;2))
which has the ~ollo.ing property : let s be ~ classica]
simple complex Lie algebra
sllbalgebra of £lC7/.; C2)
the cohomo Logy of H* (~)
of finite dimension which is n
then the restrict:i.Oll of (J: to
is surjective. 0:: is in tbi.s senSe·
coho~o]o~y spaces of the associative C*-nlgebra C(1;f)
do v nni.sb ; see GiJich:'-lrdet[b'].
v) ?roposition 11.10 can 81so be ex~re~sed in a
cohomology formulation about
vi) "'J f rtl. C '}~~\rfA "1Any state~ent and conjecture about
sI r$! C )
r 1,
mhich we ~ill not write do,n ~x01icitely.
Propos';t i.on33. :L,,:t JIR be a con jugat i on of :Jj_ ; let
p € iR 'ni tIl '1 ~ p ~ (>O and let Clc: if[ be defined by '1 + 1:::1_p q
Consider the Danacb -La.e algebra a:::; !2,(~",J'k?; Cp) • ~r})en
the vector space H~(a) is isomorphic to
v -
'1 1- +r p
1
qwith vih e n::.c )q
.vhe n
Proposition 3C. It is obtf1ined by replacing In by J~ and
o hV ~ in proposition 3B.
Proofs ! as for proposition 3A. S
Remarks: as those following proposition ?;A.
_. ( .., \
I ", -- J==::=~==~=~~===~~========~=====~~~=================
~)y th c c ont Lnucuu
sv~~etric ~ultili~eRr maps i~om v to fL...... by j.) (f)-- C '-
r-; •• 1+
~ l)t.h8.t def I ned hv the con t i.nucus
is well-l.no"'Dt.Lat Se (.c.) :-:'tnd. }:c (Ii:) Rre na t'.l.TFJ.llv Ls o.no r-«
ph i.c (DfH2 for Gx;.~.;.t!ple DoupdY['ti_7sect,ion 1.J) .
is invariant.Ba~18Cl1-Lie f';roup er • A function
by G :Lf .., eXl:--) :::, F (Xl' •• , X,).t~ .K for all
F.L {{ for alI ge G , "'here gX denotes the
result of the tran form of X by g according to the
adjoint action of G in fi .. Enva'r i.arrt functions de:fine
8. SUb81bcbr8. of Se (g) VIIl ict) '.\l ill he denoted by
S(G) == }~N SkeG) • SilllilHl'ly, Lnvar-Lant polynomials d ef i.ne
8 subelgebra TCG) of ~c(~) ; the nstural isomorphism
bet1"een ....c (~;) and -n c (~) induces an asoiaor otu sm bet'~leen
SeG) Qnd ICG) . In this s~ction, we ~a~t to describ~ l(G)
O'Peretcrs
is one of~~he C18ssica1. l)a~'1.Hch-Id_e e;roup of com:';iact
Hilb(1I.~· C) '!itb ~P.: an ir~finite dLmens Lona I, , p , u~
wh e n G
se par'ab Le Hilbert SP8 ce over rE. •
Let :first 'It. be a complex space, let PG If with ,'1!: P ~ oo~
and cons Lder the gr-oup Up::::: lj {1£.; Gp) • To anv o'rth01:10rmill
basis e::::: C Cn) nE N in $.. corresponds a maxuna'I torus r.r
in and the Lie algebra is isomorphic to the
space of real se'J.uencta8 (when or co (when
p == 00 ). Tile Lncl.us I o- I}: c.._> U
[.J
can be Looke d
/p (or
symmetric group ~~ (see proposition I.7A). By follo~ing,,
~~e same method 88 i~ section IV.I, and by uaihe the
it :i"; easy GO comput e explis:l:te:ly
(::;0e as 'pcll [13)) .
:LEt i{ e N:jI., k ~ P • Let Yk
polynomial function defined by
:for all X(;-s. c ) .- p
be the continuous
)k(X) ::: tr8.ce lr -J=l' X)}j
Proposition 4A. The' alt,ebra I(Up) is 8. poLvnonu aI algebra
gener~~ted by the functions (J k) k G N-X-,}::~ p •
In part i.cu Lar I (U ()C) == 1° (U~) ;; .[( •
Reraar ks .
L) fehe generators (,) k) kG N-*, k ~ p are not um.que .
I
Indeed, if p = 1 , other syste_1~s of', {~en<:::ratQrs arlipl'0f~idea
by the invariant Cbern functions and ttJE: dual Lnvar-Larrt
Chern functions; see i{furakami[12,].
ii) Propositions 4B and 4C are analOQle to proposition
4A and are left to the rea{).er. Similarly for I (SU(Il; C1~ •
Hilb+ {1i'lK; Cp) being again as in pages 111.4 and IY·6,
one biiS :
Propoqition 5. The real cohoJoloLY algebra of the classifying
IV.1A
space of the Bana ch-ud e groLlp H11b+(ctltrr,t;
1-1:\
(, + ( "t,IJ )' 'to the aLgebr-a I lHilb ,Q/1.lK; Cp ~ if and
is isomorphic
only if p::::: 1 .
Proo:( : pr-opoa i,'t i.on 5 :fo110''l1S i;,L"E;diDtel 'J from (T()po!:Li;tiorD
1.- liIake explicit
to J~ ('pilE..cdftJX; c p~
k e J , k ~ P (see tbe
the map T from I(rlilb+(~K; Cp~
" .,··'liicn;.;onds )k to Jk for 811
bottom of page IV.I). Tb8 imgge of
T ~ill contain the canonical set of generators 1n
J~ (r~ilb,(!lifKrCp») if Bud only :l.f 1 ~ E~,2 or J? = 00, ,
as it is immediately seen from the corollary to proJ)ositiort
IV.I and from proposition IV.4.
2.- Study explicitely ~he Weil algebr$ (see Cartan
[31 ] ,[32.]) of the classical complex Banach-Lie algebras
of compact operators, especially tu the case of nuclear
operators (p = 1 ). This project would best follow some
work on conjec"tures i) arid ii) page IV~lO.
r
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